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OBJECTIVES AND BRIEF NARRATIVE OF VOYAGE 

Scientific Objectives 

This Voyage had two legs separated by a refuelling stop in Fiji (26th to 27th May, 2008).

The First Leg of SS07/2008 focussed on these objectives:

The fastest spreading backarc region on Earth forms the northern Lau Basin (NLB), 

and is the strongest source of mantle-derived 3He-rich hydrothermal plumes in the 

southwestern Pacific. Following success of RV Southern Surveyor NoToVE voyage 

(SS11/04) to the northern Tofua arc-Fonualei Rifts (Tonga) system, and building on 

international collaborative efforts, we propose to survey the bathymetry, magnetic 

characteristics, petrology, hydrothermal activity, and hence origins and evolution of two of 

four spreading centres within this region (Northwest Lau [NWLSC] and Niuafo’ou [NSC]) 

which are essentially unstudied.  As the Pacific Plate rolls back along strike of the Tonga 

Trench, rapid backarc crust formation in northern Lau is accommodated by four known 

centres connected by transform faults and distributed deformation. Recent voyages have 

surveyed the Fonualei Rifts (east) and Futuna Spreading Center (west), but the NWLSC 

and NSC in the central NLB are only known from reconnaissance 12 kHz surveys.  

Following high resolution 30 kHz multibeam bathymetric surveys, vertical CTD 

hydrocasts and “tow-yos” coupled with rock (glass) dredging will be used to sample 

along/across-strike of the spreading centres. Post-voyage laboratory 3-D magnetisation 

inversions accompanying seafloor geomorphology will be used to construct the 

tectonic evolution of the Basin. Glasses and bulk rock samples will be analysed for 

major, trace  and volatile elements together with isotopic (radiogenic and stable) 

SS07/2008
Northern Lau Vents Expedition (NoLauVE)
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abundances to determine the volatile contents and melting processes, and identify 

mantle sources likely including “Pacific”- and “Indian”-type mid-ocean ridge and 

Samoan plume components, and hence obtain insights into upper mantle flows.

The Second Leg with support from Teck-Cominco and endorsed by the 

Steering Committee of the Marine National Facility used the opportunity 

of vessel mobilisation in the region to extend our survey with the same 

scientific objectives of submarine volcano-hydrothermal activity to the Peggy 

Ridge, and thence southwards to the Lau Extensional Transform Zone. 

1.  Voyage Objectives 

How does the plate tectonics of the rapidly extending NLB work? In detail, we aim to 

determine the location and types of the current microplate boundaries, and extents 

and duration of motions on each of them. Answers to these studies will reveal how 

the rapid extension and shear deformation of the NLB is accommodated, and how the 

present configuration of the Basin has evolved. Results will have global significance 

for plate tectonic process studies, and have relevance for zones of rapid sea floor 

extension and formation, particularly for periods when high ridge length/area of sea 

floor was prevalent, as deduced for the Archean. With the help of reconnaissance 

12 KHz (RV Kilo Moana) data, we will complete coverage of the NWLSC and NSC, 

determine the nature of the tectonic boundary that connects the NWLSC with the 

NW Peggy Ridge, and characterise the connection between the FFZ, NSC, and the 

western termination of the Tonga Trench. The NLB between the Tonga Trench and the 

Peggy Ridge-NFFZ (Fig. 1) forms a large extensional shear and relay zone between the 

WNW-moving Pacific Plate and east-moving Australian Plate. How this works in detail 

will be determined by our survey in conjunction with data for the FSC and Fonualei 

Rifts, and is of basic importance for plate tectonic mechanisms (Schouten et al., 1993). 

2.  What are the nature and source characteristics of the magmatism accompanying 

the different crustal accretion variables in the NLB? We know that at MOR, the 

primary variables controlling crustal accretion are the spreading rate, upper mantle 

potential temperature, and mantle composition or fertility with respect to basalt 

production (e.g., Macdonald, 1982). In backarc settings, the advection induced 

in the overlying mantle wedge coupled with the extra melting triggered by fluid 

released from the subducting lithosphere are additional variables (Martinez & Taylor, 

2002). In the NLB, analysis of dredged samples will allow us to address all of these 

variables: a large range of likely spreading rates, proximity to the adjacent Tofua 

Arc, morphologies (inflated, depressed, rifted, segmented, off-axis seamounts), 

mantle sources (Indian, Pacific, Samoan plume), and extents of melting. Much of 

the NLB is anomalously shallow possibly reflecting unusually hot upper mantle 

and possibly consequent to the rapid subduction rate (Davies & Stevenson, 1992). 

The high FeO and low Na2O at MgO = 8 wt% of the Fonualei Rift basalts are 

consistent with a higher than average mantle temperature beneath the NLB than 

other backarc basins globally. Coupling the compositions of the dredged rocks with 

the geophysical and tectonic studies outlined in (1) is a powerful approach known 

to yield results. Recovery of samples from the multiple concurrent spreading 

centres will allow detailed geochemical mapping of the mantle isotopic domains. 
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3.  Does the Samoan mantle plume penetrate beneath the NLB? Based on the 

He, Sr, Nd, and Pb isotopic compositions of several off-axis (temporally and 

geomorphologically poorly constrained) dredged samples, it has been proposed 

that mantle material from the Samoan plume has penetrated the NLB (Volpe et al., 

1988; Ewart et al., 1998; Poreda & Craig, 1992; Turner & Hawkesworth, 1998). The 

strongest evidence for this hypothesis is high 3He/4He of samples straddling the 

NSC (Fig. 3) but these samples lack full geochemical (including radiogenic isotope) 

characterisation. Clearly further progress with this problem requires spatially well 

constrained sampling and comprehensive post-voyage laboratory analytical study.

4.  What are the characteristics of volatile distribution in the mantle sources of NLB 

basalts? The recycling of volatile elements and compounds such as H2O, CO2, S and 

halogen compounds from subducted slab to mantle and thence via arc and backarc 

basin magmatism to the hydrosphere/atmosphere is one of the first order geochemical 

processes (e.g., Arculus, 2004). A major voyage objective will be to recover fresh 

glassy rock samples for detailed chemical analysis, particularly of volatile elements 

and compounds. Our overall primary objective with these (glassy) rock samples is to 

quantify the volatile fluxes in supra-subduction zone settings, and attempt to distinguish 

the components involved (mantle wedge, subducted crust, overriding arc lithosphere). 

Submarine-quenched backarc basin basalts with variable arc influence have been 

particularly useful in defining characteristics of  the volatile component released from 

the subducted slab (Stolper and Newman, 1994; Kent et al., 2002). Our planned 

sampling of the NLB will complement those previously recovered in the Fonualei Rifts 

and represent a very large range of distances from the adjacent Tofua Arc, subjacent 

subducted Pacific lithosphere, and possible Samoan Plume ingress. In addition to 

the geochemical significance of these studies, it is known that H2O contents of 

the upper mantle have significant implications for geophysical properties such as  

viscosity (hence controlling mantle flow), extents of melting, seismic attenuation 

and anisotropy (e.g., Karato, 2003; Wiens & Smith, 2003; Billen & Gurnis, 2003).

5.  What are the hydrothermal characteristics of the NLB? On MOR, hydrothermal 

venting is strongly correlated with spreading rate (with the interesting exception 

of hot spot–affected ridges), evidently because spreading rate is a reliable proxy 

for the magma budget. In back-arc basins, the magma budget may be complicated 

by subduction-induced variations of the melt supply and the systematics of plume 

incidence, ridge morphology, and chemical characteristics are in the early stages 

of study (Massoth et al., 2003). Baker et al. (2005) have reported the results of 

hydrothermal plume surveys along relatively slow-spreading (40–60 mm/yr) and arc-

proximal (10–60 km distant) sections of the southern Mariana Trough and the Valu 

Fa Ridge. On both sections, multiple plumes have been found overlying ~15–20% 

of the total length and comparable to mid-ocean ridges spreading at similar rates. 

In the case of the Valu Fa, we know from geomorphological characteristics and 

magma compositions that an extra increment of melting (and hence ridge inflation) 

is triggered by slab-derived fluid ingress (Martinez et al., 2005). In the NLB, we 

have the opportunity to study hydrothermal activity associated with backarc 

spreading centres relatively remote from the subducting slab but also with variable 

distance (N-S) from any Samoan plume ingress. Our global understanding of the 

fundamental controls on the geochemically important ocean inputs of backarc 

hydrothermal plume activity will be significantly advanced through this study. 
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Results

During the Northern Lau Vents Expedition (NoLauVE) SS07/2008, 68 dredges, 1 grab, 54 

hydrocasts, and 2 (1 unsuccessful) video tows were completed between the southern 

New Hebrides Arc, the northern Lau Backarc Basin, and the northernmost volcano in the 

Tofua Arc (Tonga). The total distance travelled was about 10,000 km, and approximately 

34,000km2 of seafloor was ensonified by the EM300kHz  multibeam (swath) system. 

The primary voyage results of NoLauVE for the First Leg are: 1. The so-called Niuafo’ou 

Spreading Centre is misnamed. Instead, this region we now call the Rochambeau Rifts 

(RR) is characterised by diffuse magmatism over a wide region of rifted crust with no single 

developed spreading centre, together with some localisation of magmatic activity in very 

large volcanic edifices, some of which are hydrothermally active. The Rifts terminate to 

the north in a major left-lateral transcurrent fault system linking with the NW-SE-striking 

Tonga Trench wall; 2. The Northwest Lau Spreading Centre (NWLSC) forms an asymmetric, 

inflated ridge terminated by right-lateral transcurrent faulting at both northern and southern 

terminations, with two large calderas (about 6*3*0.2km) astride the Ridge. The northern 

caldera is hydrothermally active. The southern termination is characterised by transtensional 

tectonics and widespread volcanic activity at the Peggy Ridge. Both the RR and NWLSC 

are dominated by sparsely olivine-plagioclase microphyric, poorly vesicular, glassy pillow 

basalts; 3. A large (45 km diameter) volcano (Dugong) is located 25km northwest of 

the subaerial backarc volcano of Niuafo’ou, and is surmounted by a caldera with a small 

hydrothermal plume near its base; 4. The northernmost volcano (P) in the Tofua Arc 

comprises several edifices and a NE-SW-striking rift complex that has erupted quartz-phyric, 

rhyolitic pumice and welded flows; 5. In the southern part of the New Hebrides Arc, the 

previously known “Eva” edifice is a stratovolcano located on top of faulted basement, 

and is accompanied by a smaller volcano (“Evita”) to the southeast. A small hydrothermal 

plume was detected in the vicinity of Eva; 6. The edifice called “Alis” to the southeast 

of Eva is a highly symmetrical cone; 7. A magmatically active ridge striking northwest 

from the island of Matthew culminates in a large submarine volcano ( Mont Gilbert).

The primary voyage results of NoLauVE for the Second Leg are: 1. The Peggy Ridge is 

currently dominated by right-lateral transtensional tectonism, but its elevation (~900m) 

above the surrounding Lau Basin seafloor is not necessarily consistent with this activity 

and merits further study; 2. Numerous magmatically-leaky faults and widespread lava 

flows accompanying right-lateral transtensional tectonic activity, characterise the Lau 

Extensional Transform Zone (LETZ) to the south of the Peggy Ridge. We did not detect 

any distinctive isolated hydrothermal plumes associated with either the Peggy Ridge or 

the LETZ, but a widespread diffuse transmission anomaly several hundred metres thick 

generally deeper than about 2000m and averaging around 2250m depth was noted; 3. 

The LETZ merges southwards with two inflated spreading ridges, in a N-S overlapping, en 

échelon arrangement called the Central Lau Spreading Centre. A distinctive hydrothermal 

plume was detected at the southern end of the southern ridge. Both ridges are dominated 

by sparsely olivine-plagioclase microphyric, poorly vesicular, glassy pillow basalts.

Following the Voyage, the rock and water samples will be distributed to the scientific crew 

and collaborators for laboratory studies in concordance with the Voyage objectives. We 

achieved an excellent coverage for investigating the effects of distance from the Tonga Trench 

and possible ingress of the Samoan Plume in the genesis of the Lau Backarc Basin magmas.
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Voyage Narrative

All times in local time (New Caledonia and Fiji Standard 

Time = UTC + 11 and 12 hours, respectively)

Leg 1

Day 1 Wednesday April 30th  Southern Surveyor thrust away from the Quai 

des Transportes Longues at Noumea at 1100 hours, experiencing a short delay 

while a critical spare part for the A-Frame was delivered from the airport.  The 

Ship’s Master, Neil Cheshire and the Chief Officer gave the induction of the 

scientific party shortly after leaving the wharf. We were headed SE through the 

“Canal” and thence northeast towards the southern New Hebrides Arc. 

Day 2 Thursday May 1st 

At 0715, the first of two ARGO floats that the Voyage had been asked to deploy was 

launched by Pete Dunn at 170oE, in a water depth exceeding 2000m. At 0900, we had 

arrived at our first station to the northwest of “Eva Seamount”, planned to be a 100m 

“dip and recovery” to test the CTD functions followed by extended sampling (including 

3He/4He) to establish water column characteristics. The operation had to be postponed 

because of a combination of software and hardware difficulties. Instead we swath 

mapped the Eva edifice, identifying several cones and craters as potential targets. 

Mapping completed at 1300 hours, the first hydrocast (NLH-01) was completed as the 

100m test, followed by NLH-02 in 1890m of water to the north of the summit of Eva. 

The first dredge of the Voyage (NLD-01) was then deployed on the north flank of Eva, 

recovering glass-rinded, fresh basalt/basaltic andesite containing olivine, clinopyroxene, 

and plagioclase phenocrysts. A hydrocast (NLH-02) in 1250m of water to the west 

of the main craters of the summit of Eva identified a small plume at 1093m depth; 

8 samples were taken for He and 3 for trace metal analysis. We continued to swath 

map the area identifying a smaller edifice to the southeast of Eva (“Evita”). A dredge 

(NLD-03) of the north flank of this edifice recovered a full load of glass-rinded, very 

vesicular pillow fragments and sheet flows characterised by varying modal quantities 

of bright green clinopyroxene phenocrysts accompanied by olivine and plagioclase.

Day 3 Friday May 2nd 

Swathmapping to the southeast of Eva towards La Pérouse Seamount commenced 

at 0025 hours, following recovery of NLD-03.  We deviated from the track towards 

La Pérouse having encountered a major conical structure to port (northeast), likely 

to be a seamount named “Alis”. After a couple of reciprocal tracks, and completion 

of swathmapping of this near-perfect cone, we continued towards La Pérouse. At 

0445hours, NLD-03 was deployed on the north flank of this seamount, recovering ¼ 

bag of rubbly, slightly weathered and iron-stained mafic, olivine-rich volcanic rock. A 

hydrocast (NLH-04) to the north of La Pérouse in 1700m of water did not detect any 

plumes. We continued swathmapping eastwards towards and around the emergent 

Matthew Volcano. A bright brown sediment slick could be easily seen drifting away 

from the island towards the northeast. A hydrocast (NLH-05) in 830m of water to 

the northeast of the island, launched in the vicinity of the slick, did not identify any 

plumes. Some of the swath data collected around Matthew was noisy, and we 

retraced our course to recollect data. We then turned back westwards to the Alis 
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Cone. A dredge (NLD-04) of the north flank of the summit recovered a full load of 

black mafic, olivine-phyric blocky lava, slightly weathered with small corals growing 

on some of it, and a minor amount of iron hydroxide-rich clayey material. Following 

completion of the dredge, and a minor swath line to fill-in a gap in data coverage, 

we commenced a long transit towards the north and then northeast across the 

North Fiji Basin. At 1900 hours, preparation of the magnetometer for launch was 

initiated and the instrument was safely deployed and functioning by 2000 hours.

Day 4 Saturday May 3rd 

We deviated from our chosen course towards the southern portion of the Central 

Spreading Ridge (CSR) of the North Fiji Basin in order to find at least 2000m of 

water depth at 172o East in order to deploy the 2nd Argo Float – successfully 

achieved at 0200 hours. Swath mapping of a transect of the CSR at the request of 

Leonid Danyushevsky (Chief Scientist of cancelled voyage SS08/2008) commenced, 

and by 1000 hours, sufficient morphological detail had been revealed to select the 

currently active axis of the Ridge. A hydrocast (NLH-06) on this axis to 2880m depth 

revealed no sign of current hydrothermal plumes. A successful dredge (NLD-05) 

at the same location recovered a full bag of glass-rinded pillow basalt fragments, 

a minority of which had minor associated hydrothermal alteration. We completed 

a 3rd swath pass over the CSR and proceeded northeast towards another area of 

interest (temporarily referred to as “Danyushevsky”) for the erstwhile SS08/2008 

at 20o 22.7’S, 175o 12’E. The northern flank of a normally and transcurrently faulted 

volcanic edifice was mapped; a deep hydrocast (NLH-07) at this location undertaken 

to establish regional water column characteristics revealed no plume activity. 

Day 5 Sunday May 4th 

Our transit towards and past the Fiji island group continued, paused to make another 

deep hydrocast to the southwest of Kandavu at 19o 33’S, 176o 56’E in about 3340m 

of water. No transmission anomalies were observed. After this hydrocast, a shift 

of ship time to local Fiji Time (AEST + 2 hours; UTC + 12hours) was made.

Day 6 Monday May 5th 

While the ship was between Kandavu and Viti Levu at 0915 hours, the 

main engines were stopped to repair a fuel line leak, and restarted at 

1322 hours; we made a slight detour to investigate a potential change 

in structural fabric between Kandavu and Gau, proceeding around the 

southeast corner of the latter island and then northeastwards again. 

Day 7 Tuesday May 6th 

At 0230 hours, a 2600m deep hydrocast (NLH-09) was made to investigate 

water column characteristics of the Koro Sea; no plumes were observed. We 

continued northeastwards towards the southwestern limit of our target area in 

the Northern Lau Basin. The Peggy Ridge defines the southwestern boundary of 

the area, and we decided to make a hydrocast in deep water prior to crossing 

the Ridge to define the water column characteristics; the hydrocast (NLH-10) 

was deployed in 2950m of water. No transmission anomalies were observed.
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Day 8 Wednesday May 7th

Our plan now was to traverse all the way northeastwards to the northern limit of 

our survey area and then to work back towards Fiji. The ground is remarkable with 

many obvious lava flows and protrusions on the ocean floor, and patches of heavily 

faulted terrain. As we approached the potential shallow ground of Foss Bank, we 

retrieved the magnetometer. Available bathymetric information indicates Foss Bank 

shallowing to 9m northwest of our northern survey limit, and another shallow edifice 

eastwards and within our area. The latter proved to be a very large, old-looking, 

extensively faulted, planated volcanic edifice. We planned a hydrocast in deep (i.e., 

>3000m) water at the northeastern limit of our survey area on the southern wall 

of the Tonga Trench. But a problem with the CTD cable required cutting the cable 

and reterminating; curing of the resin pot would require at least 24 hours so we 

began a grid survey with E-W lines working southwards from the Tonga Trench 

wall north of the edifice, over its summit region, and continuing southwards. 

Day 9 Thursday May 8th 

Just after midnight, the bottom rose from ~500m to 25m within a horizontal distance 

of less than 400m. Despite the potential importance to future navigators of mapping 

the shallows of this edifice, our own scientific purposes would not be served by such 

an effort and we made for deeper water and continued working southwards with the 

E-W swath grid. Two edifices appear on the 1o satellite gravity map: Foss Bank to the 

west and what we have now called “Turtleback” to the East.  The bathymetry unfolded 

as a remarkable left-lateral transtensional system on the southern flank of Turtleback 

terminating the northern end of the so-called Niuafo’ou Spreading Centre (NFSC). 

There are other left-lateral transtensional basins on the northern flank of Turtleback on 

the southern wall of this portion of the NW-SE-trending segment of the Tonga Trench. 

There are at least three generations of rifting in the NFSC, with current orientations 

of 15, 35 and 45o; the latter is the currently active one. We selected a number of 

dredge sites within the surveyed portion of the NFSC, for survey purposes called 

Northern Rift Zone 1. The first of these (NLD-06) in the older, western part of the SC 

complex, on the flank of a “donut-shaped” crater, recovered a meagre haul of two 

rock types: black, glassy pillow rinds of essentially aphyric, plagioclase-olivine-bearing, 

very sparsely vesicular basalt; woody-textured, pale grey, pyroxene-bearing pumice; 

and some milk chocolate-coloured mud. The next dredge (NLD-07) on a cone in the 

currently active portion of the SC recovered a large haul of glass-rinded, plagioclase-

olivine-bearing pillow basalt, some blocks with minor hydrothermal iron staining. 

Day 10 Friday May 9th 

A pancake-shaped feature in the active rift was the target of the next dredge (NLD-08). 

A 2/3-full chain bag of glass-rinded, plagioclase-olivine-phyric basalt was recovered, 

together with brown mud containing glass shards. Our initial approach to sampling 

this SC was to target morphologically different volcanic features; the relationship 

for example, between donuts and pancakes was not clear. Continuing the sampling 

strategy, NLD-09 targeted a linear volcanic ridge in the northern part of the active 

portion of the SC. One glassy pillow rind (plagioclase-olivine-bearing basalt) and a 

number of glassy chips were recovered. Following completion of the dredge, the EM300 

system had a major crash. The combined efforts of Scott, Pete, and Michael had the 
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system running again after a couple of hours. In the meantime, NLD-10 recovered a 

1/3-full bag of black, glass-rinded, plagioclase-pale olivine-phyric, sparsely (but large 

~ 10mm) vesicular, basalt pillow fragments. The final dredge (NLD-11) in this area 

targeted a donut-shaped cone. We suspect the dredge missed this cone and in fact 

recovered ¼-full bag of rocks from the ~2800m-deep, flat floor north of this donut. 

Nevertheless, the samples proved to be the usual black, glass-rinded pillow basalt 

fragments. Mineralogy again is plagioclase and olivine, the latter being a very pale 

yellow. With the repotted termination of the CTD ready for deployment, we made 

a hydrocast (NLH-12) to within 15m of this floor, and detected a very minor plume 

at ~2756m. Samples both for He isotopic analysis plus a number for total metals 

(including 2 filtered) were taken of this plume. Following completion of the hydrocast, 

we made an anticlockwise traverse of the northern end of Rift Zone 1 to fill in some 

gaps in the swath bathymetry, and then commenced our E-W-oriented survey grid.

Day 11 Saturday May 10th

 In order to pin down the water column characteristics at the margins of the survey 

area, complementing our hydrocast (NLH-10) to the southwest of the Peggy Ridge, 

we made a hydrocast (NLH-13) in the deep (~3,700m) fault basin on the southeastern 

flank of Turtleback. The left-lateral fault that terminates the northern end of the NFSC, 

strikes E-W through the floor of this Basin. A broad small plume between 1700 and 

2150m was detected in this cast. Swath mapping then resumed on the E-W grid. 

Day 12 Sunday May 11th 

With a variety of potential targets identified, we attempted to sample a 500m-high 

cone with ~N-S oriented dyke at the eastern margin of the Rift Zone with NLD-

12. Nothing was recovered. A hydrocast (NLH-14) in a trough at the eastern margin 

of this Zone to ~2360m depth identified no particulate plumes. A dredge (NLD-

13) from a ridge recovered plagioclase-olivine sparsely microphyric, flaky glass-

rinded basaltic pillows together with some mud in the pipe dredge. The camera 

housing was pressure tested satisfactorily with a dip to 200m, and then NLD-14 

deployed in the active rift of Northern Rift Zone 2. A 1/2–full dredge bag of black, 

glass-rimmed pillow fragments and lava tubes was recovered. The pillows are 

sparsely plagioclase-olivine-phyric basalt with very few vesicles. One thumb-end-

sized particle of quartz-pyroxene-bearing rhyolitic pumice was also recovered. 

Day 13 Monday May 12th 

A ridge in the Northern Rift Zone 2 was then sampled by NLD-15, recovering a full bag 

of glass-rinded pillows of sparsely olivine-plagioclase microphyric basalt. The next dredge 

target was a “pancake”-looking extrusive pile, but NLD-16 came back empty except with 

a few glassy, olivine-microphyric chips in the pipe dredge. We then attempted to sample 

a rubbly volcanic fissure flow (NLD-17). Two fist-sized fragments of highly plagioclase-

phyric basalt pillows were recovered. The next dredge (NLD-18) had better returns from 

a flat-lying flow, with a ¼-full bag of mostly glassy, variably oxidised highly plagioclase-

phyric basaltic pillow fragments; some fragments have thin black Mn coatings. A 

pancake was sampled by NLD-19 returning a ¼ -full bag with dark grey, glass-rinded 

pillow fragments comprising sparsely plagioclase-olivine microphyric basalt. A camera 

tow (NLV-01) executed in text-book fashion across this pancake unfortunately returned 

no video footage; a post mortem initially suggested interference with the sledge wiring 
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by the Chief Scientist prior to launch likely interfered with the timing of the video-light 

combination triggering – later electronic forensics also discovered a faulty timing switch 

for this combination. A hydrocast (NLH-15) in ~2310m depth of water adjacent to the 

pancake detected no particulate transmission anomalies. The next dredge target was 

a rubbly-looking ridge; NLD-20 retrieved several kg of very fresh, black glass-rinded 

pillows and lava tubes, comprising very sparsely plagioclase-olivine microphyric, weakly 

vesicular basalt, and about 1 kg of glass chips in the closed pipe dredge. Continuing 

with the geomorphological variety of targets, NLD-21 targeted a donut-shaped crater, 

and recovered hydrothermally-altered, sparsely plagioclase-phyric pillow basalt.  

Day 14 Tuesday May 13th 

A rubbly flow southwest of a donut-shaped crater was sampled with NLD-22, recovering 

a 1/3-full bag of moderately weathered and oxidised plagioclase-phyric basaltic pillows; 

the pipe dredge also contained reddish-brown mud with glass shards and 4 lumps 

of grey pumice. A hydrocast (NLH-16) was then deployed in ~ 2145m of water at the 

eastern margin of the Rift Zone 2; although the trace of a possible particulate plume was 

logged at 1495m, and a very small broad plume at 2090m, the transmissometer print-

out shows no such anomalies. Swathmapping then resumed identifying a large volcanic 

edifice (“Lobster”) in the centre of the Rift Zone and a spreading ridge to its west.

Day 15 Wednesday May 14th 

With more of the Northern Rift Zone defined, and targets located, a circular “scone”-

like feature on the southeastern flank of Rochambeau Volcano was dredged (NLD-

23) first. Four rock types were recovered: 1. vesicular basalt with ~1% plagioclase 

phenocrysts; 2. non-vesicular basalt with ~1% plagioclase phenocrysts; 3. plagioclase-

phyric (~20 to 25%) pillow basalt and lava tubes; 4. pyroxene-quartz-bearing pumice. 

The next target was a lava flow emerging from a double-donut to the east of 

Rochambeau. Glass-rinded pillows composed of plagioclase-phyric, sparsely vesicular 

basalt were recovered by NLD-24. An acoustically-reflective, flat-lying flow was 

targeted with NLD-25; brown mud with foraminiferal ooze containing much blackish 

brown glass and some pumice fragments was recovered in the pipe dredge. 

Day 16 Thursday May 15th 

Both pipe dredges and the bottom of the chain bag were lost on the next dredge 

(NLD-26); the consumptive target was a rubbly lava ridge. A retry (NLD-26B) came 

back empty. Chastened, we moved to a rubbly flow associated with a donut (NLD-

26) recovering a 2/3-full bag of glassy-rinded pillow basalt containing a few large (2 

to 5mm) plagioclase phenocrysts, variably weathered. Pillow rims and glass were 

recovered from the grilled pipe and brown mud in the closed pipe. A hydrocast (NLH-

17) in a deep rift on the eastern margin of the Northern Rift Zone in ~2454m of water 

detected no transmission anomalies. A rubbly lava flow in the base of this Rift was 

sampled with the next dredge (NLD-28). A 1/3-full bag of variably weathered basalt 

pillow fragments, a few pumice lumps, and brown mud containing fragments of basalt 

was retrieved. We then attempted to dredge the “antenna” of Lobster; NLD-29 came 

back with nothing, but NLD-30 of the same target recovered olivine-plagioclase-bearing, 

sparsely microphyric basalt pillows and tubes some with oxidised iron staining and 

coatings. A pancake on the antenna was targeted with NLD-31; old-looking, aphyric, 

non-vesicular basaltic pillows were retrieved, most with Mn coatings and oxidised 
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iron staining. Given the returns from the regional sampling, and the time available, we 

decided to concentrate on the potentially most active targets. A hydrocast (NLH-18) 

bore immediate fruit of this policy, with a distinct particulate plume (0.4% Tx anomaly) 

identified at 60m off bottom in the SE corner of the 1500m-deep summit caldera (2.5 

km diameter) of Lobster. A dredge (NLD-32) of the smooth caldera floor recovered 

a full bag of markedly fresh, thick black glass-rinded, aphyric pillows and flows. 

Day 17 Friday May 16th 

Another cast (NLH-19) in the NW corner of the caldera again identified a Tx anomaly, 

albeit weaker between 1479 to 1375m depth. We then resumed swath mapping noting 

the development of the spreading rift southwards, eastern and western rifts showing 

extensive normal faulting, and the diminution of the Lobster edifice southwards. At 

1330 hours, the Master decided to head for Apia in Western Samoa to evacuate a crew 

member and terminated the swath survey. We set a course across previously unmapped 

terrain north of Niua Fo’ou, the NE Lau Spreading Centre and the northern part of 

“Volcano P” in the northern Tonga Arc (swathmapped during SS11/2004; NoToVE). 

Day 18 Saturday May 17th 

In the course of the swath, a 45 km-diameter volcano was discovered 

~25km north of Niua Fo’ou; a 5 km-diameter caldera forms the summit 

region of this volcano; subsequently we named this volcano “Dugong”. We 

arrived at Apia at 1500 hours, the 2nd Engineer disembarked, some fruit and 

vegetables embarked, and we were out of the harbour by 1700 hours.

Day 19 Sunday May 18th 

We took advantage of the diversion to Western Samoa to examine “Volcano P”, the 

furthest north volcanic edifice in the Northern Tonga (Tofua) Arc,  swathmapped on 

SS11/2004 (NoToVE) en route to the voyage termination in Apia. Upon approach to P, 

we made a hydrocast (NLH-20) to examine the regional water column characteristics 

in a deep (~2350m) on the northeastern side of the edifice. A small transmission 

anomaly was seen at ~720m, a very small transmission anomaly at ~1138m. and a 

broad anomaly ranging over 1915 to 2500m with a maximum at 2150m. Pale particulates 

clogging the filter accompanied by an elevated pH characterised the shallowest plume, 

perhaps consistent with a serpentinising source.  The edifice was then remapped 

because the SS11/2004 version could not negotiate the Hobart email filter in time. 

A complex structure was revealed dominated by a rift trending ~040 with numerous 

obvious cones and flows. The first dredge (NLD-33) of the northernmost edifice 

675mbsl encountered a transient tension >8 tons, a twang on the trawl winch, shake 

of the whole ship, and returned with nothing but frayed cable and no dredge assembly. 

Subsequent problems with the A-frame suspended further dredging. So a hydrocast 

(NLH-21) was made above a crater in the main rift zone; a small anomaly was present 

at 690m, and a larger transmission anomaly from 890m increasing towards the base 

of the cast at 10m above bottom. An initial grab (NLG-01) of the floor of this crater 

did not fire; a second attempt (with bounce; NLG-02) recovered several fist-sized rock 

fragments comprising welded rhyolitic tuff with flow banding, fiammé, and individual 

pumice clasts. With the A-frame still arthritic, a jerry-rigged system of recovery with the 

gilsons allowed deployment of a dredge (NLD-34) on a flow in the Rift Zone, A ¾-full 

bag of quartz-phyric, woody-textured, variably altered rhyolite clasts was recovered.
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Day 20 Monday May 19th 

The Dugong volcano was swathmapped en route to the main field area revealing an 

enormous structure with hundreds of individual eruptive “blobs” and transacted by 

numerous faults; some of the latter may be the source of the earthquakes reported for 

this location in the global seismicity catalogs. A hydrocast (NLH-22) to the caldera floor 

(~1170m depth) showed a very small transmission anomaly (~0.1%) between 1090 and 

1160m depth. A dredge (NLD-35) of the southwestern floor of the caldera recovered a few 

fresh basaltic pillow fragments, glass in the pipe dredge, and two small pieces of pumice. 

Day 21 Tuesday May 20th 

We resumed our survey of the so-called Niuafo’ou Spreading Centre with a hydrocast 

(NLH-23) at the northern end of the central rift. From about 1450m to the bottom of 

the cast at 2190m, a very slight (~0.05%) transmission anomaly was observed. A 

dredge close by (NLD-36) recovered one pumice fragment and rock-free mud in the 

pipe dredge despite a couple of ~9t pulls. A hydrocast (NLH-24) towards the southern 

end of the central rift displayed no clear transmission anomalies. A dredge (NLD-37) 

of a flat-lying lava flow near a pancake structure in the vicinity retrieved a ¼-full bag 

of volcanic rocks plus chips in the pipes; much of this material was fresh and glassy 

but some was variably oxidised. A small amount of pumice was also recovered. 

Day 22 Wednesday May 21st 

Given the remaining time available, we decided to head west to the Northwest Lau 

Spreading Centre (NWLSC), encountering the spreading axis as predicted by the 

regional bathymetry compiled by the University of Hawaii. A hydrocast (NLH-25) 

at 15º 43.1’S to the northwest of the axis encountered a structured transmission 

anomaly (~0.2%) with peaks at ~1790m, 1855m and between 1900 and 1990m 

depth. A dredge close by on the axis recovered a ½-full bag pf black glassy pillow 

and lava tube fragments. A single piece of low grade, hydrothermally altered greyish 

rock was also retrieved. After mapping northwards towards the termination of the 

Spreading Centre at ~ 15º 31’S, we made a hydrocast (NLH-26) and encountered a 

small transmission anomaly (~0.1%) between ~1778 and 2100m depth. A dredge 

(NLD-39) close by recovered a ¼-full bag of glassy black aphyric basalt pillow flow 

tops and 4 tiny pieces of grey pumice. A dredge at ~ 15º 36’S along the ridge 

axis recovered two rock types: glass-rinded black plagioclase-olivine-phyric pillow 

basalts; highly vesicular (flow-aligned and elongated up to 8cm) aphyric basalt. 

Day 23 Thursday May 22nd 

A hydrocast on “Shannon’s Mounds” at 15º 40’S on the Ridge axis detected a structured 

transmission anomaly between 1733m and 2060m. A dredge (NLD-41) of these mounds 

recovered a ¼-full bag of glassy basaltic rocks, some with low grade pale grey alteration 

and Fe-staining; in some large glass-rimmed pillows, the vesicles are lined with sulfide 

(marcasite?). A hydrocast (NLH-28) in the western side of a large (6*2.8*0.2km) caldera 

located on ridge overlappers at ~15º 48’S, encountered a major structured transmission 

anomaly (~1.6%) extending over ~300m depth range between 1790 and 2190m. A 

dredge (NLD-42) close by recovered a ½-full bag of black, glassy, non-vesicular basaltic 

pillow fragments, some with incipient low-grade alteration and oxidation. A hydrocast 

(NLH-29) on the northwest side of the Ridge axis adjacent to the caldera detected a 
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strong transmission anomaly (~1.4%) between 1800 and 2000m. A dredge (NLD-43) 

of small mounds on the axis in this area recovered a full bag of black glassy basaltic 

flows, some with low grade Feoxyhydroxide alteration, plus glass fragments in the pipe 

dredge. We continued then to swath map southwest along the NWLSC axis, discovering 

a second caldera of similar size to the first, again located at ridge overlappers.

Day 24 Friday May 23rd 

A dredge (NLD-44) of a mound to the southwest of the 2nd caldera at ~ 15º 57’S 

recovered a 1/3-full bag of black glassy, variably vesicular  basaltic pillows, flow tops 

and tubes; some of this material has low grade (pale grey) hydrothermal alteration. A 

small amount of pumice was also recovered. A dredge (NLD-45) of the southern floor 

of the southern caldera retrieved two basaltic pillows with trace amounts of olivine and 

plagioclase plus glass shards in the pipe dredge. Overheating of the hydraulic pump oil 

delayed further operations; to cool off, we continued swathmapping of the NWLSC axis to 

the south, and then returned to hydrocast (NLH-30) the centre-west wall of the southern 

Caldera. In 2160m depth, we observed a small transmission anomaly at the base of the 

cast and “fuzziness” from 1855m down with a peak at ~2035m. A dredge (NLD-46) of 

the NW rim of this caldera retrieved a ½-full bag of pillow basalts and pahoehoe-textured 

tubes, variably iron-oxyhydroxide-stained. Large glass rind fragments were in the pipe 

dredge. All material is aphyric and sparsely vesicular. An off-axis small knob, northeast 

of the southern caldera was targeted on the next dredge (NLD-47); a ¾-full bag was 

recovered with 3 rock types of varied apparent age but all sparsely vesicular (~1%): 1. 

pillow basalts with sparse olivine phenocrysts; 2. moderately altered (with iron-oxide 

stains) aphyric pillow basalts; 3. light grey, aphyric, old and weathered pillow basalts. We 

next returned to the plume-rich northern caldera, hydrocasting in the deepest (~2230m) 

part on the eastern wall; a moderate hydrothermal plume between 1850 to 2224m was 

present, indicating a source somewhere to the west. A dredge (NLD-48) on the floor 

of the northern caldera recovered a ¼-full bag of glass-rinded basaltic pillow fragments, 

many with ropey external textures. In a final attempt to narrow down further the source 

of the plume in this caldera, we made a hydrocast (NLH-32) near the southeastern 

wall, to the south of the previous cast. The most intense transmission anomaly 

(~1.5%) seen to date was present between 1776 and 2200m with a peak at 1925m. 

Day 25 Saturday May 24th 

A dredge (NLD-49) of a lava flow between the northern and southern calderas recovered 

a ¼-full bag of black glassy basaltic pillows and flows with a few pieces of pumice 

and many glass shards in the pipe dredge. We then traversed along the ridge axis 

to several mounds southwest of the southern caldera. A dredge (NLD-50) of these 

mounds recovered a ¼-full bag of black, glass-rinded pillow basalts and glass chips 

in the pipe dredge. One fragment of a possible tube-worm was also present in the 

pipe dredge. Further to the southwest along the NWLSC axis, we dredged (NLD-51) 

several more mounds recovering a ½-full bag of black glassy basaltic pillows and glass 

shards plus 1 small piece of pumice, and lost the closed pipe dredge. A hydrocast 

(NLH-33) in ~2450m of water off the ridge axis to the east detected no transmission 

anomalies. A N-S oriented lava flow plus donut complex several km to the west of 

the ridge axis was our final dredge (NLD-52) target for the NWLSC. We recovered a 

full bag of partially weathered basalt pillow fragments, some with glassy surfaces. 

The pipe dredges contained mud and rock chips (including glass) and some pumice. 
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Day 26 Sunday May 25th 

We swathmapped the intersection of the NWLSC with the Peggy Ridge (called Donna 

Ridge on the Admiralty chart), revealing a visually remarkable complex of transtensional 

faulting accompanied by pull-apart basin development, plus a large volcanic field of 

donuts, flows and individual steeply-ridged volcanic edifices. The number of volcanic 

constructs decreases southeast towards the Waypoint (16.41o S, 177.42oW) marking the 

start of the 2nd Leg, but the Ridge narrows to a “twisted rope” appearance of ~900m 

height above the surrounding sea floor. A spackly cone astride two faults was dredged 

(NLD-53) in the main volcanic field, retrieving a ½-full bag of weathered basaltic pillow 

fragments with partially consolidated mud and some fist-sized white pumice blocks. The 

final operation of the First Leg of NoLauVE was a hydrocast (NLH-34) to the north of the 

Peggy Ridge and east of the termination of the NWLSC. No transmission anomalies in 

~2180m of water were seen, but some “fuzzy bits” noted at 1762, 1805, and 1900m. At 

0530 hours, the ship was turned towards Suva and the magnetometer deployed. After 

reaching the Nanuku Passage, we ran a reciprocal swath course to our outward track. 

Day 27 Monday May 26th 

We arrived at the pilot station off Suva at 0530 hours, collected the pilot at 

0610 hours, and were at anchorage awaiting a clear berth by 0700 hours 

marking the formal end of the First Leg of SS07/2008. A frustrating delay in 

bunkering ensued, with our ship awaiting the departure of a container vessel 

from the fuel bowser-equipped berth. We finally docked at 1800 hours.

Leg 2

Day 28 Tuesday May 27th 

With 120 tons of fuel, water and fresh food loaded, trash from the Green 

Room and sludge from the bilges relict from Leg 1 removed, we set off 

in overcast and drizzle at 1000 hours from Suva. We took the shortest 

course northwest of Gau Island to the Nanuku Passage and so back into 

the Lau Basin. We were headed for the waypoint marking the southeastern 

limit along the Peggy Ridge that we had reached on the First Leg. 

Day 29 Wednesday May 28th 

We arrived at the first waypoint at 1300 hours (27 hours from Suva) and 

spent until the early hours of the next day swathmapping from this waypoint 

further southeast and on reciprocal courses mapping the Peggy Ridge. 

Day 30 Thursday May 29th 

Our first operation in the area was a hydrocast (NLH-35) in the northwest of the survey 

region, looking to define the regional water column characteristics and in particular 

search for any particulate plumes. No particulate anomalies were detected in this cast 

of ~2180m depth. A dredge (NLD-54) of a prominent donut-shaped cone near the 
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hydrocast site recovered only small pumice fragments in brown mud in the pipe dredge 

together with a sponge spicule and shell fragment. We continued swathmapping and 

launched a hydrocast (NLH-36) at the southeastern limit of the Peggy Ridge area, 

again to investigate regional water column characteristics. No particulate anomalies 

were seen in ~2400m water depth. A prominent donut-shaped cone close-by was 

dredged (NLD-55) recovering a ¼-full bag of old, plagioclase-olivine-phyric pillow 

fragments (including one torso-sized piece blocking the mouth of the dredge bag) plus 

pumice fragments; pumice and brown mud were also retrieved in the pipe dredges. 

Day 31 Friday May 30th 

Our swathmapping continued to extend southwestwards using NW-SE reciprocal lines, 

revealing a complex system of right-lateral transtensional faulting with numerous pull-

apart basins. A rubbly ridge in the northwestern part of the study region was dredged 

(NLD-56) recovering a ¾-full bag of poorly glass-rinded, weathered, sparsely plagioclase-

olivine-phyric pillow basalt. A hydrocast (NLH-37) between the NW and SE “regional 

pins” in ~2470m water detected no transmission anomalies. Another hydrocast (NLH-

38) in the deepest (3240m) pull-apart basin also detected no transmission anomalies. 

Day 32 Saturday May 31st

So far, none of the dredged rocks had the appearance of being recently erupted. 

Volcanism seems to be distributed rather than localised along a spreading centre. 

A reflective rubbly ridge adjacent to a recent-looking NW-SE-striking fault was 

the target of the next dredge (NLD-57). A ½-full bag of fresh black glass-rinded 

pillows and flow tubes, sparsely plagioclase-phyric basalt with ~1% vesicularity 

was recovered; the freshest haul to date. We next headed southeastwards on 

a single pass through our projection of the en échelon arrangement of pull-

apart basins in the Lau Extensional Transform Zone (LETZ) and then southwards 

in a N-S grid to swathmap the Central Lau Spreading Centre (CLSC). 

Day 33 Sunday June 1st  

A striking sinusoidal arrangement of ridges and basins dominated by two major axes 

of inflated, apparently young-looking spreading ridges was revealed by the mapping. 

Towards the southern end of our survey area at 18.5oS and on the western side of the 

southern ridge, a hydrocast (NLH-39) detected a small structured transmission anomaly 

at 2150 to 2230m depth. A dredge (NLD-58) on the adjacent axial high recovered a 1/3-

full bag of glassy pillow basalts and flow tops; the basalt is sparsely olivine-plagioclase-

phyric with variable Fe staining. One of the pipe dredges contained abundant glass 

shards; the other had been ripped off. Moving northwards, the next hydrocast (NLH-

40) was deployed on the eastern side of the southern ridge. No distinct transmission 

anomalies but some general “fuzziness” below 2220m depth was observed. We found 

similar features in the next hydrocast (NLH-41) on the west side of the ridge at about 

18o 23’S: a diffuse fuzz below ~2110m depth. Mounds on the axial high of the ridge at 

this latitude were the target of our next dredge (NLD-59). A ¼-full bag of glassy, very 

sparsely olivine-microphyric pillow basalts, flow tops and buds was retrieved. Some 

of the interiors are moderately stained with Fe oxides. A small amount of glass was 
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trapped in one of the pipe dredges. We then targeted a seamount between the northern 

end of the southern ridge and the southern end of the northern ridge. A dredge (NLD-

60) retrieved a small amount of older-looking, poorly glass-rinded, Fe oxide-stained and 

Mn oxide-coated pillows and flow tops. A hydrocast (NLH-42) in the deep between this 

seamount and the southern end of the northern ridge detected no particulate plumes 

in about 2700m water depth. Again some fuzziness was observed from about 1680 

to 2240m depth. We moved to a chain of rubbly mounds on the crest of the adjacent 

ridge and dredged (NLD-61) one large (30cm) and a few small pillow fragments and 

some glass shards in the pipe dredge.  We planned a hydrocast to the west of the ridge, 

but this had to be postponed because of an increase in wind speed and rising swells. 

So we proceeded northwards to swathmap the remainder of the LETZ target zone. 

Day 34 Monday June 2nd

While our initial northwesterly course was with the wind and swells abaft, the reciprocal 

line was somewhat bumpy. Nevertheless, at 1500 hours, we were back at the northern 

end of the CLSC target area. The ship was pulled up and an assessment of conditions 

made; wind was still averaging 25 to 30 knots from the southeast, but the consensus 

was to attempt the next hydrocast (NLH-43) located on the west side of the northern 

portion of the northern ridge. No distinct transmission anomalies were observed but 

some fuzziness at ~1300 and ~2400m. We moved southwards along this ridge nearer 

the bathymetric culmination to ~18o 5.6’S, 176o 22.3’W and recast (NLH-44), but 

no transmission anomalies were observed. A hydrocast (NLH-45) on the west side 

of the mid-southern portion of the same ridge produced the same result. And a final 

hydrocast for this northern ridge adjacent to the southernmost portion (NLH-46) found 

no distinct transmission anomalies but rather fuzziness between 2300 to 2490m. 

Day 35 Tuesday June 3rd  

With the weather still continuing to be windy and the seas bouncy, we were able 

to hydrocast but not dredge. So the southern ridge was our next target for and the 

first of the hydrocasts (NLH-47) was deployed adjacent to high ground at ~18o 24’S, 

176o 26.9’W. No distinct plumes were observed but fuzzy transmission deeper than 

~2100m in a total depth of 2275m. The final hydrocast (NLH-48) for the CLSC was 

made into an acoustically reflective crater on a ridge to the west of the southern 

ridge. No distinct transmission anomalies were detected but some fuzziness deeper 

than ~2200m. With an abatement of the wind and decrease in swell amplitude, we 

were able to dredge and the first of our targets was the same reflective crater (NLD-

62). A 1/8-full bag of plagioclase-olivine-phyric, glass-rinded somewhat weathered 

pillow basalt was recovered together with light brown mud containing glass rinds 

in the pipe dredge. Moving northwards along this ridge, we dredged some mounds 

(NLD-63) retrieving a ¼-full bag of glass-rinded pillow fragments and lava tubes plus 

glass and rock chips in the pipe dredge. The rock is very sparsely olivine-microphyric 

basalt, and lightly weathered in places.  The summit of the northern ridge was our 

next dredge target (NLD-64); we recovered 10 fragments of a very fresh, black, 

glass-rinded, sparsely olivine-microphyric basaltic pillow buds and lava tubes together 
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with several hundred grams of glass chips in the pipe dredge. Moving northwards 

along the same ridge, we dredged a prominent mound (NLD-65) recovering a ¼-full 

bag of very fresh glass-rinded, pahoehoe-textured, sparsely plagioclase-microphyric 

basaltic pillows. A topographically less prominent ridge to the west of the main 

northern ridge was our next dredge target (NLD-66). We retrieved plagioclase-phyric 

pillow basalt flow tubes and flow tops plus glass shards in the pipe dredge. 

Day 36 Wednesday June 4th  

We now planned to finish swath mapping of the LETZ and execute more hydrocasts. 

The first of the latter (NLH-49) was near a ridge in the northwest of the mapped 

area; in 2338m of water, no transmission anomalies were seen. A prominent cone in 

this northwest region was dredged (NLD-67) recovering heavily weathered and both 

Fe-stained and Mn-coated pillow basalt and rhyolitic pumice. Coral and shell fragments 

together with milk chocolate-coloured mud was also recovered in the pipe dredge. 

Our next hydrocast (NLH-50) was east of a ridge in the northwest part of the LETZ; no 

transmission anomalies were seen. Hydrocast NLH-51 in a relatively deep basin in the 

northwest part of the LETZ also detected no transmission anomalies. Likewise NLH-52 in 

a basin to the south of these previous casts found no visible plumes but some scattered 

fuzziness around 2265m. We next dredged (NLD-68) a prominent acoustically-reflective 

ridge in the central western part of the LETZ; several pumice blocks and Mn-coated, 

high altered vesicular basalt were retrieved in the main bag while the pipe dredge 

contained light brown mud with pumice fragments and one mudstone plus shell debris.

Day 37 Thursday June 5th

Our final operation for the CLSC-LETZ area was to attempt to capture images of the flank 

and summit plateau of a “pancake” volcanic edifice. NLV-02 was launched just before 

0600 hours, but encountered an uncontrolled coring winch runaway near the bottom 

colliding with the same at 100m/minute. The rest of the operation was conducted 

impeccably, but ongoing problems with the winch terminated the effort after 90 minutes 

of towing. Recovery was straightforward, the camera cage was undamaged and the 

SeaLite still on! And to add icing to the cake and to Shannon Johns’ persistent credit, 

good video footage was obtained of the base, scarp, and top of the pancake. We then 

set off to swath map to the northeast and then around the northern flank of the Peggy 

Ridge. We interrupted the survey of the northern flank for two hydrocasts to check 

water column characteristics north of the Peggy Ridge. Both of these (NLH-53 and NLH-

54) detected no transmission anomalies in 2350 and 2650m of water respectively. 

Day 38 Friday June 6th

The early hours found us tripling the swath coverage between the last 

waypoint on the Peggy Ridge of Leg 1 and the first of Leg 2. At 0600 hours 

we had finished this effort and headed for Suva; in clear sunny weather, we 

berthed at the King’s Wharf at 0930 hours, marking the end of Leg 2.
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Summary

Overall,  SS07/2008 achieved all of its major voyage objectives with the bonus of 

covering the extra ground of the northern end of the Central Lau Spreading Centre. 

We generated high resolution 30 KHz swath maps of the most tectonically and 

magmatically significant rifting and spreading centres in the central portion of the 

northern Lau Basin, from the junction of the Rochambeau Rifts with the northwestward 

curving Tonga Trench, through the caldera-dominated and inflated Northwest 

Lau Spreading Centre and right-lateral, partially magmatically leaky, Peggy Ridge 

transform fault, to the inflated and overlapping ridges in the Central Lau Spreading 

Centre. We identified a number of individual hydrothermal plumes and also evidence 

of diffuse venting over a widespread portion of the study area. The predominant 

rock type we recovered was glassy, mostly olivine-plagioclase microphyric, poorly 

vesicular basalt. The extensive sampling coverage we achieved in a north-south 

direction will be particularly useful in the shore-based geochemical analyses for 

determining the potential linkages between mantle wedge fertility, volatile contents, 

characteristics of melting regimes, role of downgoing Pacific Plate, and possible 

ingress of the Samoan Plume to the generation of the Lau Backarc Basin magmas.

Principal investigators

Richard Arculus, Research School of Earth Sciences, ANU, Canberra, ACT 0200 

Email: Richard.Arculus@anu.edu.au

Summary of measurements and samples taken 
See attached lists (Operations, Dredge Stations, Dredge Subsampling Log, Hydrocasts)

 

Track chart 
See Figures 1 to 3

 

General ocean areas(s) 
New Hebrides Arc, North Fiji Basin, Northern Lau Basin

Specific areas
We worked mainly in the area between Fiji, Tonga, and Samoa (see Figures 2 and 3)
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Josh Liley Integrated Rating

Ashleigh Pollock Chief Steward

Andy Goss Chief Cook

John Leonard Second Cook
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Figure 1. General area of operations for SS07/2008 showing available bathymetry from the University of Hawaii (F. 
Martinez, pers. comm. 2008) for the northern Lau Basin. Abbreviations are: CLSC–Central Lau Spreading Centre; FFZ-
Futuna Fracture Zone; FRSC–Fonualei Rifts Spreading centre; FSC–Futuna Spreading Centre; NSC- Niuafo’ou Spreading 
Centre – now called by us the Rochambeau Rifts; NWLSC–Northwest Lau Spreading Centre; PR-Peggy Ridge
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Figure 2. Ship’s Track for Leg 1 of  SS07/2008.

Figure 3. Ship’s Track for Leg 2 of SS07/2008.
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Figure 4. Scientific crew for Leg 1 of SS07/2008 with swath map of the Northwest 
Lau Spreading Centre; from left to right: Shannon Johns, Katie Kelley, Ron Greene, 
Michael Chandler, Scott McCarty, Richard Arculus, Berndaette Heaney, Joanna Parr, 
Peter Dunn, James Cowlyn, Zarah Heyworth, Charles Tambiah, Marion Lytle.

Figure 5. Scientific crew for Leg 2 of SS07/2008 with swath map of the 
Central Lau Spreading Centre; from left to right: Ron Greene, Shannon Johns, 
James Cowlyn, Hiski Kippo, Katie Kelley, Scott McCarty, Merinda Nash, Mick 
Sawyer, Richard Arculus, Marion Lytle, Jeff Cordell, Michael Chandler.



Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (UTC) Latitude (S) Longitude (E) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Comments
NLES-01 1 29-Apr-08 23.00

30-Apr-08 00.00

170 E 30-Apr-08 20.22

NLH-01 (1) 2 Eva Seamount 30-Apr-08

NLES-02 3 Eva Seamount 1-May-08 Swath Mapping 00.00

NLH-01 (2) N/A Eva Seamount 1-May-08 in water 03.09 21º54.17'S 170º43.19'E 1828

NLH-02 4 1-May-08 in water 03.39 21º53.98'S 170º43.38'E 1859

NLD-01 5 Eva Seamount 1-May-08 in water 07.05 21°58.335' 170°44.968' 1241 0
on bottom 07.32 21°58.378' 170°45.149' 1201 1277
off bottom 08.10 21°58.492' 170°45.050' 1113 1106

NLH-03 6 1-May-08 in water 09.24 21º58.80' 170º45.04' 1264

NLD-02 7 1-May-08 in water 11.35 0
on bottom 11.15 22°00.270' 170°48.990' 1325 1785
off bottom 11.35 22°00.626' 170°49.010' 1272 1472

NLES-03 8 1-May-08 Swath Mapping 13.25

NLD-03 9 1-May-08 in water 17.45 0
on bottom 18.22 22°17.270' 171°06.875' 1830 1806
off bottom 18.48 22°17.404' 170°06.940' 1744 1750

NLH-04 10 1-May-08 in water 19.50 22º17.50' 171º06.93' 1732

NLES-04 11 1-May-08 Transit/Swath 19.00

NLH-05 12 1-May-08 in water 23.14 22º19.21' 171º22.80' 819

NLD-04 13 2-May-08 in water 02.58 22°10.481' 171°00.186' 1255 0
on bottom 03.18 22°10.917' 171°00.188' 762 1000
off bottom 03.44 22°11.231' 171°00.174' 786 730

NLES-05 2-May-08 04.30

2-May-08 15.00 20°39.89' 172°00.00' 2750

NLH-06 14 2-May-08 in water 23.51 20°30.50' 173°20.83' 2886

NLD-05 15 3-May-08 in water 02.18 20°28.170' 173°19.503' 2835 0
on bottom 03.16 20°29.457' 173°20.744' 2828 2801

While on way to La Perouse, detoured to look at another cone

CANCELLED

Evita 
Seamount

La Perouse 
Seamount

Alis Seamount

West of Eva 
Seamount

La Perouse 
Seamount

North of La 
Perouse 

Seamount
La Perouse to 

Matthew

North of Isle de 
Matthew

North Fiji Basin

North Fiji Basin 
Transit

172 E Argo Float 
deployed

Test dip as originally planned by OPS#2

Appendix A: Operations, Station Positions, Times

Argo Float 
Deployed

North of Eva 
Seamount

Depart Noumea

First WP Issued

Including waypoint for Leonid Danyushevsky across central spreading ridge

North Fiji Basin, 
N-S Spreading 

Segment



Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (UTC) Latitude (S) Longitude (E) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Comments

Appendix A: Operations, Station Positions, Times

off bottom 04.42 20°30.620' 173°00.174' 2816 2818
NLH-07 16 3-May-08 in water 23.28 20°22.68' 175°12.04' 3356

NLH-08 17 4-May-08 in water 11.58 19º33.07' 176º55.91' 3337

4-May-08

4-May-08 21.15 18º52' 178º00'

NLH-09 18 5-May-08 in water 15.04 17º34.98' 179º49.99' 2614

Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (local) Latitude (S) Longitude (W) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Comments
NLH-10 19 6-May-08 in water 07.25 16°03.40' 178°01.85' 2943

NLES-05 20 7-May-08 Swath Mapping 01.59

 
NLH-11 (1) ABANDONED ABANDONED

NLES-07 Swath Mapping

NLD-06 21 8-May-08 in water 08.42 14°43.235' 176°04.203' 2591 0
on bottom 09.38 14°42.485' 176°03.550' 2527 2662
off bottom 10.00 14°42.102' 176°03.308' 2453 2625

NLD-07 22 8-May-08 in water 11.16 14°45.615' 176°01.040' 2483 0
on bottom 12.01 14°44.864' 176°00.730' 2461 2526
off bottom 12.44 14°44.870' 176°00.671' 2451 2435

NLD-08 23 8-May-08 in water 13.53 14°43.627' 175°58.749' 2507 0
on bottom 14.56 14°41.715' 175°58.087' 2522 2683
off bottom 15.34 14°41.340' 175°57.949' 2691 2674

NLD-09 24 8-May-08 in water 17.01 14°41.530' 175°57.000' 2710 0
on bottom 17.55 14°40.618' 175°56.978' 2730 2927
off bottom 18.18 14°40.410' 175°56.959' 2747 2843

NLD-10 25 8-May-08 in water 21.07 14°44.931' 175°59.621' 2589 0
on bottom 21.56 14°44.059' 175°59.841' 2676 2679
off bottom 22.42 14°43.941' 175°59.764' 2564 2643

NLD-11 26 8-May-08 in water 23.48 14°43.667' 175°58.782' 2509 0
on bottom 00.49 14°42.347' 175°58.558' 2660 2600
off bottom 01.28 14°41.772' 175°58.569' 2730 2630

NLH-11 27 9-May-08 in water 02.34 14°42.00' 175°58.49' 2727

NLH-12 28 9-May-08 in water 13.16 14°39.99' 175°33.01' 3696

NLH-13 29 10-May-08 in water 14.30 14°58.83' 176°39.23' 2125

NLD-12 30 11-May-08 in water 02.27 14°52.874' 175°53.968' 1891 0
on bottom 03.10 14°51.817' 175°54.615' 1730 1836

WPs 36-52

Ship time zone 
changed to Fiji 
(UTC+12)
Main Engine Stop Engines Restart at 01.22 on 5/5/08

Linear volcanic 
ridge, North Rift 

Zone 1
Broad, flat 

volcanic flow,  
North Rift Zone 

Doughnut, 
North Rift Zone 

1
SW Turtleback

Flat circular 
volcanic 

feature,  North 

Danyushevsky 
Area, North Fiji 

Basin
Southeast NFB

Koro Sea

Northern Lau 
Basin, Point A 
Nr Peggy Rdg
Foss Bank & 
"Turtleback" 

Area

Doughnut, 
North Rift Zone 

1
Volcanic cone,  
North Rift Zone 

1

Did not go in water. Retermination of cable required due to fraying at end.

Ridge, North 
Rift Zone 2

NRZ1 Deep 
Area

N of 
Rochambeau 

Bank

North Fiji Basin, 
N-S Spreading 

Segment



Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (UTC) Latitude (S) Longitude (E) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Comments

Appendix A: Operations, Station Positions, Times

off bottom 03.40 14°51.510' 175°54.795' 1482 1400
NLH-14 31 11-May-08 in water 04.28 14°50.59' 175°56.49' 2352

NLD-13 32 11-May-08 in water 06.50 14°49.788' 175°57.586' 2348 0
on bottom 07.31 14°49.578' 175°58.255' 2081 2322
off bottom 07.50 14°49.537' 175°58.525' 2096 2114

NLD-14 33 11-May-08 in water 09.26 14°50.549' 175°59.067' 2285 48
on bottom 10.20 14°50.164' 175°59.986' 2096 2397
off bottom 10.49 14°50.110' 175°00.470' 2215 2241

NLD-15 34 11-May-08 in water 11.56 14°51.494' 176°02.138' 2128.666667 3755
on bottom 12.40 14°51.200' 176°02.921' 2028 2275
off bottom 13.10 14°51.278' 176°03.153' 2010 2000

NLD-16 35 11-May-08 in water 14.47 14°46.890' 176°01.167' 2342 0
on bottom 15.38 14°46.715' 176°02.515' 2313 2478
off bottom 15.56 14°46.736' 176°02.775' 2325 2277

NLD-17 36 11-May-08 in water 17.15 14°48.285' 176°02.696' 2263 0
on bottom 18.00 14°47.551' 3.058 2385 2423
off bottom 18.28 14°47.329' 176°03.202' 2381 2278

NLD-18 37 11-May-08 in water 19.57 14°50.263' 176°03.411' 2264 0
on bottom 20.41 14°49.637' 176°03.911' 2295 2404
off bottom 21.05 14°49.276' 176°04.238' 2310 2351

NLD-19 38 11-May-08 in water 21.54 14°49.681' 176°03.951' 2364 0
on bottom 22.40 14°49.093' 176°04.697' 2153 2527
off bottom 23.10 14°48.804' 176°05.066' 2162 2370

NLV-01 39 12-May-08 in water 01.48 14°49.32' 176°04.64'
underway 03.06 14°49.28' 176°04.60'
pulling up 04.05 14°48.87' 176°05.10'

NLH-15 40 12-May-08 in water 05.58 14°51.61' 176°08.29' 2296

NLD-20 41 12-May-08 in water 08.29 14°57.370' 176°11.693' 2012 0
on bottom 09.06 14°56.653' 176°11.701' 2096 2205
off bottom 09.27 14°56.287' 176°11.697' 2112 2146

NLD-21 42 12-May-08 in water 10.50 14°56.001' 176°17.051' 1882 0
on bottom 11.24 14°57.408' 176°16.531' 1837 2028
off bottom 11.49 14°57.882' 176°16.088' 1966 1833

NLD-22 43 12-May-08 in water 14.16 15°02.936' 176°09.035' 2028 0
on bottom 14.58 15°02.328' 176°09.988' 2030 2014
off bottom 15.25 15°02.128' 176°10.164' 2187 2091

NLH-16 44 12-May-08 in water 17.27 14°59.99' 176°00.01' 2099

12-May-08 Swath Mapping 19.30

NLD-23 45 14-May-08 in water 05.50 15°09.215' 176°35.774' 629 0
on bottom 06.03 15°09.060' 176°35.582' 582 669
off bottom 06.32 15°08.895' 176°35.257' 562 549

NLD-24 46 14-May-08 in water 08.01 15°07.053' 176°25.282' 1838 0
on bottom 08.33 15°06.706' 176°24.784' 1834 1965
off bottom 08.56 15°06.487' 176°24.473' 1838 1937

NLD-25 47 14-May-08 in water 10.12 15°06.400' 176°17.640' 2015 0
on bottom 10.51 15°05.797' 176°17.233' 2038 2182
off bottom 11.12 15°05.393' 176°17.068' 2076 2119

NLD-26a 48 14-May-08 in water 12.09 15°01.911' 176°15.801' 1995 0
on bottom 12.55 15°01.215' 176°15.447' 1956 2200
off bottom 13.29 15°01.045' 176°15.810' 1932 1963

Rubbly flow 
near doughnut, 
North Rift Zone 

Lava field, 
North Rift Zone 

3
Rubbly ridge, 

North Rift Zone 
3

Doughnut, 
North Rift Zone 

2

E Side of NRZ2

Rubbly flow 
near doughnut, 
North Rift Zone 

Double 
doughnut, 

North Rift Zone 

Rubbly flow, 
North Rift Zone 

2
Flat volcanic 

flow, North Rift 
Zone 2

Pancake, North 
Rift Zone 2

Rubbly flow, 
North Rift Zone 

2

Rift, North Rift 
Zone 2

Pancake, North 
Rift Zone 2

Ridge, North 
Rift Zone 2

E side of NRZ2

Pancake, North 
Rift Zone 2

W Side of 
NRZ2

Ridge, North 
Rift Zone 2

Rift, North Rift 
Zone 2

No video or audio recorded by camera - possible faults include battery, elec. 
connections, timer

Dredge broken - both pipes lost and bag ripped open



Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (UTC) Latitude (S) Longitude (E) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Comments

Appendix A: Operations, Station Positions, Times

NLD-26b 48 14-May-08 in water 15.08 15°02.374' 176°15.997' 2036 0
on bottom 15.53 15°01.224' 176°15.442' 1955 2163
off bottom 16.17 15°00.972' 176°15.195' 1941 1964

NLD-27 49 14-May-08 in water 17.59 15°04.962' 176°09.226' 2076 0
on bottom 18.35 15°04.270' 176°09.168' 2021 2147
off bottom 19.16 15°03.832' 176°09.116' 2026 2089

NLH-17 50 14-May-08 in water 20.46 15°08.17' 176°09.47' 2466

NLD-28 51 14-May-08 in water 22.36 15°07.145' 176°09.577' 2192 0
on bottom 23.31 15°07.129' 176°08.523' 2350 2553
off bottom 00.09 15°07.094' 176°07.809 2184 2325

NLD-29 52 15-May-08 in water 01.37 15°03.757' 176°14.768' 2000 0
on bottom 02.12 15°03.730' 176°13.717' 1760 1760
off bottom 02.39 15°03.735' 176°13.306' 1859 1488

NLD-30 53 15-May-08 in water 03.40 15°03.790' 176°14.726' 1993 0
on bottom 04.28 15°03.743' 176°13.609' 1708 1975
off bottom 04.50 15°03.755' 176°13.921' 1878 1857

NLD-31 54 15-May-08 in water 06.27 15°07.291' 176°16.954' 1714 0
on bottom 06.58 15°07.177' 176°16.183' 1279 1399
off bottom 07.22 15°07.191' 176°15.801' 1290 1383

NLH-18 55 15-May-08 in water 09.17 15°20.08' 176°16.40' 1500

NLD-32 56 15-May-08 in water 10.44 15°20.819' 176°16.135' 1492 0
on bottom 11.25 15°20.114' 176°16.437' 1509 1581
off bottom 11.49 15°19.712' 176°16.623' 1499 1617

NLH-19 57 15-May-08 in water 13.13 15°19.28' 176°16.71' 1500

16-May-08 Transit 01.30

16-May-08 Transit 17.00

17-May-08 Port 03.00

17-May-08 Leave Port 05.00

17-May-08 Transit 14.30

NLH-20a 58 17-May-08 in water 17.35 15°04.98' 173°28.99' 2553

NLH-20b 58 17-May-08 in water 17.54 15°04.91' 173°29.01' 2548

NLD-33 59 17-May-08 in water 20.59 15°03.828' 173°33.689' 1196 0
on bottom 21.19 15°04.183' 173°33.448' 791 974
off bottom 21.35 15°04.403' 173°33.271' 758 843

NLD-34a 60 17-May-08 CANCELLED

NLH-21 61 18-May-08 in water 01.15 15°09.08' 173°34.73' 941

This dip aborted due to wind direction pushing boat onto cable

EA500 shows max depth reached approx 7275m (plus/minus 20m)

Dredge lost

NE of Volcano 
P

Successful dip

Cancelled due to problems with the A frame.  Continue Swath Mapping around 
Volcano P - revealed that there is a major structure to the SW with possible 
caldera and several craters.

Summit flank of 
Volcano P in 

Nth Tonga Arc

Heading NE to 
Samoa

Heading NE to Samoa because of a medical problem with the 2nd engineer.  
New volcano observed with 5-9km caldera, 45km base, 25km N of Niuafo'ou 
Island, 15.44°S, 175.7°W

Crossing 
Tonga Trench

Multibeam lost bottom at approx. 5000m depth.  EA500 max depth is approx 
7000m, and EA500 reads approx 6990m (at 17.14).  Trace suggests true depth 
could be approx 7250m 

NE of Volcano 
P

Arrive in Apia, 
Western 
Samoa

Depart Apia

Crossing 
Tonga Trench

NW Part of the 
Lobster 
Caldera

Cone in 
caldera, North 

Rift Zone 3

Rubbly ridge, 
North Rift Zone 

3
Rubbly flow, 

North Rift Zone 
3

Rubbly flow, 
North Rift Zone 

3
Lobster's 

antenna, North 
Rift Zone 3

Lobster 
antenna, North 

Rift Zone 3
Pancake on 

lobster 
antenna, North 

Volcano P

One of Several 
Craters in 
Volcano P

NRZ3

Caldera, NRZ3



Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (UTC) Latitude (S) Longitude (E) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Comments

Appendix A: Operations, Station Positions, Times

NLG-01 62 18-May-08 in water 02.37 15°09.09' 173°34.71' 934
on bottom 02.54 15°09.08' 173°34.72' 934

NLG-02 63 18-May-08 in water 03.14 15°09.10' 173°34.70' 918
on bottom #1 03.28 15°09.10' 173°34.72' 941
on bottom #2 03.29 15°09.09' 173°34.73' 944

NLD-34 64 18-May-08 in water 04.30 15°06.285' 173°34.031' 1362 0
on bottom 04.58 15°06.62' 173°33.63' 1390 1454
off bottom 05.43 15°06.988' 173°33.301' 1234 1315

NLH-22 65 18-May-08 in water 21.53 15°27.48' 175°41.33' 1168

NLD-35 66 18-May-08 in water 22.52 15°27.301' 175°42.488' 1145 0
on bottom 23.13 15°27.506' 175°42.140' 1147 1218
off bottom 23.30 15°27.714' 175°41.841' 1152 1157

NLH-23 67 19-May-08 in water 16.16 15°15.81' 176°23.55' 2194

NLD-36 68 19-May-08 in water 17.58 15°15.872' 176°22.876' 2200 0
on bottom 18.43 15°15.969' 176°22.128' 2295 2393
off bottom 19.22 15°15.950' 176°21.946' 2292 2403

NLH-24 69 19-May-08 in water 20.56 15°20.43' 176°25.19' 2314

NLD-37 70 19-May-08 in water 23.12 15°28.089' 176°28.525' 1970 4.4
on bottom 23.50 15°28.291' 176°28.841' 1811 2001
off bottom 00.11 15°28.159' 176°27.383' 1821 1920

NLH-25 71 20-May-08 in water 22.05 15°43.19' 177°12.35' 2119

NLD-38 72 20-May-08 in water 23.43 15°44.159' 177°11.394' 2078 0
on bottom 00.28 15°43.866' 177°12.173' 1995 2200
off bottom 01.07 15°43.569' 177°12.184' 1997 2134

NLH-26 73 21-May-08 in water 06.28 15°31.00' 177°04.91' 2231

NLD-39 74 21-May-08 in water 08.12 15°32.566' 177°04.073' 2283 0
on bottom 08.56 15°32.141' 177°04.130' 2169 2405
off bottom 09.16 15°31.808' 177°04.307' 2150 2289

NLD-40 75 21-May-08 in water 10.22 15°35.576' 177°04.906' 2308 1.4
on bottom 11.06 15°35.570' 177°05.724' 2200 2439
off bottom 11.29 15°35.228' 177°06.019' 2128 2262

NLH-27 76 21-May-08 in water 13.11 15°40.29' 177°09.09' 2091

NLD-41 77 21-May-08 in water 15.05 15°39.699' 177°08.919' 2007 4.2
on bottom 15.50 15°40.437' 177°09.654' 1971 2158
off bottom 16.06 15°40.770' 177°09.727' 2011 2114

NLH-28 78 21-May-08 in water 18.00 15°48.34' 177°16.56' 2174

NLD-42 79 21-May-08 in water 20.01 15°48.296' 177°15.402' 2161 -1.2
on bottom 20.37 15°48.136' 177°16.101' 2108 2261
off bottom 21.00 15°48.055' 177°16.473' 2105 2302

NLH-29 80 21-May-08 in water 21.50 15°48.00' 177°17.19' 2058

Summit flank of 
Volcano P in 

Nth Tonga Arc

SW floor of 
large caldera, 

Dugong 

One of Several 
Craters in 
Volcano P

One of Several 
Craters in 
Volcano P

Southern end 
of main rift, 

NRZ3
Lava flow near 
a pancake in 

North Rift Zone 
NW Lau 

Spreading 
Centre

Northwest Lau 
Spreading 

Center

Northern end 
of Northwest 

Lau Spreading 
SE Side of 
Northern 
Caldera, 

Small mounds 
within caldera 

on NWLSC 
East Side of 
Active Ridge, 

NWLSC

Northern End, 
NWLSC

Northern end 
of Northwest 

Lau Spreading 
Northern end 
of Northwest 

Lau Spreading 
Central NWLSC

One of Several 
Craters in 
Volcano P

Caldera Floor, 
Dugong Area

Northern end 
of main rift, 

NRZ3
Northern end 
of main rift, 

North Rift Zone 

Grab did not fire - greased up for second attempt

Repeat location for NLG-01.  This time grab fired correctly and returned 
samples.
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Appendix A: Operations, Station Positions, Times

NLD-43 81 21-May-08 in water 23.24 15°48.010' 177°16.099' 2116 0
on bottom 00.02 15°48.002' 177°16.892' 1986 2228
off bottom 00.36 15°48.051' 177°17.268' 2056 2050

NLD-44 82 22-May-08 in water 12.45 15°58.055' 177°27.918' 2209 -4.2
on bottom 13.27 15°57.479' 177°28.677' 2033 2205
off bottom 14.09 15°57.170' 177°28.878' 2048 2376

NLD-45 83 22-May-08 in water 15.23 15°56.400' 177°25.866' 2135 2
on bottom 16.06 15°54.888' 177°25.313' 2165 2258
off bottom 16.50 15°54.604' 177°25.050' 2168 2246

NLH-30 84 22-May-08 in water 23.14 15°54.26' 177°24.90' 2161

NLD-46 85 23-May-08 in water 01.09 15°53.445' 177°22.983' 2080 64
on bottom 01.53 15°53.132' 177°23.710' 1995 2090
off bottom 02.29 15°52.992' 177°24.052' 2026 2093

NLD-47 86 23-May-08 in water 03.39 15°54.230' 177°21.633' 2108 0
on bottom 04.23 15°53.715' 177°22.071' 2140 2199
off bottom 05.08 15°53.347' 177°22.316' 2107 2105

NLH-31 87 23-May-08 in water 06.54 15°48.38' 177°15.05' 2204

NLD-48 88 23-May-08 in water 08.36 15°47.992' 177°14.127' 2032 1
on bottom 09.15 15°47.751' 177°15.886' 2139 2202
off bottom 09.36 15°47.595' 177°15.275' 2121 2258

NLH-32 89 23-May-08 in water 10.33 15°48.47' 177°16.68' 2200

NLD-49 90 23-May-08 in water 12.40 15°51.039' 177°19.490' 2028 -1.8
on bottom 13.18 15°50.516' 177°19.225' 2027 2116
off bottom 14.05 15°50.289' 177°18.896' 2029 2087

NLD-50 91 23-May-08 in water 16.33 15°59.840' 177°31.196' 2211 -2.4
on bottom 17.24 15°59.111' 177°31.354' 2059 2179
off bottom 18.04 15°58.773' 177°31.391' 2068 2168

NLD-51 92 23-May-08 in water 19.38 16°01.619' 177°34.418' 2151 -0.9
on bottom 20.18 16°02.332' 177°34.618' 2129 2230
off bottom 20.37 16°02.715' 177°34.699' 2181 2232

NLH-33 93 23-May-08 in water 21.37 16°03.36' 177°34.23' 2446 25

NLD-52 94 23-May-08 in water 23.40 156°02.681' 177°40.377' 2442 10
on bottom 00.12 16°03.249' 177°39.900' 2192 2335
off bottom 00.48 16°03.700' 177°39.005' 2450 2425

NLD-53 95 24-May-08 in water 13.11 16°18.682' 177°38.207' 1666 38.2
on bottom 13.38 16°19.094' 177°37.816' 1446 1543
off bottom 14.16 16°19.343' 177°37.466' 1475 1423

NLH-34 96 24-May-08 in water 15.35 16°13.26' 177°34.52' 2185

25-May-08 Port 18.00

Reading taken just after descent started

East Side of 
Active Ridge, 

NWLSC

NW rim of 
southern 
caldera, 

Small knob 
east of 

southern 
Eastern Wall, 

Northern 
Caldera, 

Lava flow in 
northern 
caldera, 

Small mounds 
on caldera rim, 
NWLSC ridge
Mound near 

southern 
caldera, 

Southern 
caldera floor, 

NWLSC
Centre-West 

Wall, Southern 
Caldera, 

Arrive in Suva

Deep Water E 
of NWLSC

Doughnut west 
of the NWLSC 

ridge
Cone at Peggy 

Ridge and 
NWLSC

Junction of 
Peggy Ridge 
and NWLSC

Western Wall, 
Northern 
Caldera, 
Lava flow 

between two 
calderas, 

Small mounds 
near southern 

caldera, 
Small mounds 
on southern 
end of curve 

Required to wait offshore until space became available for docking.  Finally 
docked at 06.00 UTC 26/05/08.  End of First Leg.



Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (UTC) Latitude (S) Longitude (E) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Comments
26-May-08 Depart Suva 22.00

NLH-35 97 28-May-08 in water 17.10 16°53.54' 176°54.44' 2174

NLD-54 98 28-May-08 in water 19.36 16°52.534' 176°54.756' 2029 13
on bottom 20.16 16°52.995' 176°54.248' 1958 2081
off bottom 20.41 16°53.290' 176°53.933' 1937 2026

NLH-36 99 29-May-08 in water 04.45 17°23.79' 176°24.27' 2399

NLD-55 100 29-May-08 in water 06.36 17°24.916' 176°23.422' 2155 0
on bottom 07.28 17°25.253' 176°22.559' 2090 2230
off bottom 08.12 17°25.690' 176°22.074' 2130 2090

NLD-56 101 29-May-08 in water 15.19 16°50.763' 176°57.658' 1804 20
on bottom 15.59 16°51.174' 176°57.177' 1800 1950
off bottom 16.38 16°51.451' 176°56.898' 1860 1905

NLH-37 102 29-May-08 in water 20.25 17°09.49' 176°42.16' 2470

NLH-38 103 30-May-08 in water 06.59 17º01.056' 176º50.514' 3231

NLD-57 104 30-May-08 in water 13.12 17°12.921' 176°44.553' 2301 0
on bottom 14.14 17°13.516' 176°43.191' 2241 2413
off bottom 14.48 17°13.760' 176°42.921' 2194 2200

NLH-39 105 30-May-08 in water 15.13 18º29.942' 176º24.507' 2359

NLD-58 106 30-May-08 in water 17.26 18°29.209' 176°24.022' 2342 22
on bottom 18.11 18°29.460' 176°23.335' 2377 2389
off bottom 18.48 18°29.513' 176°22.871' 2245 2361

NLH-40 107 30-May-08 in water 20.13 18º28.306' 176º21.626' 2328

NLH-41 108 30-May-08 in water 22.29 18º23.453' 176º21.186' 2327

NLD-59 109 1-Jun-08 in water 00.17 18°23.027' 176°21.022' 2329 52
on bottom 01.07 18°23.598' 176°20.525' 2284 2402
off bottom 01.36 18°23.849' 176°20.258' 2289 2378

NLD-60 110 1-Jun-08 in water 04.21 18°16.859' 176°20.520' 2191 22
on bottom 05.02 18°17.294' 176°20.025' 2142 2262
off bottom 05.41 18°17.573' 176°19.565' 2207 2252

NLH-42 111 1-Jun-08 in water 07.24 18º14.778' 176º21.658' 2696

NLD-61 112 1-Jun-08 in water 10.00 18°11.631' 176°23.651' 2210 28
on bottom 10.47 18°12.362' 176°23.127' 2188 2340
off bottom 11.10 18°12.434' 176°23.057' 2188 ------

NLH-43 113 2-Jun-08 in water 03.27 17°58.874' 176°23.974' 2471

W Side of 
Southern 
portion of 

Appendix A: Operations, Station Positions, Times - Leg 2

Rubbly ridge 
east of deep 
basin, LETZ 

W Side of 
Northern 
portion of 

Peggy Ridge 
near LETZ 

junction

SE end of 
LETZ

Deep Basin, S 
of Peggy 

Ridge, juction 

Suva

Summit of 
seamount in 
CLSC
Deep, E side of 
N segment of 

CLSC

Doughnut 
south of Peggy 
Ridge, possibly 

Doughnut 
shaped cone, 
southern end 
Rubbly ridge at 
northern end of 
Peggy Ridge

SW Peggy 
Ridge, joining 

LETZ

Axial high on 
main spreading 
axis of CLSC

E side of 
Southern 
Portion of 

Mounds on 
axial high, main 
axis of CLSC

Rubbly ridge 
on northern 
ridge of CLSC
W Side of Nth 

CLSC

Weather overcast and drizzle.  25°C.  Wind 17 knots from 125°.  Start of long 
swathing run returning to Peggy Ridge.



Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (UTC) Latitude (S) Longitude (E) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Comments

Appendix A: Operations, Station Positions, Times - Leg 2

NLH-44 114 2-Jun-08 in water 07.03 18°05.674' 176°22.307' 2283

NLH-45 115 2-Jun-08 in water 09.32 18°11.545' 176°24.743' 2499

NLH-46 116 2-Jun-08 in water 11.56 18°15.758' 176°27.561' 2470

NLH-47 117 2-Jun-08 in water 15.02 18°24.187' 176°26.883' 2277

NLH-48 118 2-Jun-08 in water 17.32 18º20.925' 176º29.99' 2523

NLD-62 119 2-Jun-08 in water 20.09 18°20.446' 176°30.916' 2606 6.2
on bottom 20.51 18°20.786' 176°30.069' 2523 2666
off bottom 21.32 18°20.990' 176°29.583' 2491 2550

NLD-63 120 2-Jun-08 in water 23.02 18°15.000' 176°27.986' 2489 17
on bottom 23.47 18°15.399' 176°27.178' 2716 2637
off bottom 00.19 18°15.737' 176°26.663' 2460 2456

NLD-64 121 3-Jun-08 in water 02.43 18°06.558' 176°22.440' 2279 2.5
on bottom 03.31 18°07.205' 176°21.459' 2022 2188
off bottom 03.58 18°07.446' 176°21.076' 2146 2165

NLD-65 122 3-Jun-08 in water 05.43 18°00.937' 176°20.580' 2311 0
on bottom 06.36 18°01.525' 176°19.477' 2176 2358
off bottom 07.11 18°01.841' 176°19.190' 2282 2330

NLD-66 123 3-Jun-08 in water 09.50 17°55.386' 176°22.245' 2588 -1.3
on bottom 10.45 17°56.237' 176°21.833' 2343 2563
off bottom 11.11 17°56.678' 176°21.296' 2463 2442

NLH-49 124 3-Jun-08 in water 18.45 17º24.203' 176º47.658' 2352

NLD-67 125 3-Jun-08 in water 20.46 17°24.154' 176°51.088' 2199 0.3
on bottom 21.20 17°24.527' 176°50.134' 1605 2031
off bottom 21.42 17°24.726' 176°50.040' 1672 1812

NLH-50 126 3-Jun-08 in water 23.22 17º21.934' 176º38.435' 2253

NLH-51 127 4-Jun-08 in water 04.55 17º33.910' 176º41.760' 2602

NHL-52 128 4-Jun-08 in water 09.07 17º42.029' 176º31.133' 2471

NLD-68 129 4-Jun-08 in water 23.43 17°43.670' 176°38.848' 2246 1.4
on bottom 00.37 17°43.194' 176°37.953' 2162 2397
off bottom 01.17 17°43.214' 176°37.410' 2381 2221

NLV-02 130 4-Jun-08 in water 17.54 17°48.836' 176°26.162'
at bottom 18.51 17°48.868' 176°26.148' 2804
hauling in 19.44 17°49.208' 176°26.010'

NLH-53 131 5-Jun-08 in water 01.38 17°12.135' 176°23.939' 2328

Basin S of a 
Ridge in the 

NW LETZ
Linear ridge in 
the western 
central LETZ
Small pancake 

in the east 
central LETZ
N side of the 
East Peggy 

Ridge

Summit of 
northern ridge 
of CLSC
Rubbly ridge 
on northern 
ridge of CLSC

Flat bottom 
crater on ridge 
west of CLSC
Small volcanic 
ridge west of 
the CLSC

W Side of 
Northern 
portion of 

W Side of Nth 
portion of Nth 

CLSC
Large high 

spot west of 
south ridge of 
Crater, W of 
the ridges of 

the CLSC

W Side of Nth 
CLSC high 

crest

Rubbly ridge 
northwest of 
main ridge, 

Ridge in the 
NW part of the 

LETZ

Near a ridge of 
the NW part of 

the LETZ
Volcanic cone 
in the northern 
LETZ

Basin S of a 
Ridge in the 

NW LETZ



Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (UTC) Latitude (S) Longitude (E) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Comments

Appendix A: Operations, Station Positions, Times - Leg 2

NLH-54 132 5-Jun-08 in water 06.58 17°54.760' 176°41.138' 2654

N side of the 
East Peggy 

Ridge
N side of 

Peggy Ridge, 
NE of ridge 



Appendix E 
Kongsberg Simrad EM300 Multibeam Sonar Acquisition and Processing 

 
 

Sonar 
 
The R/V Southern Surveyor is fitted with a 28-32 kHz multibeam sonar acquiring 
depth, amplitude and side-scan data over a horizontal profile extending to up to 4 
times water depth. The EM300 was set to ‘Very Deep’ mode for the majority of the 
survey. The system was manually changed to other modes as depths dictated. The 
EM300 has 135 one degree beams with an average swath width of 4000m-5000m in 
the main survey areas.  The EM300 performed admirably during the survey and 
produced very good imagery. No adjustments were made to the installation values for 
the EM300 during SS200807. The offsets entered into the installation settings of the 
EM300 Operator Interface software are as follows: 

 
Transducer Transmitter installation angles: 
Roll: 0.00° Pitch: 1.17° Gyro: 0.04° 
Transducer Receiver installation angles: 
Roll: 0.02° Pitch: 1.07° Gyro: 0.06° 
Transducer Transmitter installation offsets from the ships fiducial point: 
X: 2.78m Y: -2.26m Z: 5. (These offsets were also erroneously entered in the HIPS 
vessel file but were removed on May 15th.) 
Transducer Receiver installation offsets from the ships fiducial point: 
X: 0.77m Y: 2.88m Z: 5.64m 
 
During the transit from New Caledonia to the main survey area the depths ranged 
from 30m to 6200m.  Maximum beam angles were manually limited to 63°-67° 
although actual coverage averaged around 50° per side in the survey areas.  Sound 
velocity (SV) profiles and absorption coefficients were updated on the EM300 
approximately every two days. Swath data was not collected continuously as the ship 
was also collecting dredge samples and CTD casts. When bathymetry was being 
collected the raw Simrad files were transferred across the network to the processing 
computer every few hours. During transits, data logging was set to automatically 
create a new file every 4 hours. While in survey areas, new data files were created for 
each line.  
 
Survey Design 
 
Line spacing varied according to swath coverage, but averaged 4500m. Lines were 
designed to minimize overlap and hence make the most efficient use of survey time. 
Some gaps occurred when shallower areas were ensonified, but most of the major 
gaps were filled in while the vessel transited to dredge and CTD sites. Most lines were 
collected on a course of 090° or 270° and the average speed was around 10knots. 
 
In the northeast corner of the survey area a very shoal area (minimum depth 33m at 
S14° 28.7’, W175° 36.3’) was partially surveyed and the results sent to the RAN. As 
it was outside of the scope of this survey, the shoal was not fully investigated and 
even shallower depths are possible in this area. Immediately north and adjacent to the 
shoal is an unsurveyed patch measuring approximately 12 by 4 nautical miles. This 



area was also not surveyed as it was not useful to the mission. The graphic below 
represents the main survey areas. 

 
 
 



Data Processing 
 
Processing was performed on a Windows XP computer running Caris HIPS version 
6.1. HIPS updated with Service Pack 1 and hotfixes 1-12. The multibeam data was 
edited using a combination of Combined Uncertainty and Bathymetry Estimator 
(CUBE) filtering and the Swath and Subset editors. To allow for CUBE filtering, the 
Southern Surveyor vessel file was updated with the correct TPE (Total Propagated 
Errors) based on the survey equipment installed on the vessel. The proper values were 
retrieved from Caris’s website prior to the survey. Sound velocity corrections were 
applied to the Simrad files in real-time and no sound velocity profiles were created for 
HIPS. Sound velocity profiles used by the multibeam system were deemed accurate as 
evidenced by the lack of ‘smiles’ or ‘frowns’ in the swaths and by the excellent 
agreement of overlapping lines.  
 
Several crew members were involved in various aspects of collection and processing. 
During the first week of the survey a basic introduction to HIPS was taught to a few 
key personnel. Besides me, only one other crew member had prior experience 
processing using HIPS. Because no one else had formal training using CUBE, most 
editing was done by me or under my supervision. The swath data had a low to average 
incidence of noisy beams and CUBE filtering did a good job of removing spikes.  
Very steep slopes were edited by hand as CUBE filtering deletes data directly below a 
CUBE hypothesis. After editing, the swath imagery was displayed using field sheets 
of 25m interpolated resolution. 
 
Quality Assurance 
 
An abbreviated ‘patch test’ was performed on May 13. Two lines (lines 105 and 106) 
were run on reciprocal headings of 270° and 90° across a flat-top volcanic cone. The 
cone rose approximately 120m from the surrounding seabed. These lines were 
suitable for determining pitch and roll angular offsets for the EM300. Figure 1 shows 
the results of the pitch test and Figure 2 the roll test. These figures are located at the 
end of this appendix. The roll was spot on and thus no adjustment was needed. The 
pitch correction ranged from 0.0° to 0.2° according to which area was selected.  This 
falls within the margin of error of this type of test and thus no adjustment is 
recommended. Also, it’s worth noting that at standard survey depths (2000m) the 
beam width of the EM300 is 35m. A 0.2° pitch error results in a position error of only 
7m, well below the resolution of the EM300. Navigation timing error was not 
measured as it’s irrelevant in deep water. Gyro error was measured using features that 
were discovered during the survey. Measurements using 3 volcanic cones showed an 
error from 0.0° to -0.2°. No corrections were made to the HIPS vessel file as all 3 
measurements deviated from the original values by an insignificant amount.  From 
reading the literature onboard the vessel concerning the calibration of the EM300, it 
would appear that the system was last calibrated in 2004. There are printouts of more 
recent calibration checks onboard, but as they matched the 2004 measurements to the 
millimetre or hundredth of a degree, their results are unconvincing. Four years is a 
very long time for a multibeam system to remain in-cal. Most multibeam systems’ 
calibrations are independently confirmed several times a year. That being said, 
verification of the angular offsets via the patch test performed on May 13th does lend 
credence that the 2004 values haven’t changed. 
 



A HIPS Quality Control (QC) report was run using two different lines which crossed 
the main lines perpendicularly. The figure below shows the average standard 
deviation per beam for the two lines. No problems with the EM300 beams were 
detected.

 
Problems 
 
No significant problems were encountered with processing or collection.  The only 
exception occurred on May 9th when there was a problem with the EM300 that caused 
about 3 hours of downtime.  The errors given by the EM300 Operator Interface were 
421-Communication problem between SPRX and BSP, and 464-Error in 
communication with TRU.  Troubleshooting included rebooting the main computer, 
swapping to the backup computer, and reseating the cards in the main computer. 
Although the proper lights were shown on the EM300 transmitter’s power unit, the 
culprit turned out to be the transmitter.  After cycling the power on the transmitter, the 
system behaved normally.  
 
On May 15th a processing issue was addressed via email with Bob Beattie. The issue 
concerned transducer offsets entered in the EM300 Operator Interface and in the 
HIPS vessel file. This equated to shifting the transducer twice! The shoal area 
mentioned above in ‘Survey Design’ verified that removing the offsets in the HIPS 
vessel file allowed the HIPS processed data to match the EA500 single beam readings 
and the real-time EM300 display. On May 15th the HIPS vessel file was altered to 
remove the redundant offsets. The HIPS data files merely needed remerging to reflect 
the change and this was done to all of the EM300 data. The original offsets are still in 
the HIPS vessel file, but an additional entry was added to the vessel file which is 
dated one day later. This effectively cancels out the original entry. The older entry can 
be deleted, but I chose to leave it in the file until someone from CSIRO reviews the 
edited vessel file. 
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Figure 1 Patch Test Results 
 

No Pitch Correction 
(Note that the blue dots are a slightly right of the grey dots.) 

 
 

0.2° Pitch Correction 
(Note that the blue and grey dots are now aligned.) 

 



 Figure 2 Roll Test Results 
 

No Roll Correction Needed 

 
 
 



Appendix 4 
DREDGE OPERATIONS 

 
Joanna Parr, Shannon Johns, Zarah Heyworth, Katie Kelley and Marion Lytle 

 
 
Rectangular dredges (mouth 90x40x25cm) with chain bags (~120cm long) and two pipe 
dredges (22cm diameter, 60cm long) attached by chain to the base plate were used to 
collect rock samples. A new shear pin (weak link) of nominal tensile strength of 9 tons 
was used for each dredge operation. A weight attached to the main chain also assisted 
dragging along the seafloor. The main cable was attached with a 200m sacrificial cable 
length attached with a 20 ton hammer lock weak link.  
 
Operations: 
Targets were selected using a combination of swath mapping results (bathymetry and 
morphology) and backscatter / reflectivity plots to identify relatively young structures 
such as lava flows, cones, and calderas. Start and finish points were set according to wind 
and current direction with haul lengths ~300m.  
 
During operations, the ship laid out cable using the trawling winch whilst slowly 
approaching the start point from approximately 0.5 nautical miles away. By adjusting the 
winch speed and ship’s speed overground, the dredge hit bottom accurately at the start 
waypoint. Having hit bottom, the ship moved to the finishing waypoint at 1 knot whilst 
laying out cable at 30m/min. At the finish waypoint the cable was hauled in at 15-
20m/min and tension readings monitored as the dredge dragged along the seafloor 
(Figure A4.1). Spikes of 4 to 5 tons were common during hauling and reached 8 to 9 tons 
on occasion. Retrieval onto the back deck was achieved using a combination of the trawl 
winch and the coring winch on the main A frame. Due to mechanical problems with the 
A frame a third winch (the Gilson winch) was also used. It is worth noting that, despite 
numerous pulls measured >9 tons, no shear pin failed and it therefore did not fulfill its 
required function as a weak link. 
 
The Smith McIntyre Grab was deployed using the port trawl winch. It was used at one 
location where it failed to close on the first attempt but recovered several rocks in NLG-
02. 
 
One dredge (NLD-33) was unfortunately lost completely. The cable ~20m above the 
dredge broke. This suggests that, as the tensiometer had not measured any spike greater 
than 6.5 tons, that the cable itself had been trapped and ripped rather than the dredge 
which was protected by weak links.  
 
One other dredge lost its base plate and attached buckets; it was suggested that the 
buckets had got caught in a crevice and forced the base plate to part from the net. During 
other operations 2 individual buckets were lost. 
 



It is recommended that: 
1. Future dredge supplies include hammer lock shackles (or suitable joining 

shackles) for attaching buckets and breakaway chain to the dredge.  
2. Chain is used rather than cable as the breakaway chain, since cable tends to get 

chaffed. 
3. Breakaway chain needs to be strong enough to pull up the dredge once the weak 

link is broken. 
 

Figure A4.1. Representative tension & wire-out plot  
 
Results: 
 
In total, fifty three dredging operations and two grab operations were conducted on the 
NoLauVE expedition (TABLE **). Dredge operations had a 93% success rate with only 
4 dredges failing to recover material. A summary of each operation and a description of 
each load is given in Appendix 4**. 
 
Of particular note: 

1. The success to the pipe dredges at collecting fresh volcanic glass. Sampling 
probably occurred through a chipping action of the pipes over smooth glassy 
flows. 

2. Small and delicate corals were collected in ** dredges, in particular NLD-** 
3. Pumice was collected in many dredge operations, but was only considered to have 

been in situ at one location (Volcano P; NLD-34 and NLG-02) 
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App.4_Dredge Stations.xls

Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (local) Latitude (S) Longitude (E) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Result
NLD-01 5 1-May-08 in water 18.05 21°58.335' 170°44.968' 1241 0

on bottom 18.32 21°58.378' 170°45.149' 1201 1277
off bottom 19.10 21°58.492' 170°45.050' 1113 1106

NLD-02 7 1-May-08 in water 22.35 0
on bottom 23.15 22°00.270' 170°48.990' 1325 1785
off bottom 23.35 22°00.626' 170°49.010' 1272 1472

NLD-03 9 2-May-08 in water 04.45 0
on bottom 05.22 22°17.270' 171°06.875' 1830 1806
off bottom 05.48 22°17.404' 170°06.940' 1744 1750

NLD-04 13 2-May-08 in water 13.58 22°10.481' 171°00.186' 1255 0
on bottom 14.18 22°10.917' 171°00.188' 762 1000
off bottom 14.44 22°11.231' 171°00.174' 786 730

NLD-05 15 3-May-08 in water 13.18 20°28.170' 173°19.503' 2835 0
on bottom 14.16 20°29.457' 173°20.744' 2828 2801
off bottom 15.42 20°30.620' 173°00.174' 2816 2818

Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (local) Latitude (S) Longitude (W) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Result
NLD-06 21 8-May-08 in water 20.42 14°43.235' 176°04.203' 2591 0

on bottom 21.38 14°42.485' 176°03.550' 2527 2662
off bottom 22.00 14°42.102' 176°03.308' 2453 2625

NLD-07 22 8-May-08 in water 23.16 14°45.615' 176°01.040' 2483 0
on bottom 00.01 14°44.864' 176°00.730' 2461 2526
off bottom 0.44 14°44.870' 176°00.671' 2451 2435

NLD-08 23 9-May-08 in water 01.53 14°43.627' 175°58.749' 2507 0
on bottom 02.56 14°41.715' 175°58.087' 2522 2683
off bottom 03.34 14°41.340' 175°57.949' 2691 2674

NLD-09 24 9-May-08 in water 05.01 14°41.530' 175°57.000' 2710 0
on bottom 05.55 14°40.618' 175°56.978' 2730 2927
off bottom 06.18 14°40.410' 175°56.959' 2747 2843

NLD-10 25 9-May-08 in water 09.07 14°44.931' 175°59.621' 2589 0
on bottom 09.56 14°44.059' 175°59.841' 2676 2679
off bottom 10.42 14°43.941' 175°59.764' 2564 2643

NLD-11 26 9-May-08 in water 11.48 14°43.667' 175°58.782' 2509 0
on bottom 12.49 14°42.347' 175°58.558' 2660 2600
off bottom 13.28 14°41.772' 175°58.569' 2730 2630

NLD-12 30 11-May-08 in water 14.27 14°52.874' 175°53.968' 1891 0
on bottom 15.10 14°51.817' 175°54.615' 1730 1836
off bottom 15.40 14°51.510' 175°54.795' 1482 1400

NLD-13 32 11-May-08 in water 18.50 14°49.788' 175°57.586' 2348 0
on bottom 19.31 14°49.578' 175°58.255' 2081 2322
off bottom 19.50 14°49.537' 175°58.525' 2096 2114

NLD-14 33 11-May-08 in water 21.26 14°50.549' 175°59.067' 2285 48

Ridge, North Rift 
Zone 2

1/4 full of black glassy pillows with 
glassy and plag-phyric rinds, mud 
in pipe

Rift, North Rift 
Zone 2

1/2 full of black glassy pillows and 
lava tubes with glassy rinds, 1 
piece pumice

Broad, flat volcanic 
flow,  North Rift 
Zone 1

1/3 full of black glassy pillows with 
glassy rinds

Doughnut, North 
Rift Zone 1

1/4 full of black glassy pillows with 
glassy and plag-phyric rinds

Ridge, North Rift 
Zone 2

no recovery

0.25 bag of basalt/basaltic 
andesite, glassy rinds

Volcanic cone,  
North Rift Zone 1

Flat circular 
volcanic feature,  
North Rift Zone 1

2/3 load of glassy pillow 
fragments, plus mud containing 
glass shards

Linear volcanic 
ridge, North Rift 
Zone 1

One rock (basalt with minor Fe 
oxide staining) and a few small 
chips

Eva Seamount

Evita Seamount

La Perouse 
Seamount

Alis Seamount

North Fiji Basin, N-
S Spreading 
Segment

Doughnut, North 
Rift Zone 1

Full load of basaltic pillow 
fragments, partly weathered

0.25 bag of basaltic rubbly 
volcanic rock - partially weathered

Full load of basaltic pillow 
fragments, partly weathered, 
some small corals attached
Full load of glassy basaltic pillow 
fragments, minor weathering

~2Kg of weathered rock (a) glassy 
rind, (b) pumice scoria, (c) mud 

Full load of glassy basaltic pillow 
fragments, partly weathered
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Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (local) Latitude (S) Longitude (E) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Result
on bottom 22.20 14°50.164' 175°59.986' 2096 2397
off bottom 22.49 14°50.110' 175°00.470' 2215 2241

NLD-15 34 11-May-08 in water 23.56 14°51.494' 176°02.138' 2128.667 3755
on bottom 00.40 14°51.200' 176°02.921' 2028 2275
off bottom 01.10 14°51.278' 176°03.153' 2010 2000

NLD-16 35 12-May-08 in water 02.47 14°46.890' 176°01.167' 2342 0
on bottom 03.38 14°46.715' 176°02.515' 2313 2478
off bottom 03.56 14°46.736' 176°02.775' 2325 2277

NLD-17 36 12-May-08 in water 05.15 14°48.285' 176°02.696' 2263 0
on bottom 06.00 14°47.551' 3.058 2385 2423
off bottom 06.28 14°47.329' 176°03.202' 2381 2278

NLD-18 37 12-May-08 in water 07.57 14°50.263' 176°03.411' 2264 0
on bottom 08.41 14°49.637' 176°03.911' 2295 2404
off bottom 09.05 14°49.276' 176°04.238' 2310 2351

NLD-19 38 12-May-08 in water 09.54 14°49.681' 176°03.951' 2364 0
on bottom 10.40 14°49.093' 176°04.697' 2153 2527
off bottom 11.10 14°48.804' 176°05.066' 2162 2370

NLD-20 41 12-May-08 in water 20.29 14°57.370' 176°11.693' 2012 0
on bottom 21.06 14°56.653' 176°11.701' 2096 2205
off bottom 21.27 14°56.287' 176°11.697' 2112 2146

NLD-21 42 12-May-08 in water 22.50 14°56.001' 176°17.051' 1882 0
on bottom 23.24 14°57.408' 176°16.531' 1837 2028
off bottom 23.49 14°57.882' 176°16.088' 1966 1833

NLD-22 43 13-May-08 in water 02.16 15°02.936' 176°09.035' 2028 0
on bottom 02.58 15°02.328' 176°09.988' 2030 2014
off bottom 03.25 15°02.128' 176°10.164' 2187 2091

NLD-23 45 14-May-08 in water 17.50 15°09.215' 176°35.774' 629 0
on bottom 18.03 15°09.060' 176°35.582' 582 669
off bottom 18.32 15°08.895' 176°35.257' 562 549

NLD-24 46 14-May-08 in water 20.01 15°07.053' 176°25.282' 1838 0
on bottom 20.33 15°06.706' 176°24.784' 1834 1965
off bottom 20.56 15°06.487' 176°24.473' 1838 1937

NLD-25 47 14-May-08 in water 22.12 15°06.400' 176°17.640' 2015 0
on bottom 22.51 15°05.797' 176°17.233' 2038 2182
off bottom 23.12 15°05.393' 176°17.068' 2076 2119

NLD-26a 48 15-May-08 in water 00.09 15°01.911' 176°15.801' 1995 0
on bottom 00.55 15°01.215' 176°15.447' 1956 2200
off bottom 01.29 15°01.045' 176°15.810' 1932 1963

NLD-26b 48 15-May-08 in water 03.08 15°02.374' 176°15.997' 2036 0
on bottom 03.53 15°01.224' 176°15.442' 1955 2163
off bottom 04.17 15°00.972' 176°15.195' 1941 1964

Lava field, North 
Rift Zone 3

Brown volcanic sediment, brown 
mud, glassy basalt and pumice 
pieces

Rubbly ridge, North 
Rift Zone 3

Lost both pipes and ripped the 
bottom of dredge completely off. 
RIP Dredge 1

Rubbly ridge, North 
Rift Zone 3

Repeat of NLD-26a. No recovery.

Rubbly flow near 
doughnut, North 
Rift Zone 2

1/3 full of mildly Fe-Mn coated 
pillows, brown mud, glass shards 
and pumice in pipe

Rubbly flow near 
doughnut, North 
Rift Zone 3

1/2 full of black pillow and flow 
basalts with 2 pieces of pumice in 
pipe

Double doughnut, 
North Rift Zone 3

Full load of black glassy pillow and 
flow basalts

Doughnut, North 
Rift Zone 2

1/4 full of mildly hydrothermally 
altered pillows

Pancake, North 
Rift Zone 2

1/4 full of black glassy pillows and 
fragments with glassy and plag-
phyric rinds

Rubbly flow, North 
Rift Zone 2

1/8 full of black glassy pillows 
rinds, sparsely plag- and ol-phyric

Pancake, North 
Rift Zone 2

Empty dredge, a few glass 
fragments in pipe

Rubbly flow, North 
Rift Zone 2

Two volcanic rocks, one with 
glassy and plag-phyric rind

Flat volcanic flow, 
North Rift Zone 2

1/4 full of black glassy pillows and 
fragments with glassy and plag-
phyric rinds

Rift, North Rift 
Zone 2

1/2 full of black glassy pillows and 
lava tubes with glassy rinds, 1 
piece pumice

Rift, North Rift 
Zone 2

Full load of black glassy pillows
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Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (local) Latitude (S) Longitude (E) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Result
NLD-27 49 15-May-08 in water 05.59 15°04.962' 176°09.226' 2076 0

on bottom 06.35 15°04.270' 176°09.168' 2021 2147
off bottom 07.16 15°03.832' 176°09.116' 2026 2089

NLD-28 51 15-May-08 in water 10.36 15°07.145' 176°09.577' 2192 0
on bottom 11.31 15°07.129' 176°08.523' 2350 2553
off bottom 12.09 15°07.094' 176°07.809 2184 2325

NLD-29 52 15-May-08 in water 13.37 15°03.757' 176°14.768' 2000 0
on bottom 14.12 15°03.730' 176°13.717' 1760 1760
off bottom 14.39 15°03.735' 176°13.306' 1859 1488

NLD-30 53 15-May-08 in water 15.40 15°03.790' 176°14.726' 1993 0
on bottom 16.28 15°03.743' 176°13.609' 1708 1975
off bottom 16.50 15°03.755' 176°13.921' 1878 1857

NLD-31 54 15-May-08 in water 18.27 15°07.291' 176°16.954' 1714 0
on bottom 18.58 15°07.177' 176°16.183' 1279 1399
off bottom 19.22 15°07.191' 176°15.801' 1290 1383

NLD-32 56 15-May-08 in water 22.44 15°20.819' 176°16.135' 1492 0
on bottom 23.25 15°20.114' 176°16.437' 1509 1581
off bottom 23.49 15°19.712' 176°16.623' 1499 1617

NLD-33 59 18-May-08 in water 08.59 15°03.828' 173°33.689' 1196 0
on bottom 09.19 15°04.183' 173°33.448' 791 974
off bottom 09.35 15°04.403' 173°33.271' 758 843

NLD-34 64 18-May-08 in water 16.30 15°06.285' 173°34.031' 1362 0
on bottom 16.58 15°06.62' 173°33.63' 1390 1454
off bottom 17.43 15°06.988' 173°33.301' 1234 1315

NLD-35 66 19-May-08 in water 10.52 15°27.301' 175°42.488' 1145 0
on bottom 11.13 15°27.506' 175°42.140' 1147 1218
off bottom 11.30 15°27.714' 175°41.841' 1152 1157

NLD-36 68 20-May-08 in water 05.58 15°15.872' 176°22.876' 2200 0
on bottom 06.43 15°15.969' 176°22.128' 2295 2393
off bottom 07.22 15°15.950' 176°21.946' 2292 2403

NLD-37 70 20-May-08 in water 11.12 15°28.089' 176°28.525' 1970 4.4
on bottom 11.50 15°28.291' 176°28.841' 1811 2001
off bottom 12.11 15°28.159' 176°27.383' 1821 1920

NLD-38 72 21-May-08 in water 11.43 15°44.159' 177°11.394' 2078 0
on bottom 12.28 15°43.866' 177°12.173' 1995 2200
off bottom 13.07 15°43.569' 177°12.184' 1997 2134

NLD-39 74 21-May-08 in water 20.12 15°32.566' 177°04.073' 2283 0
on bottom 20.56 15°32.141' 177°04.130' 2169 2405
off bottom 21.16 15°31.808' 177°04.307' 2150 2289

NLD-40 75 21-May-08 in water 22.22 15°35.576' 177°04.906' 2308 1.4
on bottom 23.06 15°35.570' 177°05.724' 2200 2439

Lobster antenna, 
North Rift Zone 3

1/2 full black glassy pillows and 
lava tubes, minor weathering

Summit flank of 
Volcano P in Nth 
Tonga Arc

Cable came up slack and frayed 
at end, dredge completely gone. 
RIP Dredge 2

Pancake on 
lobster antenna, 
North Rift Zone 3

Older Fe-Mn coated basaltic 
pillows and flows

Cone in caldera, 
North Rift Zone 3

Full bag very fresh glassy basaltic 
flow tops with glassy rinds

Rubbly flow, North 
Rift Zone 3

2/3 full pillow basalt with glassy 
and plag-phyric rinds with brown 
mud and shards in pipe

Rubbly flow, North 
Rift Zone 3

1/3 full weathered pillow basalt 
with brown mud and pumice 
fragments in pipe

Lobster's antenna, 
North Rift Zone 3

No recovery

Summit flank of 
Volcano P in Nth 
Tonga Arc

3/4 bag full of rhyolitic, quartz-rich 
pumice. Some fresh, some altered

SW floor of large 
caldera, Dugong 
volcano

A few small pillow fragments and 
glass fragments in pipe. 2 small 
pumice pieces in pipe

Northwest Lau 
Spreading Center

1/2 full of black, glassy pillows and 
lava tubes.  One piece: low grade 

hydrothermal alteration
1/4 full of aphyric basalt pillows 

and fragments.  4 pieces of 
pumice.

Northern end of 
Northwest Lau 

Spreading Center

Northern end of 
main rift, North Rift 

Zone 3

One tiny rock plus pipe dredge full 
of mud.  Rock fragment is a piece 

of pumice.
Lava flow near a 
pancake in North 

Rift Zone 3
1/4 full of black, glassy volcanics 

with some iron-oxide staining

Northern end of 
Northwest Lau 

Spreading Center

Plagioclase-olivine phyric basalts 
and highly vesicular aphyric 

basalts
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Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (local) Latitude (S) Longitude (E) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Result
off bottom 23.29 15°35.228' 177°06.019' 2128 2262

NLD-41 77 22-May-08 in water 03.05 15°39.699' 177°08.919' 2007 4.2
on bottom 03.50 15°40.437' 177°09.654' 1971 2158
off bottom 04.06 15°40.770' 177°09.727' 2011 2114

NLD-42 79 22-May-08 in water 08.01 15°48.296' 177°15.402' 2161 -1.2
on bottom 08.37 15°48.136' 177°16.101' 2108 2261
off bottom 09.00 15°48.055' 177°16.473' 2105 2302

NLD-43 81 22-May-08 in water 11.24 15°48.010' 177°16.099' 2116 0
on bottom 12.02 15°48.002' 177°16.892' 1986 2228
off bottom 12.36 15°48.051' 177°17.268' 2056 2050

NLD-44 82 23-May-08 in water 00.45 15°58.055' 177°27.918' 2209 -4.2
on bottom 01.27 15°57.479' 177°28.677' 2033 2205
off bottom 02.09 15°57.170' 177°28.878' 2048 2376

NLD-45 83 23-May-08 in water 03.23 15°56.400' 177°25.866' 2135 2
on bottom 04.06 15°54.888' 177°25.313' 2165 2258
off bottom 04.50 15°54.604' 177°25.050' 2168 2246

NLD-46 85 23-May-08 in water 13.09 15°53.445' 177°22.983' 2080 64
on bottom 13.53 15°53.132' 177°23.710' 1995 2090
off bottom 14.29 15°52.992' 177°24.052' 2026 2093

NLD-47 86 23-May-08 in water 15.39 15°54.230' 177°21.633' 2108 0
on bottom 16.23 15°53.715' 177°22.071' 2140 2199
off bottom 17.08 15°53.347' 177°22.316' 2107 2105

NLD-48 88 23-May-08 in water 20.36 15°47.992' 177°14.127' 2032 1
on bottom 21.15 15°47.751' 177°15.886' 2139 2202
off bottom 21.36 15°47.595' 177°15.275' 2121 2258

NLD-49 90 24-May-08 in water 00.40 15°51.039' 177°19.490' 2028 -1.8
on bottom 01.18 15°50.516' 177°19.225' 2027 2116
off bottom 02.05 15°50.289' 177°18.896' 2029 2087

NLD-50 91 24-May-08 in water 04.33 15°59.840' 177°31.196' 2211 -2.4
on bottom 05.24 15°59.111' 177°31.354' 2059 2179
off bottom 06.04 15°58.773' 177°31.391' 2068 2168

NLD-51 92 24-May-08 in water 07.38 16°01.619' 177°34.418' 2151 -0.9
on bottom 08.18 16°02.332' 177°34.618' 2129 2230
off bottom 08.37 16°02.715' 177°34.699' 2181 2232

NLD-52 94 24-May-08 in water 11.40 156°02.681' 177°40.377' 2442 10
on bottom 12.12 16°03.249' 177°39.900' 2192 2335
off bottom 12.48 16°03.700' 177°39.005' 2450 2425

NLD-53 95 25-May-08 in water 01.11 16°18.682' 177°38.207' 1666 38.2
on bottom 01.38 16°19.094' 177°37.816' 1446 1543
off bottom 02.16 16°19.343' 177°37.466' 1475 1423

Thick glassy volcanic flow tops 
with iron oxide alteration.  Older 

pillows show gray alteration

Northern end of 
Northwest Lau 

Spreading Center
Small mounds 

within caldera on 
NWLSC ridge

Small mounds on 
caldera rim, 

NWLSC ridge

Northern end of 
Northwest Lau 

Spreading Center

Plagioclase-olivine phyric basalts 
and highly vesicular aphyric 

basalts
1/4 full of fresh glassy basalt 

blocks.  Large block vesicles lined 
by fresh marcasite.

1/2 full of black, glassy basalts, 
with low grade hydrothermal 

alteration

1/4 full of black volcanic pillows 
with glassy rinds.  Older in 

appeareance.
1/2 full of basaltic glassy pillows 

and shards. 1 small piece of 
pumice.

Mound near 
southern caldera, 

NWLSC ridge

Southern caldera 
floor, NWLSC

NW rim of southern 
caldera, NWLSC

Small knob east of 
southern caldera, 

NWLSC
Lava flow in 

northern caldera, 
NWLSC

Lava flow between 
two calderas, 

NWLSC
Small mounds near 
southern caldera, 

NWLSC ridge
Small mounds on 
southern end of 
curve on NWLSC

Full bag of partially weathered 
pillow fragments.  Mud in pipe 
dredge contains rock chips.

1/2 bag of weathered pillows with 
partially consolidated mud and 

sediments.  Minor pumice.

Doughnut west of 
the NWLSC ridge

Cone at Peggy 
Ridge and NWLSC

Thick glassy pillows and flow tops. 
Variable vesicularity. Low grade 

hydrothermal alteration
2 basaltic pillows (very large) and 

shards.  Less than 1% olivine and 
plagioclase

1/2 bag of pillows and lava tubes. 
Fresh and weathered samples. 

Flow texture seen.
3/4 full, pillow basalts, moderately 

weathered pillows, and heavily 
altered pillows.

1/4 full lava flow tops with ropey 
texture.  Glassy rind fragments in 

pipe dredge
1/4 bag of glassy pillows and 

lavas.  Few pieces of pumice and 
glass shards in pipe.
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SS07/2008 NoLauVE 

Rock and Sediment Sample Descriptions

Date Sample # Operation Location General Description Textures/Alteration Mineral Size Rock Type(s) Other Comments Sample Size

1/05/2008 NLD-01-01 Dredge Eva cone Volcanic rocks Vesicular with elongate vesicles (1-10 mm). 3 % plagioclase phenocrysts - Basalt to basaltic andesite n/a 10 - 30 cm 
n/a Bucket(s) # 1, 2 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

trace % olivine -

* 15 - 20 % plagioclase phenocrysts on on quenched 
pillow/flow rim from the glassy interior

-

1/05/2008 NLD-01-02 Dredge Eva cone Sediment from buckets Angular to sub-angular. 58 % white-yellow carbonate fragments - n/a Relatively fresh sediment.
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 2 n/a

35 % black volcanic rock fragments -

5 % plagioclase phenocrysts -

2 % olivine/pyroxene phenocrysts -

2/05/2008 NLD-02-01 Dredge Evita seamount Volcanic rocks Highly vesicular, thick pillow rinds with up to 1 cm of glass. Minor brecciated flow tops. Minor woody pumice on 
flow tops.

1 % olivine/pyroxene phenocrysts - Basalt to andesite n/a 5 - 20 cm 
n/a Bucket(s) # 3, 4 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 2 rocks

2/05/2008 NLD-02-02 Dredge Evita seamount Volcanic rocks Highly vesicular, thick pillow rinds; scoria, and flow tops. 15 % olivine/pyroxene phenocrysts - Basalt to andesite with 
abundant phenocrysts

n/a 5 - 20 cm 
n/a Bucket(s) # 5 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 4 rocks

2/05/2008 NLD-03-01 Dredge La Perouse cone Volcanic rocks Vesicular with small round vesicles (1-5 mm). Red oxide coatings on pillow rinds. Rubbly flow textures present. 5 % olivine phenocrysts and xenocrysts 1 - 10 mm Olivine basalt n/a 1 - 50 cm 
n/a Bucket(s) # 6, 7 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

< 1 % plagioclase phenocrysts - 1 boulder did not fit in 
a bucket Loose sample * Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 2 rocks

2/05/2008 NLD-04-01 Dredge Alis cone Volcanic rocks Vesicular (1-12 mm), elongate and round vesicles. Some pieces have Fe-oxide coatings. 2 % olivine phenocrysts (< 1 mm) < 1 mm Basalt 5 - 30 cm 
n/a Bucket(s) # 8, 9 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 3 rocks

< 1 % pyroxene -
Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 4 rock fragments

2/05/2008 NLD-04-02 Dredge Alis cone Sediment from dredge, and 
weathered volcanic rocks

2 % oxides (amorphous, non-magnetic black 
mineral)

- Weathered basalt and altered 
sediment

n/a
n/a Bucket(s) # 10 Shannon Johns CSIRO 2 rocks

1 % olivine -

3/05/2008 NLD-05-01 Dredge North Fiji Basin Volcanic rocks Glassy rinds, pillowed flows - - - - Basalt n/a 1 - 10 mm 
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 11 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island Several glass fragments

3/05/2008 NLD-05-02 Dredge North Fiji Basin Volcanic rocks Lava tube flow tops. Glassy rinds with aphyric basalt on the interior, and lava tube drip textures on the base. 
Minor vesicles (< 1 mm). Minor Fe-oxide alteration. 

- - - - Basalt n/a 5 - 20 cm 
n/a Bucket(s) # 12, 13 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 4 rocks

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Glass shards

3/05/2008 NLD-05-03 Dredge North Fiji Basin Volcanic rocks Pillow buds with fresh glassy surfaces. Similar composition to NLD-05-02. - - - Basalt Very fresh pillow flow. 30 - 40 cm 
2 large samples Bucket(s) # 14, 15 n/a

8/05/2008 NLD-06-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 1 Volcanic rocks Flow crust with glassy rinds < 1 % pyroxene < 1 mm Andesite n/a 10 - 15 cm 
n/a Bucket(s) # 16 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island Several glass fragments

Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 rock

8/05/2008 NLD-06-02 Dredge North Rift, Zone 1 Volcanic rocks Light grey angular pumice with elongated vesicles. Moderate vesicularity. 5 % iron oxides/amphiboles - Rhyolite n/a 1 - 14 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 16 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 2 rocks

Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

9/05/2008 NLD-07-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 1 Volcanic rocks Black basalts with thick glassy rinds and pillowed flows.  Low vesicularity (5%) with vesicles < 1 mm. Iron oxide  
staining and weathered surfaces.

4 % plagioclase 1 mm Basalt n/a 10 - 40 cm Plastic sample bag of 
shards Bucket(s) # 17, 18 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 4 rocks

1 % olivine 1 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 3 rocks

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Glass shards

9/05/2008 NLD-08-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 1 Volcanic rocks
Black-dark grey basalts with thick glassy rinds. Pillows and large clasts. Low vesicularity (1-2%) with vesicles < 3 
mm. Some iron oxide staining. 6 % plagioclase (less abundant in innner layer) 1 - 5 mm Plagioclase basalt 5 - 40 cm Plastic sample bag of 

mud/shards Bucket(s) # 19, 20, 21 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 4 rocks

2 % olivine (less abundant in innner layer) 1 - 2 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 3 rocks

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

Jo Parr CSIRO Plastic bottle of mud and glass fragments

9/05/2008 NLD-09-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 1 Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey basalt with thick glassy and plag-phyric rinds. Low vesicularity (1-2%) with vesicles < 2 mm. 
Some iron oxide staining.

4 % plagioclase 1 - 5 mm Basalt 1 rock sample only. 10 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 21 n/a

2 % olivine 1 - 3 mm

9/05/2008 NLD-09-02 Dredge North Rift, Zone 1 Volcanic rocks Black glassy and plag-phyric rind pieces < 10 mm thick. Not vesicular. Some iron oxide staining and alteration 
haloes.

6 % plagioclase 1 - 5 mm Plagioclase basalt n/a 1 - 7 cm 
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 21 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island Several glass fragments

2 % olivine 1 - 4 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland Several glass fragments

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

9/05/2008 NLD-10-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 1 Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey basalt with thick glassy and plag-ol-phyric rinds. Pillows and smaller rind pieces. Low vesicularity 
(2%) with vesicles 2-20 mm. Some iron oxide staining.

10 % plagioclase 1 - 6 mm Plagioclase-olivine basalt n/a 4 - 20 cm 
n/a Bucket(s) # 22 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 2 rocks

5 % olivine 1 - 3 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

9/05/2008 NLD-11-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 1 Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey basalt with thick glassy and plag-ol-phyric rinds. Pillows and smaller rind pieces in dredge pipe. 
Low vesicularity (5-10%) with vesicles 2-20 mm. Some iron oxide staining.

10 % plagioclase 1 - 4 mm Plagioclase-olivine basalt n/a 5 - 25 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 23 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 4 rocks

5 % olivine 1 - 2 mm 1 boulder did not fit in 
a bucket Loose sample * Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 3 rocks

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

11/05/2008 NLD-12 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 No recovery n/a - - - - n/a n/a n/a
n/a n/a n/a

11/05/2008 NLD-13-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey basalt with glassy rinds.  Low vesicularity with rounded vesicles < 1 mm.  Some iron-oxide 
staining and some manganese coating.

3 % plagioclase (less abundant in rind) 1 - 2 mm Plagioclase-olivine basalt Bucket #25 contains mud 
from pipe dredge

5 - 20 cm 
1 large bucket Bucket(s) # 24 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 1 rock and 2 small fragments

2 % olivine (less abundant in rind) 1 - 2 mm
2 small buckets Small bucket(s) # 25, 26 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 small fragments

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

Jo Parr CSIRO 1 rock

11/05/2008 NLD-14-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey basalt with glassy rinds.  <10% vesicularity with small rounded vesicles (1-3 mm).  Glassy rind is 
2 mm thick.  Large samples show cooling joints.  Hydrothermal alteration.

5 % plagioclase 3 - 5 mm Plagioclase-olivine basalt 3 large pillows 5 - 40 cm 
3 large pillows Bucket(s) # 27, 28 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 4 rocks and small fragments

2 % olivine 1 - 2 mm
Plastic sample bag Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 4 rocks

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

11/05/2008 NLD-14-02 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 Pumice White pumice.  Highly vesicular with <2 mm vesicles. 5 % clinopryoxene 3 mm Rhyolite n/a 2 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 28 n/a

1 % Quartz < 1 mm

12/05/2008 NLD-15-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey basalt with glassy rinds up to 2 mm thick.  Iron-oxide staining and manganese coating.  15% 
vesicularity with 1 mm vesicles.

5 % olivine 3 - 5 mm Olivine basalt 1 large pillow 3 - 20 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 29, 30 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 4 rocks and several fragments

Mineralogy SubsamplesStorage

Older rocks, with some 
biological material growing on 
them.

Mn-coatings present. 
Sediment pieces break apart 
easily.

Coarse sand with 
pebble sized volcanic 
rock fragments. 

Some iron oxide staining and 
alteration haloes. Some 
brown mud with glass shards 
in pipe dredge.

Orange (hydrothermal?) sediment and weathered basalt. Colour banding or layering visible in the sediment 
chunks (red and black). Weathered basalt contains some red colour banding parallel to the exposed surface. 
Fine Fe-oxide matrix visible.
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Rock and Sediment Sample Descriptions

Date Sample # Operation Location General Description Textures/Alteration Mineral Size Rock Type(s) Other Comments Sample SizeMineralogy SubsamplesStorage

1 % plagioclase 1 - 4 mm Small bucket with mud 
in Bucket #34 Loose sample Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks and several fragments

12/05/2008 NLD-16-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 Volcanic rocks Black rocks and very fresh glassy chips.  Minor iron-oxide staining. 5% vesicularity with vesicles <1 mm. 1 % olivine 1 - 2 mm Basalt n/a 0.5 - 2 cm
Plastic jar Bucket(s) # 30 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 glass chip

Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 6 glass chips

12/05/2008 NLD-17-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 Volcanic rocks Dark grey flow structures.  Minor iron-oxide staining and hydrothermal alteration.  3-5% subrounded vesicles (<4 
mm).

8 % plagioclase 1 - 6 mm Basalt to basaltic andesite n/a 5 - 15 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 31 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 1 medium piece of rind

3 % olivine 1 - 3 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland  1 rock

12/05/2008 NLD-18-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey pillows with altered rinds.  Extensive iron-oxide and manganese coatings. 5-20% vesicularity 
with subrounded vesicles ( 2-10 mm).

1 % plagioclase 1 - 2 mm Weathered basalt 2 large pillows 6 - 40 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 31, 32 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 3 rocks

1 % olivine 1 - 2 mm
Loose sample

12/05/2008 NLD-18-02 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 Volcanic rocks Black tube flows and rind pieces.  Fresh glass with minor iron-oxide staining.  Not vesicular. 10 % plagioclase 1 - 6 mm Plagioclase basalt n/a 2 - 5 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 32 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 4 rocks

3 % olivine 1 - 3 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

12/05/2008 NLD-19-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey glassy pillows with 3 mm thick rinds.  5-10% vesicularity with 2-15 mm subrounded vesicles.  
Minor iron-oxide alteration haloes and manganese caoting.

2 % plagioclase 1 - 3 mm Bastalt Brown mud with glass shards 
recovered from pipe dredge

5 - 30 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 33, 34 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 4 medium rocks

1 % olivine 1 - 2 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

12/05/2008 NLD-20-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 Volcanic rocks Black glassy flow tops with 1 cm glass layers.  Liquid textured flow base and aphyric texture.  Remnant 
pahoehoe texture on flow tops. 1-2% vesicles (0.2 - 2 mm diameter).

3 % olivine 1 - 2 mm Basalt n/a 5 - 30 cm
2 large buckets Bucket(s) # 35, 36 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 4 rocks and 1 bag of fragments

1 % plagioclase < 1 mm
1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 37 Zarah Heyworth Univeristy of Queensland 2 rocks and 1 bag of fragments

12/05/2008 NLD-21-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 Volcanic rocks Hydrothermally altered pillows.  10-15% 1 mm round vesicles. 1 % plagioclase < 1 mm Basalt 3 rocks show cooling joints 
and banding

5 - 10 cm
1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 38 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 5 fragments

Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 small rock

13/05/2008 NLD-22-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey pillows with glassy rinds (< 20 mm thick).  3% vesicularity subrounded vesicles (<3 mm).  
Extensive iron-oxide staining on rinds and some manganese coating on pillow interiors.

6 % plagioclase 1 - 4 mm Basalt n/a 5 - 60 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 39, 40, 41 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 3 rocks

5 % olivine 1 - 3 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

13/05/2008 NLD-22-02 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 Volcanic rocks 1 % plagioclase < 1 mm Basalt n/a 4 - 10 cm
Plastic sample bags Bucket(s) # 41, 42 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 1 small rock

1 % olivine < 1 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 small rock

13/05/2008 NLD-22-03 Dredge North Rift, Zone 2 Pumice Light grey pumice brought up in thick brown mud in pipe dredge, moderate-highly vesicular with vesicles highly 
elongate 10-60mm in size.

2 - 3 % black-dark green mineral: amphibole/pyroxene 1 - 5 mm Felsic glass, probably dacite n/a 1 - 6 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 41, 42 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 1 medium rock

Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 medium rock

14/05/2008 NLD-23-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks < 1 % plagioclase < 1 mm Basalt n/a 5 - 25 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 43 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 2 rocks

< 1 % olivine < 1 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 rock

14/05/2008 NLD-23-02 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey aphyric volcanics with a quenched surface, micro vesicles (1%, <1 mm round vesicles) < 1 % plagioclase 1 - 2 mm Basalt n/a 5 - 20 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 43 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 1 rock

Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 rock

14/05/2008 NLD-23-03 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks 20 - 25 % plagioclase 1 - 5 mm (rims), 2 - 
5 mm (interior)

Plagioclase basalt n/a
n/a Bucket(s) # 44 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 2 rocks

Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

14/05/2008 NLD-23-04 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Pumice Light grey pumice, highly vesicular with vesicles < 6 mm. 3 % orthopyroxene 1 - 2 mm Felsic pumice only 2 pieces < 5 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 43 n/a

< 1 % Quartz -

14/05/2008 NLD-23-05 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Black sand with small volcanic 
fragments

Black sand with fine-grained glassy fragments, and iron oxide visible on some small basalt fragments - - - - Basalt glass fragments n/a n/a
Small bucket #45 Inside bucket # 43 Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

14/05/2008 NLD-24-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks 15 % plagioclase 2 - 4 mm Basalt n/a 5 - 35 cm Bucket and sample 
bag Bucket(s) # 46 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 3 rocks

< 1 % olivine 2 - 3 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 3 rocks

14/05/2008 NLD-24-02 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks Black volcanics, pillowed flow fragments with 5-10 mm chilled margins and small vesicles (5%, 1 mm). 7 % olivine 1 - 4 mm Basalt n/a 10 - 30 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 47 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 2 rocks

1 % plagioclase 1 - 2 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 rock

14/05/2008 NLD-24-03 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic sediment Black volcanic sediment from sediment bucket.  Quite fresh, with mostly angular phenocrysts.  Likely derived 
from quench fragmentation of the pahoehoe flow top material in NLD-24-01.

5 % olivine phenocrysts, sub rounded Fine sand Volcanic glassy sediment n/a n/a 1 large plastic vial in 
plastic bucket Bucket(s) # 46 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 1 full vial of sand

25 % plagioclase phenocrysts, angular Medium sand
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1/3 full vial of sand

70 % black volcanic glass fragments, very angular Medium-coarse 
sand Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University

14/05/2008 NLD-25-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic sediment Black volcanic sediment and small rock fragments and brown mud/ooze.  Some layering visible in the pipe 
dredge

50 % brown mud/ooze mud Volcanic sediment and 
foraminiferal ooze

n/a n/a
n/a Bucket(s) # 48 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island Small jar

15 % foraminifera 0.25 - 1 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland Small jar

5 % plagioclase phenocrysts 0.5 - 1 mm
Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

30 % black volcanic glass fragments, angular -

14/05/2008 NLD-25-02 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks Small black volcanic rock fragments.  1 piece of glassy flow top with vesicles (40%, 5 mm), 2 pieces of volcanic 
rock with vesicles (15%, 0.5-5 mm).  Aphyric.

- - - - Basalt Aphyric 2 - 3 cm
1 small plastic vial n/a n/a

14/05/2008 NLD-25-03 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volanic rocks 1 small piece of angular, highly vesicular pumice.  Very glassy, and quite fresh? - - - - Pumice n/a 2 cm
1 small plastic vial n/a n/a

15/05/2008 NLD-26 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 No recovery n/a - - - - n/a n/a n/a
n/a n/a n/a

15/05/2008 NLD-27-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey pillows with thick glassy and plag-phyric rinds < 3 mm thick.  1-3% vesicularity with <2 mm 
subrounded and rounded vesicles.  Moderate iron staining and manganese coatings.

10 % plagioclase (striations seen in larger crystals) < 12 mm Plagioclase basalt n/a 5 - 40 cm
Buckets Bucket(s) # 49, 50 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 3 rocks and a few chips from pipe

3 % olivine (partially altered to pale brown 
iddingsite?)

< 4 mm
4 large pillows Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 3 rocks and a few chips from pipe

Mud and shards Small bucket 51 Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

15/05/2008 NLD-27-02 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks Grey/light brown pumice (1 piece and broken small fragments).  Highly vesicular, with mostly rounded and a few 
elongate vesicles (<10 mm)

3 % black mineral (cpx?) 0.5 - 10 mm Rhyolite (pumice) n/a 2 - 8 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 50 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 very small fragment

1 - 2 % clear, subrounded Quartz < 1 mm

15/05/2008 NLD-28-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks 2 % plagioclase < 1 mm Altered basalt 5 - 70 cm
Large plastic bucket Bucket(s) # 52 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 3 rocks

1 % olivine < 1 mm
Small plastic bucket Bucket(s) # 53 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

Jo Parr CSIRO 1 rock

12/05/2008 NLD-28-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks Light grey pumice.  Highly vesicular with elongated vesicles (<20 mm). 5 % black mineral 1 - 3 mm Rhyolite (pumice) n/a 6 - 20 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 52 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 1 rock

Black volcanics brought up in thick brown mud in pipe dredge.  Small pillows with very thin <1 mm glassy rinds.  
5-8% vesicularity with rounded vesicles <4 mm in size.  Very slight alteration or iron oxide coating (fresher than 
NLD-22-01).  Mostly aphyric with sparse pl and ol.

Grey pillows with thick manganese and iron-oxide caoting with red and green banding.  Some thick brown mud 
with pillow clasts and altered shards were in pipe dredge.  2-3% subrounded vesicles (0.5-40 mm).  Weathered 
surfaces show secondary gypsum mineralization.

Volcanic glassy pillowed flows with flow tops from a flow off a volcanic "donut" cone.  Black volcanics with 
pahoehoe (ropey) textured flow tops.  5-7 mm thick glass surfaces.  Mainly glass with large vesicles (20%, 1-
4cm), and minor porphyritic texture near the glassy tops.

Black-dark grey mostly aphiric volcanics, very vesicular (30%) with 1 mm to 2cm round and elongated vesicles 
and pipe vesicles.  1 mm thick glassy quenched rind.  Samples show some hydrothermal alteration and iron-
oxide banding parallel to the exposed surface.

Black-dark grey volcanics with glassy, plag-rich rims and internal layering.  Pillows and possible tube textures.  
Plagioclase throughout the sample, larger not in the rims.  Vesicles (5-10%) up to 1cm in the pillows, vesicles 
(10%) up to 2cm in the tubes.  

Lava tube textured samples 
may also show slightly 
different composition - in bag 
in #44

Gypsum mineralization.  
Metallic dark color with perfect 
striation-like features.  
Scratched by fingernail.
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1 % Quartz 1 - 5 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 rock

Jo Parr CSIRO 1 rock

15/05/2008 NLD-29 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 No recovery n/a - - - -
n/a

15/05/2008 NLD-30-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks 5 % olivine < 2 mm Basalt Chipped rind in plastic sample 
bag

20 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 54, 55 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 3 rocks and some chipped rind

1 % plagioclase < 1 mm
Small bucket Bucket(s) # 56 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 3 rocks and some chipped rind

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

15/05/2008 NLD-30-02 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks grey pumice with subrounded vesicles. 3 % Black/dark green mineral < 2 mm Dacite/rhyolite (pumice) n/a 2 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 54 n/a

15/05/2008 NLD-31-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks Black pillow fragments with glassy rinds 8 mm thick.  Generally aphyric.  Moderately weathered with manganese 
caoting and iron-oxide on surfaces.

- - - - Basalt Aphyric 5 - 25 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 57, 58 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 2 rocks

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

15/05/2008 NLD-31-02 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks Brownish-orange altered pumice.  Highly vesicular and glassy.  Extensive iron-oxide and manganese coating 
alteration.

- - - - Pumice Aphyric 5 - 13 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 58 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 1 rock

15/05/2008 NLD-32-01 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks - - - - Basalt Aphyric 2 - 25 cm
4 large buckets Bucket(s) # 60-63 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 5 rocks and a bag of glass shards
1 large bucket of 
shards Bucket(s) # 59 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 5 rocks and a bag of glass shards

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

15/05/2008 NLD-32-02 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey volcanics, heavily weathered (iron oxide staining), few vesicles (2%, <1cm round) - - - - Basalt Aphyric 5  - 15cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 63 n/a  

18/05/08 NLD-33 Dredge Volcano P, Tonga Arc No recovery n/a - - - - n/a n/a n/a
n/a n/a n/a

18-05-2008 NLG-01 Grab Volcano P, Tonga Arc No recovery n/a - - - - n/a n/a n/a
n/a n/a n/a

18-05-2008 NLG-02-01 Grab Volcano P, Tonga Arc Volcanic rocks 15 % Plagioclase < 3 mm Dacite ignimbrite n/a < 20 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 64 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 1/2 rock

5 % Quartz < 4 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1/2 rock

1 % Olivine? -
Jo Parr CSIRO 1/2 rock

18-05-2008 NLG-02-02 Grab Volcano P, Tonga Arc Volcanic rocks Light-grey silicic pumice. Outer surfaces completely coated in black manganese oxide and bivalves. Highly 
vesicular (< 2 cm), with some vesicles showing flow alignment.

4 % Quartz < 3 mm Dacite/rhyolite (pumice) n/a < 15 cm
2 Plastic sample bags Bucket(s) # 64 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 1 small fragment

18-05-2008 NLD-34-01 Dredge Volcano P, Tonga Arc Volcanic rocks Light-grey pumice, very vesicular, round and elongate vesicles (1-15 mm), fibrous texture. 10 % Black minerals (amphibole, pyroxene, 
magnetite)

1 - 3 mm Rhyolite n/a 8 - 20 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 65, 66 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 4 rocks

5 % Quartz 1 - 6 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 3 rocks

18-05-2008 NLD-34-02 Dredge Volcano P, Tonga Arc Volcanic rocks Altered pumice, brown-orange Fe-oxide alteration, Mn-oxide coatings. 8 % Dark green/black mineral < 3 mm Rhyolite (pumice) n/a 6 - 13 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 67 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 2 rocks

3 % Quartz 1 - 4 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

19-05-2008 NLD-35-01 Dredge Caldera, SE of North Rift, 
Zone 3

Volcanic rocks Black, glassy flow tops with thick glassy rinds. Some flow structures present on glassy rinds (< 9 mm thick). 
Minor Fe- and Mn-oxide coatings. Rounded to elongate vesicles (10 - 15 %, 0.5 - 20 mm).

3 % Plagioclase 1 - 4 mm Basalt 5 - 15 cm Glass shards in plastic 
sample bag Bucket(s) # 68 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 rock and some glass shards

2 % Olivine < 1 mm
Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 1 rock and some glass shards

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

19-05-2008 NLD-35-02 Dredge Caldera, SE of North Rift, 
Zone 3

Volcanic rocks Light grey pumice, very vesicular, mostly elongate vesicles (< 15 mm long, 3 cm across). Outer surface coated 
in dark brown - black Mn-oxide.

2 - 3 % Black - dark green mineral, some fiberous - Rhyolite n/a 3 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 68 n/a

< 1 % Quartz -

19/05/08 NLD-36-01 Dredge Active rift of North Rift, 
Zone 3

Volcanic rocks Weathered pumice, dark grey interior, black manganese coating on exterior.  Highly vesicular, extremely 
elongated vesicles and flow-like alignment up to 5cm long.

5 % Black-very dark green mineral (cpx?) prismatic-
subrounded

< 3.5 mm Rhyolite n/a 2-12 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 68 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland One 2cm piece

1-2 % Quartz < 1.5 mm

20/05/08 NLD-37-01 Dredge Lobster in North Rift, Zone 
3

Volcanic rocks 15 % Plagioclase 1-5 mm Plagioclase basalt n/a 4-20 cm
1 large bucket Bucket(s) # 70 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 3 rocks

2-3 % Olivine < 1 mm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 68 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

20/05/08 NLD-37-02 Dredge Lobster in North Rift, Zone 
3

Volcanic rocks grey-brown pumice with minor to moderate iron-oxide and manganese coating.  Highly vesicular with rounded 
and very elongated vesicles (< 40 mm in size)

5 % Quartz < 4 mm Rhyolite n/a 1-10 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 68 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 1 medium piece

3-5 % Black mineral (Basaltic enclaves?) < 2 cm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 small piece

21/05/08 NLD-38-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks 0-4 % Plagioclase < 2 mm Basalt n/a 5-25 cm
2 large buckets Bucket(s) # 71, 72 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 5 rocks and a bag of glass shards

<1 % Olivine < 1 mm
1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 73 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks and small bag of shards

Jo Parr CSIRO 1 rock

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

21/05/08 NLD-39-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey pillow fragments with glassy rinds 5 mm thick.  Some iron-oxide staining.  1% vesicularity with 
rounded vesicles 1-2 mm in size.

n/a aphyric n/a Basalt 1 large pillow and small 
plastic bucket in large bucket

4-40 cm
1 large bucket Bucket(s) # 74 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 2 rocks and several small fragments

1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 74 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks and several small fragments

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

21/05/08 NLD-39-02 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks Medium grey-brown pumice.  Highly vesicular with round and elongated vesicles < 1 mm in size.  Altered 
pumice.

2-3 % weathered black minerals (opx? cpx?) 1 mm Dacite n/a 1-4 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 74 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 1 small fragment

1 % Quartz 1 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 small fragment

21/05/08 NLD-40-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey pillow fragments and rind fragments/shards.  Hydrothermal alteration (lighter grey coloring).  Iron-
oxide staining (associated with hydrothermal alteration).  1-3% vesicularity with round vesicles 1 mm in size

15 % Plagioclase 1-4 mm Plagioclase-olivine basalt n/a 2-27 cm
2 large buckets Bucket(s) # 75, 76 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 4 rocks and small bag of rind pieces

5 % Olivine 1 mm
1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 77 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 4 rocks and small bag of rind pieces

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

21/05/08 NLD-40-02 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey pillow fragments.  Hydrothermal alteration and iron-oxide staining.  20% and greater vesicularity 
with round vesicules 1-8 cm in size (most < 3 cm).

n/a aphyric n/a Basalt 5 samples 2-15 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 68 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island Half of a rock

Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland Half of a rock

Jo Parr CSIRO 1 rocks

22/05/08 NLD-41-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey pillow fragments and flow tops.  Minor iron-oxide coating.  Glassy rinds < 3 mm thick.  Very low 
vesicularity < 1% with rounded vesicles < 0.5 mm in size.  Glassy shards in pipe dredge.

n/a aphyric Basalt n/a 5-15 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 78 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 3 rocks

< 1 % sparse Plagioclase < 1 mm
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

22/05/08 NLD-41-02 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks Black flow tops and tubes.  Moderate iron-oxide coating and alteration haloes.  Glassy rinds < 2 mm thick.  10-
15% vesicularity with round vesicles 1-15 mm in size.  Glassy vesicular shards in pipe dredge.

n/a aphyric n/a Basalt 5-40 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 79 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 2 rocks and piece of sulfide rich rock

Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks

Black volcanic rocks from inside a caldera at the southern end of NRZ3.  Pillow fragments, tubes, and glass 
shards in dredge pipe.  Fresh (likely <10 years), aphyric, and with very little weathering or alteration.  Vesicles 
are concentrated below the glassy rind (round and elongate, 5-10%, 1-20 mm) and are less abundant in the 
rest of the rock (1%, 1 mm, round).  Smooth brown flow surfaces are present on the interiors of the tube 
samples.

Dark grey lava pillows with some tube textures.  G lassy rinds with some moderate iron oxide staining.  
Alteration layers visible beneath the glassy surface.  1-5% vesicularity with round to elongated vesicles ( <2 
mm).  Often concentration directly below glassy layer.

Light-grey silicic crystal-rich wlded tuff, incorporating pumice fragments and displaying flow banding and fiamme. 
Outer surfaces completely coated in Mn-oxide, with abundant bivalves, and some Fe-oxide staining. Minor 
vesicles (20%, < 15 mm), subrounded to elongate, alligned with flow. Light-grey flow bands with darker rock 
body.

Black glassy flow tops with thick glassy and plag-phyric rinds (< 10 mm thick).  Moderate iron-oxide coating on 
rinds and manganese on outer surfaces.  5-7% vesicularity, subrounded and elongated vesiclues (< 15 mm in 

size)

Black, glassy pillows and flow tops with thick glassy rinds < 10 mm.  Very minor iron-oxide caoting and moderate 
manganese coatings.  8-15% vesicularity with rounded vesicles < 7 mm in size.  Some rare pipe-like vesicles 

~20 mm in size.

Marcasite/pyrite iron-sulfides 
observed in vesicles in 1 

large clast with most obvious 
iron-oxide alteration

Some olivine is altered to a 
pale yellow colour. 

Plagioclase up to 5 % in 
rinds. 
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Jo Parr CSIRO Piece of sulfide rich rock

22/05/08 NLD-41-03 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks Black very fresh glassy pieces/fragments.  Mix of NLD-41-01 and NLD-41-02 where NLD-41-02 dominates.  
Variable vesicularity 1-10% with round vesicles < 5 mm in size.

n/a aphyric n/a Basalt 1-8 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 78 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island some pieces

Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland some pieces

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

22/05/08 NLD-42-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey pillows and flow tops.  Very thick glassy rinds up to 20 mm thick.  Moderate iron-oxide coating 
and alteration haloes.  Non vesicular.  Some shards in pipe.

1 % Olivine < 2 mm Basalt n/a 5-25 cm
2 large buckets Bucket(s) # 80, 81 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 4 rocks and some shards

<1 % Plagioclase < 1 mm
1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 82 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks and some shards

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

22/05/08 NLD-42-02 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks Light grey-pale yellow stained pillows.  Thin glass rinds, partly altered, greasy appearance < 1 mm thick.  Highly 
altered (iron-oxide, clay/sulfur?).  2-3% vesicularity with subrounded and angular vesicules < 10 mm in size.

1 % Plagioclase < 2 mm Basalt n/a 5-15 cm
1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 83 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 1 small piece

Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 small piece

22/05/08 NLD-43-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks n/a aphyric n/a Basalt n/a 5-35 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 84, 85 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 2 rocks

Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 rock

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

Shannon Johns CSIRO 1 rock

22/05/08 NLD-43-02 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks Dark grey altered pillowed flows.  Low-temperature seafloor alteration with extensive iron-oxide alteration 
(orange to red).  Think glassy flow tops 2-5 mm thick.  Minor vesicles at base of flow margins (2-7% 1-20 mm)

n/a aphyric n/a Basalt n/a 6-25 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 86 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 2 rocks

Shannon Johns CSIRO 2 rocks

Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 rock

22/05/08 NLD-43-03 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks Black volcanic glass fragments.  Angular and glassy.  From pipe dredge. 95 % Volcanic glass n/a Basalt n/a 1-40 mm
2 small buckets Bucket(s) # 87, 88 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island small bag of shards

4 % Volcanic rock fragments n/a
Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland small bag of shards

1 % Foraminifera n/a

22/05/08 NLD-43-04 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks Black, highly vesicular fresh volcanic rock.  15% round vesicles 2-10 mm in size.  Highly vesicular, glassy flow 
top.  Minor pahoehoe texture on glassy flow top.

n/a aphyric n/a Basalt n/a 23 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 85 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 1 slice

23/05/08 NLD-44-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks n/a aphyric n/a Basalt n/a 10-20 cm
1 large bucket Bucket(s) # 90 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 3 rocks and small bag of shards

1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 89 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks and bag of shards

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

23/05/08 NLD-44-02 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks n/a aphyric n/a Basalt n/a 10-25 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 91 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 2 rocks

Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 rock

23/05/08 NLD-44-03 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks grey-brown pumice.  Highly vesicular with very elongated < 1.5 cm long vesicles. 3 % Quartz < 1 mm Rhyolite n/a 0.5-2 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 89 n/a

5 % black mineral (opx? cpx?) < 2 mm

23/05/08 NLD-45-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey pillows with glassy rinds < 4 mm thick.  2-4% rounded-subrounded vesicles < 3 mm in size.  
Minor iron-oxide staining, alteration haloes along fractured surfaces.  Glassy shards in pipe.

<1 % Plagioclase < 1.5 mm Basalt n/a 5-35 cm
1 large bucket Bucket(s) # 92 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 1 slice and some shards

<1 % Olivine < 2 mm
2 small buckets Bucket(s) # 93, 94 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 silce and some shards

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

23/05/08 NLD-46-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks n/a aphyric n/a Basalt n/a 3-25 cm
n/a Bucket(s) # 95, 96, 97 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 3 rocks and bag of shards

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

23/05/08 NLD-46-02 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks grey pillow fragments with highly altered with orange and white staining on exposed surface (non-penetrating).  
Non-vesicular.  Iron-oxide staining and manganese coating.

n/a aphyric n/a Basalt n/a 5-15 cm
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 97 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 1 rock

23/05/08 NLD-47-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks Black-dark grey pillow fragments, glassy rind 2 mm thick.  1% round vesicles 1-2 mm in size.  Manganese 
coating and iron-oxide alteration.

Sparse olivine microphyric Basalt Large pillow in bucket #98 4-30 cm
2 large buckets Bucket(s) # 98, 99 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 3 rocks and some shards

2 small buckets Bucket(s) # 100, 101 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks and some shards

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

23/05/08 NLD-47-02 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks
Black-dark grey volcanics with deep orange iron oxide staining.  Minor manganese coating.  Glassy rind 1 mm 
thick.  1% vesicularity immediately under rind, round to angular vesicles, 1-2 mm. n/a Mostly aphyric Basalt n/a 10-14 cm Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 99 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 1 rock

< 1 % Plagioclase < 1 mm

23/05/08 NLD-47-03 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks
Light grey volcanic rocks with iron-oxide staining and manganese coating.  1-3% elongated 1 mm vesicles.  No 
glassy rind. Sparse Plagioclase < 1 mm Basalt n/a 8-15 cm Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 99 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 1 rock

23/05/08 NLD-48-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks
Black-dark grey flow tops with ropey texture.  Glassy rind 1-6 mm thick.  2% round vesicles, 1 mm in size.  Glass 
rind fragments in pipe dredge. 3 % Plagioclase 1 mm Basalt n/a 5-12 cm 1 large bucket Bucket(s) # 102 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 3 rocks and small vial of shards

1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 103

24/05/08 NLD-49-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks < 1 % Plagioclase < 1 mm Basalt n/a 2-22 cm 2 large buckets Bucket(s) # 104, 105 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 3 rocks and bag of glass chips

2 small buckets Bucket(s) # 106, 107 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks and bag of glass chips

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

24/05/08 NLD-49-02 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks
Pumice fragments with mud coatings and brown mangenese coating.  Light grey pumice.  Highly vesicular with 
elongated vesicles up to 25 mm. 2 % Quartz 1-2 mm Dacite to rhyolite n/a 2-15 cm Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 105 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 1 small piece

3 % Dark mineral (opx?) Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 small piece

24/05/08 NLD-50-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks
Black glassy pillows and flow tops.  Glassy rinds < 10 mm thick.  Some iron-oxide and manganese staining.  
Non-vesicular though some small pieces have 2% subrounded vesicles < 1 mm in size.  Glass shards in pipe. < 1 % Plagioclase < 1 mm Basalt

Piece of tube worm found in 
pipe 5-20 cm 1 large bucket Bucket(s) # 108 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 2 rocks and shards

1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 109 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks and shards

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

24/05/08 NLD-51-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks
Black, glassy pillows and fragments.  Glassy rind 5-10 mm thick.  Iron-oxide halos present on most exposed 
pillow interiors.  <1% round vesicules <1 mm.  Shards in pipe dredge. 2 % Olivine 1 mm Basalt n/a 5-20 cm 1 large bucket Bucket(s) # 110 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 2 rocks and bag of shards

1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 112 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 rocks and bag of shards

1 small bucket of chips Bucket(s) # 111 Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University bag of shards

24/05/08 NLD-51-02 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks
One small pumice fragment.  Highly vesicular, 1-10 cm rounded vesicles

n/a aphyric n/a Rhyolite n/a 4 cm Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 112 n/a

24/05/08 NDL-52-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks n/a aphyric n/a Basalt n/a 3-35 cm 3 large buckets Bucket(s) # 113, 114, 115 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 2 small pieces

Vial of shards Bucket(s) # 114 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 piece

Fairly fresh glass pillows and flow top fragments.  Orange iron-oxide staining visible in most exposed pillow 
interiors and manganese coating.  Glassy rinds < 5 mm thick on pillows, 7 mm thick on flow tops.  2% elongated 

vesicles concentrated near rinds (0-10 mm in size)

Pillow fragments and flow tops, weathered rocks but some still have some fresh glass (2-8 mm thick).  
Manganese coating and iron-oxide staining.  2% round or amorphous vesicles 1-5 mm in size.  Glass shards 

recovered from brown mud in pipe dredges

Black glassy volcanics with multiple flow margins.  Very thick flow tops/pillowed flow marings (10-12 m thick flow 
crusts and 3-4 thick glassy rinds).  Minor vesicles and pipe vesicles in flow margins (5%, 1-15 mm).  Some iron-

oxide alteration 1-3 cm down within flow margin tops and along the base of the flow/drip surfaces.

Black-dark grey pillows, some flow tops/tubes.  Thick glassy rinds, some glass altered, up to 10 mm in size.  2-
6% vesicles (subrounded, angular, and very elongated [pipe-like]) up to 2.5 cm.  Moderate iron-oxide and 

manganese coating.  Glassy shards in pipe dredge.

Light grey pillows.  Mostly altered glassy rims < 5 mm thick.  0-8% vesicularity with very elongated and 
subrounded vesicles (< 10 mm).  Extensive hydrothermal alteration (white, yellow, and orange coloring).  Some 

manganese coating.

Black-dark grey pillow fragments and lava flow tops.  Flow tops have pahoehoe texture.  Hydtrothermal 
alteration.  <1% vesicularity with elongated vesicles 2 mm in size.  Thick glassy rinds 3 mm thick showing signs 

of minor devitrification.  Glass rind fragments ( 1-10 cm).  Manganese caoting and iron-oxide staining.
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Rock and Sediment Sample Descriptions

Date Sample # Operation Location General Description Textures/Alteration Mineral Size Rock Type(s) Other Comments Sample SizeMineralogy SubsamplesStorage

Ronald Greene NOAA/Oregon State University Several glass fragments

24/05/08 NLD-52-02 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks
Pumice fragments recovered from brown mud in pipe dredge.  Rounded to angular fragments with black 
manganese coating.  Highly vesicular with 1-10 mm elongated vesicles. 2 % Quartz 1-2 mm Dacite to rhyolite n/a 3-9 cm Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 115 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 small piece

1 % Dark mineral (opx?) 1 mm Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 1 small piece

25/05/08 NLD-53-01 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks
Black, weathered pillows with thin glassy rinds < 3 mm thick, extensive iron oxide and manganese coatings,. 15 
% vesicularity, subrounded-rounded vesicles < 2 mm in size. 2 % Plagioclase 0.5-1 mm Altered basalt One piece is rich in forams. 6-20 cm 1 large bucket Bucket(s) # 116 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 1 small piece

3 % Olivine 0.5-2 mm Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 105 Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 1 small piece

25/05/09 NLD-53-02 Dredge NWLSC Volcanic rocks
Mixed pumice, white, grey, yellow, pink to dark brown in colour, highly vesicular, elongate vesicles in most 
samples 1-10 mm in size. Weathered surfaces, mud in vesicles, some manganese coatings. 2-3 % Quartz 1-2 mm Mixed pumice n/a 1-18 cm Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 105 Zarah Heyworth University of Queensland 2 small pieces

1 % Dark mineral (px?) < 1.5 mm Katie Kelly University of Rhode Island 1 small piece
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Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (local) Latitude (S) Longitude (W) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Result
NLD-54 98 29-May-08 in water 07.36 16°52.534' 176°54.756' 2029 13

on bottom 08.16 16°52.995' 176°54.248' 1958 2081
off bottom 08.41 16°53.290' 176°53.933' 1937 2026

NLD-55 100 29-May-08 in water 18.36 17°24.916' 176°23.422' 2155 0
on bottom 19.28 17°25.253' 176°22.559' 2090 2230
off bottom 20.12 17°25.690' 176°22.074' 2130 2090

NLD-56 101 30-May-08 in water 03.19 16°50.763' 176°57.658' 1804 20
on bottom 03.59 16°51.174' 176°57.177' 1800 1950
off bottom 04.38 16°51.451' 176°56.898' 1860 1905

NLD-57 104 31-May-08 in water 01.12 17°12.921' 176°44.553' 2301 0
on bottom 02.14 17°13.516' 176°43.191' 2241 2413
off bottom 02.48 17°13.760' 176°42.921' 2194 2200

NLD-58 106 1-Jun-08 in water 05.26 18°29.209' 176°24.022' 2342 22
on bottom 06.11 18°29.460' 176°23.335' 2377 2389
off bottom 06.48 18°29.513' 176°22.871' 2245 2361

NLD-59 109 1-Jun-08 in water 12.17 18°23.027' 176°21.022' 2329 52
on bottom 13.07 18°23.598' 176°20.525' 2284 2402
off bottom 13.36 18°23.849' 176°20.258' 2289 2378

NLD-60 110 1-Jun-08 in water 16.21 18°16.859' 176°20.520' 2191 22
on bottom 17.02 18°17.294' 176°20.025' 2142 2262
off bottom 17.41 18°17.573' 176°19.565' 2207 2252

NLD-61 112 1-Jun-08 in water 22.00 18°11.631' 176°23.651' 2210 28
on bottom 22.47 18°12.362' 176°23.127' 2188 2340
off bottom 23.10 18°12.434' 176°23.057' 2150 ------

NLD-62 119 3-Jun-08 in water 08.09 18°20.446' 176°30.916' 2606 6.2
on bottom 08.51 18°20.786' 176°30.069' 2523 2666
off bottom 09.32 18°20.990' 176°29.583' 2491 2550

NLD-63 120 3-Jun-08 in water 11.02 18°15.000' 176°27.986' 2489 17
on bottom 11.47 18°15.399' 176°27.178' 2716 2637
off bottom 12.19 18°15.737' 176°26.663' 2460 2456

NLD-64 121 3-Jun-08 in water 14.43 18°06.558' 176°22.440' 2279 2.5
on bottom 15.31 18°07.205' 176°21.459' 2022 2188
off bottom 15.58 18°07.446' 176°21.076' 2146 2165

NLD-65 122 3-Jun-08 in water 17.43 18°00.937' 176°20.580' 2311 0
on bottom 18.36 18°01.525' 176°19.477' 2176 2358
off bottom 19.11 18°01.841' 176°19.190' 2282 2330

NLD-66 123 3-Jun-08 in water 21.50 17°55.386' 176°22.245' 2588 -1.3
on bottom 22.45 17°56.237' 176°21.833' 2343 2563
off bottom 23.11 17°56.678' 176°21.296' 2463 2442

NLD-67 125 4-Jun-08 in water 08.46 17°24.154' 176°51.088' 2199 0.3
on bottom 09.20 17°24.527' 176°50.134' 1605 2031
off bottom 09.42 17°24.726' 176°50.040' 1672 1812

Mud in pipe dredge and small very 
altered pumice fragments

Doughnut south of 
Peggy Ridge, 
possibly LETZ
Doughnut shaped 
cone, southern 
end Peggy Ridge
Rubbly ridge at 
northern end of 
Peggy Ridge

1/4 full old black flow basalts. 
Light gray pumice in dredge and 
brown mud in pipe dredge
3/4 full of weather basalt with 
minor glassy rinds.  Mildly plag-ol 
phyric basalt.

Rubbly ridge east 
of deep basin, 
LETZ and PR
Axial high on main 
spreading axis of 
CLSC
Mounds on axial 
high, main axis of 
CLSC

1/4 full of glassy pillows flow tops 
and flow buds. Mostly aphyric with 
iron-oxide staining

1/2 full of glassy basalt pillows 
and flow tops. 2-3% plagioclase 
and 1% vesicularity
1/3 full of glassy pillow basalts 
and flow tops. Sparsely ol and 
plag phyric.Iron-oxide staining

Flat bottom crater 
on ridge west of 
CLSC

1/8 full of plag-ol-phyric glassy-
rinded pillow basalts. Light brown 
mud and glass shards.

Small volcanic 
ridge west of the 
CLSC

1/4 full of flow tops with glassy 
rinds. 1% olivine and quench 
crystals in rind.

Summit of 
seamount in CLSC

1/4 full of glassy basalt with 
moderate iron-oxide staining.  
Mostly aphyric and nonvesicular

Rubbly ridge on 
northern ridge of 
CLSC

1 large rock and few small 
fragments of glassy pillow basalt.  
Shards in pipe dredge

Summit of 
northern ridge of 
CLSC

Very fresh, black glass-rinded 
sparsely olivine microphyric pillow 
basalt bud and flow tubes

Rubbly ridge on 
northern ridge of 
CLSC

Black glassy flow tops with original 
quench surfaces intact. 3% 
plagioclase phenocrysts.

Rubbly ridge 
northwest of main 
ridge, CLSC

Dark gray altered pillow flow with 
minor iron-oxide staining on rims 
and low-grade alteration.

Volcanic cone in 
the northern LETZ

Heavily weathered pillow basalts 
and mixed pumice fragments.
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Operation Plan No. Location Date Event Time (local) Latitude (S) Longitude (W) Depth (m) Wire-Out (m) Result
NLD-68 129 4-Jun-08 in water 23.43 17°43.670' 176°38.848' 2246 1.4

on bottom 00.37 17°43.194' 176°37.953' 2162 2397
off bottom 01.17 17°43.214' 176°37.410' 2381 2221

Linear ridge in the 
western central 
LETZ

Pumice fragments, highly altered 
Mn-coated basalt, and mud with 
pumice and shells
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Rock and Sediment Sample Descriptions

Date Sample # Operation Location General Description Textures/Alteration Mineral Size Rock Type(s) Other Comments Sample Size

29/05/2008 NLD-54-01 Dredge Cone southwest of Peggy 
Ridge and LETZ

Volcanic rocks Pumice fragments, variably coated with black manganese coating.  Fresh interior is light gray and glassy.  
Elongated vesicles, highly vesicular, <1-10mm in size.

1 % Quartz 1 mm Rhyolite to dacite n/a <1 - 5 cm
Bucket(s) # 117 n/a

2-3 % Dark mineral (px? amphibole?) -

29/05/2008 NLD-54-02 Dredge Cone southwest of Peggy 
Ridge and LETZ

Brown mud High proportion of foraminiferal tests.  Occasional sponge spicules and shell fragments. n/a n/a n/a Brown mud n/a n/a
Plastic sample bag Bucket(s) # 117 n/a

29/05/2008 NLD-55-01 Dredge Doughnut cone at SE end 
of Peggy Ridge

Volcanic rocks Old black pillowed flow pieces.  Thick manganese coatings and iron-oxide staining.  1 cm seawater alteration 
reaction rims. 5-10% round vesicles 1-2 mm in size.  Thick glassy margins (1 mm).

15 % Plagioclase < 1 mm Basalt 1 very large pillow from which 
pieces were broken off

1-50 cm
2 large buckets

Bucket(s) #
118, 119

Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 3 rocks and several small fragments

5 % Olivine 1-2 mm
1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 120

29/05/2008 NLD-55-02 Dredge Doughnut cone at SE end 
of Peggy Ridge

Volcanic rocks Light gray pumice with manganese oxide coatings on some pieces.  Some tube pumice flow tops.  Highly 
vesicular, up to 3 cm long, round and elongated.

5 % Black pyroxene/amphibole 0.5 - 2 mm Rhyolite to dacite n/a 3-13 cm Bucket(s) #
121

Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 3 rocks

30/05/2008 NLD-56-01 Dredge Rubbly ridge at Northern 
end of Peggy Ridge

Volcanic rocks Weathered pillow lavas and flow tops.  Some glass present in thin layers (2-3mm).  Brown-red iron-oxide 
staining and manganese caotings on most pieces.  Variable vesicularity <1% to 2% with 1mm vesicles.

1 % Olivine < 1 mm Basalt 10-30 cm
Bucket(s) # 122, 123 Katie Kelley University of Rhode Island 3 rocks

1 % Plagioclase < 1 mm Michael Sawyer Teck-Cominco 1 piece

31/05/2008 NLD-57-01 Dredge Rubbly ridge east of deep 
basin, LETZ and PR

Volcanics rocks Weathered pillow lavas and flow tops.  Most have glass present (up to 1 cm thick).  Iron-oxide staining and very 
little manganese coating.  Low vesicularity, < 1% rounded and 1-3 mm in size.

2-3 % Plagioclase 1 mm Basalt n/a 5-25 cm Bucket(s) #
124, 125

Katie Kelley University of Rhode Island
4 rocks

31/05/08 NLD-58-01 Dredge Axial high of CLSC Volcanic rocks Weathered pillow basalts with glass layer 1-3 mm thick.  Variable amounts of iron-oxide staining.  Vesicles are 
rare, when present 1% up to 1 mm in size.  Few pieces of glassy flow tops with woody flow textures.

Minor Plagioclase? 1 mm Basalt 10-30 cm
2 large buckets Bucket(s) # 126, 127

Katie Kelley
University of Rhode Island

4 rocks and small bag of glass chips

Minor Olivine? 1 mm
2 small buckets Bucket(s) # 128, 129

Ronald Greene
NOAA/ Oregon State University Several glass fragments

01/06/08 NLD-59-01 Dredge Mounds on ridge, 
southern segment, CLSC

Volcanic rocks Black glassy flow tops and flow buds with moderate iron-oxide staining on broken surfaces.  Thin glassy chilled 
margines (1-3 mm thick).  Nonvesicular (trace vesicles <1%, irregular shape, 1-2 mm).

<1 % Olivine 0.5 mm Basalt 1 large rock piece 1-30 cm
1 large bucket

Bucket(s) #
130

Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 3 rocks and small bag of shards

1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 131
Shannon Johns CSIRO

2 rocks

Ronald Greene NOAA/ Oregon State University Several glass fragments

01/06/08 NLD-60-01 Dredge Volcanic rocks Black pillowed flow fragments with 5mm thick glassy flow tops. Extensive iron-oxide alteration and some 
manganese coatings. 2-3% round and stretched vesicles (4-5 mm in size).

<1 % Plagioclase < 1 mm Basalt to basaltic andesite n/a 5-30 cm
2 large buckets

Bucket(s) #
132, 133

Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 2 rocks and small bag of glass shards

1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 134
Ronald Greene NOAA/ Oregon State University Several glass fragments

01/06/08 NLD-60-02 Dredge Volcanic rocks Dark gray, altered sub-rounded pumice fragments covered in muddy brown ooze and minor manganese 
staining.  Highly vesicular.  Some tube pumice on flow top surfaces. Exotic

5 % Pyroxene? 1-2 mm Rhyolite to andesite n/a up to 5 mm
Plastic sample bag

Bucket(s) #
134

n/a

2 % Quartz < 1 mm

01/06/08 NLD-61-01 Dredge Rubbly ridge on northern 
ridge, CLSC

Volcanic rocks Black glassy pillow fragments with glassy layer 1 mm thick.  Minor iron-oxide staining. n/a aphyric n/a Basalt n/a 2-30 cm
1 large bucket

Bucket(s) #
135

Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 1 medium rock, 2 small rocks, glass shards

1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 136
Ronald Greene NOAA/ Oregon State University Several glass fragments

03/06/08 NLD-62-01 Dredge Flat bottom of crater on 
ridge west of CLSC

Volcanic rocks 5-10 % Olivine 1-2 mm Porphyritic basalt n/a 1-45 cm Bucket(s) #
137, 138

Katie Kelley University of Rhode Island 2 pieces and small bag of glass chips

15-20 % Plagioclase 2-5 mm Ronald Greene NOAA/ Oregon State University Several glass fragments

03/06/08 NLD-62-02 Dredge Flat bottom of crater on 
ridge west of CLSC

Brown mud Brown mud containing rock fragments n/a n/a n/a Brown mud n/a n/a Bucket(s) #
139, 140

n/a

03/06/08 NLD-63-01 Dredge Rubbly ridge west of 
CLSC

Volcanic rocks Dark gray lava flows with 0.5-2 cm thick glassy layers.  Lava tube roof visible on many with thickness from glass 
to roof 5-7 cm. Quench crystals prevalent.  Red iron-oxide staining.  Vesicles present only in flow knobs.

1-2 % Olivine 1-3 mm Olivine-phyric basalt Single sponge spicule found 3-27 cm Bucket(s) #
141, 142

Katie Kelley University of Rhode Island 3 pieces and small bag of glass chips

Ronald Greene NOAA/ Oregon State University Several glass fragments

03/06/08 NLD 64-01 Dredge Summit of nothern ridge 
of CLSC

Volcanic rocks Black glassy flow tubes and pillow flow bud.  Glassy rinds 4 mm thick.  1% vesicularity with round < 1mm in size 
vesicles.

Sparse Olivine microphyric n/a Basalt n/a 5-20 cm
1 large bucket

Bucket(s) #
143

Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 2 rocks and small bag of glass shards

1 small bucket
Bucket(s) #

144
Shannon Johns CSIRO 1 rock

Ronald Greene NOAA/ Oregon State University Several glass fragments

03/06/08 NLD-65-01 Dredge Northern ridge of CLSC Volcanic rocks Black glassy flow tops/crusts. Quite fresh. Original quench surface intact (some pahoehoe texture visible). 
Glassy rinds 5-7 mm thick on top and 2 mm thick at base. Nonvesicular

3 % Plagioclase 1-5 mm Basalt n/a 5-20 cm Bucket(s) # 145, 146, 
147, 148

Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 5 rocks and small bag of glass shards

Shannon Johns CSIRO 1 rock

Ronald Greene NOAA/ Oregon State University Several glass fragments

03/06/08 NLD-66-01 Dredge Rubbly ridge northwest of 
the CLSC

Volcanic rocks Dark gray altered pillowed flow fragments and flow tops (9-11 cm thick). Minor iron-oxide alteration on rims, light 
gray low temperature seafloor alteration 3 cm into flow surfaces. 1-5% round (0.25 - 2 mm) vesicles.

<1 % Olivine <1 mm Basalt to andesite n/a 2-35 cm
2 large buckets

Bucket(s) #
149, 150

Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 3 rocks and small bag of shards

15 % Plagioclase in rims 1-3 mm
1 small bucket Bucket(s) # 151

Shannon Johns CSIRO
1 rock

5 % Plagioclase in matrix 1-3 mm Ronald Greene NOAA/ Oregon State University Several glass fragments

03/06/08 NLD-66-02 Dredge Rubbly ridge northwest of 
the CLSC

Volcanic rocks Dark greenish-gray pumice with minor manganese-oxide alteration on surfaces.  Highly vesicular. 3 % Black pyroxene <3 mm Andesite pumice n/a <5 cm
Plastic sample bag

Bucket(s) #
151

n/a

04/06/08 NLD-67-01 Dredge NW flank of volcanic cone 
in northern LETZ

Volcanic rocks <1 % Olivine 1 mm Altered basalt Corals and shell fragments in 
dredge

3-15 cm Bucket(s) #
152, 153

Katie Kelley University of Rhode Island 3 rocks

04/06/08 NLD-67-02 Dredge NW flank of volcanic cone 
in northern LETZ

Volcanic rocks Assorted pumice with color range from pinkish-white to dark gray to light brown. Highly vesicular with most 
pieces having elongated vesicles. Many pieces have black manganese coatings. Variable mineralogy.

Some Quartz and black mineral (px?) n/a Mafic to felsic pumice n/a 1-10 cm Bucket(s) #
152

Katie Kelley University of Rhode Island 2 pieces

Others Pale green olivine in gray pieces n/a

Others aphyric n/a

04/06/08 NLD-67-03 Dredge NW flank of volcanic cone 
in northern LETZ

Brown mud Contained abundant rock, coral and shell fragments n/a n/a n/a Brown mud n/a n/a
Plastic sample bag

Bucket(s) #
153

n/a

04/06/08 NLD-68-01 Dredge Linear ridge in western 
central LETZ

Volcanic rocks Light gray pumice with manganese oxide coatings on most pieces. Highly vesicular, round and elongated 
vesicles up to 3cm in size.

5-10 % Black mineral (px?) 1-4 mm Rhyolite pumice 3-30 cm
1 large bucket

Bucket(s) #
154

Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 3 pieces

2 % Quartz 1 mm
1 small bucket

Bucket(s) #
157

04/06/08 NLD-68-02 Dredge Linear ridge in western 
central LETZ

Brown mud Brown mud containing rock fragments and pumice fragments and shell fragments n/a n/a n/a Brown mud n/a n/a
1 small bucket

Bucket(s) #
155

n/a

04/06/08 NLD-68-03 Dredge Linear ridge in western 
central LETZ

Volcanic rocks Highly altered dark gray basalt.  Thick black manganese coating.  Highly vesicular with round vesicles <1 mm in 
size.  Sparse rim vesicles (<1%) with elongated vesicles 2-5 cm in size.

n/a aphyric n/a Altered basalt (scoria?) Fragments in pipe dredge. 
Stored in Bucket # 157

3-15 cm
1 large bucket Bucket(s) # 156 Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 2 pieces

1 small bucket
Bucket(s) #

157

04/06/08 NLD-68-04 Dredge Linear ridge in western 
central LETZ

Mudstone Thick manganese crust.  Dense mudstone.  Light brown mud. n/a n/a n/a Mudstone n/a 30 cm
Plastic sample bag

Bucket(s) #
156

Marion Lytle University of Rhode Island 1 slice of the sample

Summit of seamount 
between northern and 
southern segments of 

CLSC

Summit of seamount 
between northern and 
southern segments of 

CLSC

Mineralogy

Pillow fragments and flow tubes with glassy rinds 0.5-1 cm thick.  Red iron-oxide staining.  Vesicles in outer rind 
(<1 mm in size), increase in size to interior (up to 1 cm in size).  Vesicles toward outer rind filled with black 

mineral

Pumice fragments found in 
mud from pipe dredge (stored 

in Bucket # 157)

SubsamplesStorage

One piece showed extreme 
alteration with bright orange 

iron-oxide alteration and 
green mineralization inside

Some samples have double 
layer of glass seperated by 3 

cm of basalt.  Double 
quench?

Heavily weathered pillows and flow fragments.  Outer surfaces largely covered in red iron-oxide and/or black 
manganese coating. Sparse glass preserved beneath weathered surfaces (2-3 mm thick). Vesicularity <1% with 

vesicles 2 mm or less.



SS2008/07   NoLauVE     LEG 1    Helium report 
by Ron Greene 

 
These NoLauVE Leg 1 CTD observations and interpretations from a helium tracer 
perspective, are made primarily using transmissometer data from the CTD casts as 
well as some dredge samples, and are divided into the following sections: 
 

1) New Caledonia to NWLSC, a transit section 
2)   From the north end of Rochambeau Rifts, working south 
3) Transit to Samoa and back, Area P, and Dugong 
4) NWLSC from north to south, to Peggy Ridge 

 
A point or two worth noting, from my experience, are that even though the 
transmissometer may not be as sensitive as the more often used nephelometer for 
particle measurement in the water column, the instrument on this CTD seemed 
reliable and capable. Helium samples may well provide further detection of venting 
from these casts after the samples are processed in John Lupton’s NOAA labs in 
Newport, Oregon US. Part of this is due to the extremely sensitive detection level of 
the helium tracer and also to the variation in levels of detection by different particle 
detection instruments. 
 
At times plumes can exhibit characteristics of relatively high gas to particle ratios or 
on rare occasions, high particle to gas ratios. Most times the particle level and gas 
level correlate reasonably well. The point is that at times a particle response as 
detected during a cast to be weak or questionable from a hydrothermal perspective, 
may later prove to be a clear case of enrichment as indicated by way of the helium 
isotopic (gas) sample results. 
 
I use meters for the measurement of bottle and cast bottom depths. The ship’s EM300 
center beam works with meters and was most reliable. The CTD indicated depth with 
pressure in decibars. To get an approximate conversion from center beam depth in 
meters to pressure depth in dbars one can multiply meters by 1% and add that to the 
meter depth to find dbars. For example if the center beam estimated depth is 2325m, 
add 1% or 23 to get 2348 dbars for bottom depth. In the following report, I refer to 
bottle depths in meters although it was really in dbars and thus about 1% off. 
 

Section 1.  New Caledonia to NWLSC, a transit section 
 
NLH-01 Cast 1 was a successful test cast to 100m. At that time we fired (or closed) 
22 of the 23 niskin bottles, leaving one left open to ensure they fired properly, then 
leak checked each bottle. All lanyards were working fine and bottles proved to be 
tight and ready to go. The rosette has 24 bottle locations but the 24th is occupied by 
the transmissometer.  
 
NLH-02 Cast 2 was part of a regional look at waters to 1800m in the vicinity of the 
south end of the New Hebrides Arc in Vanuatu waters. The opportunity allowed 
samples to be collected in an area not previously studied for tracers resulting from 
hydrothermal venting. Nothing was detected locally by particle sensing with the 
transmissometer. Helium samples were collected from 15 depths, 500-1890m.  



21 53.98’S 170 43.38’E 
 
NLH-03 Cast 3 allowed us to look at the area around the 1000m Eva Seamount with a 
cast to one side. Eight bottles were fired for depths 800-1245m and a slight but 
distinct plume was detected at 1120m and possibly a plume with less magnitude from 
1170m to the bottom.  21 58.80’S 170 45.04’E 
 
NLH-04 Cast 4 was located near La Pérouse Seamount and no plume was detected. 
Three samples were collected from 1500-1640m which was 20m above bottom. 
12 17.5’S 171 6.9’E 
 
NLH-05 Cast 5 was near the active volcano Matthew. We circled the volcano and 
observed a subsurface plume of particles that may have come down current from the 
northeastern corner of the island. Eight bottles were closed from 5-800m with no 
particle response detected.  22 29.185’S 171 22.808’E 
 
NLH-06 Cast 6 was a deep cast along the North-South Ridge of the North Fiji Basin. 
No particle signal was detected, but this cast proved another opportunity for collecting 
water samples that might allow helium tracer results to later help with the regional 
picture as well as possibly detecting any local plume activity. Thirteen bottles were 
sampled at depths from 1000-2850m, bottom -20m. 20 30.5’S 173 20.82’E 
 
NLH-07 Cast 7 provided another regional opportunity during the west to east transit 
across the southern part of the North Fiji Basin. There was no particle signal detected 
with this deep cast to 3363m. Sixteen depths were sampled with bottles closed from 
1000-3363m, bottom -40m. 20 22.69’S 175 12.00’E 
 
NLH-08 Cast 8 was similar to NLH-07 in that it was a deep cast that will add to the 
regional picture and further the general east to west line that will be produced from 
this coverage with the helium results. This will be the first time such a helium 
regional picture has been established. Fifteen sample depths were collected from 
1000-3310m. 19 33.068’S 176 55.908’E 
 
NLH-09 Cast 9 was located near the centre of the Koro Sea and provided another 
regional look as well as a chance to see if any local venting from the many Fiji Islands 
might be detected. A small particle response at 1775m hopefully will be seen in the 
1800m bottle sampled for helium. Thirteen bottles were closed from 1000-2604m, 
bottom -38m. Also a possible near bottom weak plume might be hydrothermal and the 
two bottom helium samples should help sort that out.  17 35.05’S 179 49.947’E 
 
NLH-10 Cast 10 was a regional/local cast at the NW end, south side of Peggy Ridge, 
not far from the southern part of the NWLSC. No particle response was detected. This 
cast ties the transit line of regional casts from the south end of the New Hebrides Arc 
across the southern North Fiji Basin and Koro Sea to the beginning of the PR-
NWLSC study area. Eighteen bottles were closed from 400-2945m, bottom -20m. 
16 03.40’S 178 01.895’W 
 

Section 2. From the north end of Rochambeau Rifts, working south 
 



NLH-11 Cast 11 was located at the north end of Rochambeau Rifts, near the center 
line and a pancake feature from which glass and reasonably fresh rocks were dredged. 
There might have been a faint particle response near the bottom below 2500m. 
Sixteen depths were sampled from 900-2730m, bottom -15m.  
14 42.01’S 175 58.465’W 
 
NLH-12 Cast 12 was a deep regional cast as well as local search for signs of 
hydrothermal activity. The location was to the northeast of the north end of 
Rochambeau Rifts and open to the deep water north of the crustal plateau. A weak but 
distinct plume was detected from 1490-2200m with a plume maximum at 1850m. 
Seven depths were sampled in those possible plume depths for helium out of the 18 
bottles fired and should show confirmation of a mantle source. Also NLH-14 detected 
a weaker particle response at 1800m, possibly from same source. Overall depths 
sampled were 900-3300m. 14 40.0’S 175 33.0’W 
 
NLH-13 Cast 13 was taken after extending our swath map farther west to look at an 
area of earthquake activity. The depths sampled were 1100-2113m, bottom -20. Weak 
but legitimate particulate plumes were detected from 1400m to the bottom with 
plumes centers at 1600m and again at 1900m. Twelve of the 15 bottles were closed 
below 1400m so the helium results should help sort this out. NHL-15 may be picking 
up part of the 1900m signal as well. 14 58.84’S 176 39.22’W 
 
NLH-14 Cast 14 was located on the east side of the Rifts section. Sixteen bottles were 
closed covering depths 800-2357m. A weak plume may have been detected between 
1700-1900m and may be from the same source as NLH-12, but weaker.  
14 50.6’S 175 56.5’W 
 
NLH-15 Cast 15 was taken from the west side of the Rifts section and may have 
detected a faint signal at about 1900m which might be coming from the west where 
NLH-13 detected a 1900m plume more clearly. Fourteen bottles were sampled from 
1000-2330m, bottom -20.  14 51.627’S 176 8.32’W 
 
NLH-16 Cast 16 was located along the east side of the Rochambeau Rifts and 
reoccupied the same location as V10 from the Vents 2004 transit leg. V10 detected no 
notable particle signal and yet helium samples uncovered a distinct plume at 1500m 
with d(3He)% of 62% versus background of about 32%. Again with NLH-16 no 
particle response was detected at 1500m and only a very faint possible response 
between 1550 and 1850m. Thirteen depths were sampled from 1000-2103m.  
15 0’S 176 0’W 
 
NLH-17 Cast 17 was between the “claws of Lobster Volcano” above a soft bottom 
area and the altimeter did not detect bottom until 18m from bottom. No particles were 
detected and a dredge brought up mud.  15 8.187’S 176 9.453’W 
 
NLH-18 Cast 18 was located on top of Lobster Volcano in the caldera, SE of center 
to 1497m, bottom -15m. A significant particle plume was detected from 1400m to 
bottom with plume max at 1450m. A dredge of the same location produced fresh glass 
estimated to be less than 10 years old. Eleven bottle depths were collected with seven 
of them in the plume. 15 20.092’S 176 16.410’W 
 



NLH-19 Cast 19 was located on the north side of Lobster Volcano and a similar but 
weaker plume was detected when compared to that of NLH-18. The plume max was 
about 1440m which is 10m higher than at NLH-18, which might be due to rising as 
the plume moved away from source and continued to find neutral buoyancy. Eight 
bottles were sampled from 1200-1503m, bottom -10m. 15 19.281’S 176 16.717’W 
 
NLH-23 Cast 23 was part of the resumed section of southern Rochambeau Rifts 
located in a spreading ridge section west of Lobster. This was the first cast after 
returning from the Samoa transit. No particulate signal was detected. Ten bottles were 
sampled from 1300-2189m. 15 15.821’S 176 23.528’W 
 
NLH-24 Cast 24 was south of NLH-23 along the same spreading ridge. We thought 
that it might be active and develop to the south, but these 2 CTD casts seemed to 
indicate that is not the case, and a dredge from the area brought up mud and pumice. 
Nine bottles were closed from 1350-2307m, bottom -20m. 15 20.437’S 176 25.172’W  
 
 Section 3.  Transit to Apia (Samoa) and back, Area P, and Dugong 
 
NHL-20 Cast 20 turned out to be an excellent opportunity for a regional cast to see 
what if any, plumes sourced in the local area might be contributing to previous 2004 
transit leg plumes seen at V05 and V04. V04 was a reoccupation of TEW 1987 
WOCE station 39. This deep cast 20 was also located in the area of Volcano P near 
the northern most part of the Tonga Arc. Our hopes were to detect a relatively strong 
source of venting around the 1750m depth that would tie some loose ends with our 
previous plume hunting. Although that did not materialize, the cast did provide both 
local and regional plume information. Most notable were a thin shallow plume with 
good structure around 700m and another weaker plume at 1110m. The shallowest of 
the local features came up to was about 700m, which makes it the possible source of 
the shallow plume. In the deeper part of the cast a thick but relatively weak plume 
was detected 1930-2500m, with a plume max of 2200m and a bottom bottle at 2570m, 
bottom -20m. Twenty-three bottles were fired in the effort to capture these plume 
signals along with the background minimums between.  15 4.965’S 173 28.998’W 
 
NLH-21 Cast 21 was in the south area of Volcano P in the collapsed feature of a 
700m peak. A weak possible plume was detected at around 680m along with a more 
substantial signal from 860-929m, which was the bottom -10m bottle. It is likely that 
the plume was still increasing in magnitude with depth and with fair structure, as we 
ran out of depth range, thus suggesting a possible deeper local source nearby. Eleven 
bottles were closed from 400-929m. 15 9.019’S 173 34.807’W 
 
NLH-22 Cast 22 was located at the new volcano Dugong which had a large crater that 
we discovered on the transit swath mapping to Samoa and filled in on the return pass. 
We took time for one cast in the south side of the caldera to a depth of 1172m, bottom      
-10m. A plume probably was not detected, but the bottom particle response does show 
a hint of possibility of venting that will need to be resolved with the helium samples. 
Seven bottles were used to sample depths 900-1172m.  15 27.483’S 175 44.333’W 
 

 Section 4.  NWLSC from north to south, to Peggy Ridge 
 



NLH-25 Cast 25 was located west of the Rochambeau Rifts as we searched for the 
active spreading ridge and found it with a long swath west. This was the start of our 
casts in the NWLSC section and a particle plume was clearly detected from about 
1700-2000m and possibly a smaller plume around 1600m. The cast was just to the 
west side of the ridge crest. Twelve bottles were closed from 1200-2107m, bottom 
-20m. The maximum particle attenuation was 92.97%.  15 43.195’S 177 12.344’W 
 
NLH-26 Cast 26 was located to the north of NLH-25 and the northernmost cast of 
this active ridge section. Again a particle plume was clearly detected at about 1700-
2100m. Ten bottles were closed from 1300-2240m. The plume maximum was at 
about 1900m and had a particle attenuation of 93.06%, which was about the same as 
NLH-25.  15 30.987’S 177 4.914’W 
 
NLH-27 Cast 27 was located south of the previous two casts, also along the active 
ridge, just to the east side. Again a distinct particle plume was detected, centred 
around 1900m, with the top detected at 1700m. Twelve bottles were sampled for 
depths 1400-2099m. The plume maximum attenuation was 92.88% at 1900m, which 
was a slightly higher particle response than at NLH-25, 26. 15 40.304’S 177 9.080’W 
 
NLH-28 Cast 28 was located in the northern most of two large calderas located along 
the active ridge, just to the east side and south of the three previous casts. This cast 
detected a major particle plume 330m thick. The plume may have been close to the 
source of venting as evidenced by the structure and intensity. The plume had a 
maximum particle attenuation of 91.7% and was centred about 1960m. Fourteen 
bottle depths were sampled from 1250-2187m, bottom -10m. Possible diffuse venting 
of a particle plume was also detected near the bottom.  15 48.385’S 177 16.567’W 
 
***see note below describing this plume (NLH-28) and the effect on other locations 
 
NLH-29 Cast 29 was located to the west side of the ridge from the North Caldera and 
NHL-28. The purpose was to see if the plume was indeed originating from the caldera 
as opposed to the ridge and also to see if more venting would be found on the ridge. 
The particle plume was strong but less intense than that found in the caldera and the 
top was detected 20m higher which might indicate the continued rise toward neutral 
buoyancy as the plume continued away to the west. The plume was centred at 1900m 
depth which is also more shallow than the caldera plume by 60m, for the same reason. 
The bottom of this plume appeared to be clipped by the top of the ridge as the caldera 
plume moved west minus the bottom diffuse venting plume portion. Fourteen bottles 
were closed for samples from 1300-2050m, bottom -18m. 17 48.00’S 177 17.191’W 
 
NLH-30 Cast 30 was located in the west side of the South Caldera which was along 
the east side of the spreading ridge, very similar in size and relative location to the 
ridge as North Caldera. A weak particle plume was detected with plume centred at 
2050m, which is about 100m from bottom. This plume would be too deep to have 
been part of the North Caldera-sourced plume and may be from a new local source. A 
very weak plume was detected at 1850m which might be from the North Caldera, but 
if so, it would not be in the direction of general current movement. Twelve bottles 
were closed at depths from 1200-2142m, bottom -20.  15 54.26S 177 24.92W 
 



NLH-31 Cast 31 was placed in the east side of the North Caldera, across from NHL-
28, to see if the source of the major plume might be from that side, or to see how 
strong the eastward movement of the plume was. A strong particle plume was 
detected, but of less magnitude than NHL-28 which was 91.7% compared to 92.3% 
for NLH-31. Also the plume was detected higher in the water column than at NLH-28 
by 20m probably due to the rise toward neutral buoyancy from the source with time 
and distance. Eleven bottles were closed for depths 1600-2224m, bottom -20m.  
15 48.374’S 177 15.058’W 
 
NLH-32 Cast 32 was in the North Caldera and just south of NHL-28. The cast was an 
attempt to better locate the source of the major plume. The particle plume detected did 
have a slightly higher magnitude, but generally showed similar features to that of 
NHL-28, so probably again close to the source. Thirteen bottle depths were sampled 
from 1700-2200m, bottom -20m.  15 48.462’S 177 16.681’W 
 
NLH-33 Cast 33 was at the south end of the less active spreading ridge and a regional 
deep cast to 2456m. A weak particle plume may have been detected around 1950m. 
Ten bottles were closed for depths 1350-2456m.  16 3.343’S 177 34.232’W 
 
NLH-34 Cast 34 was a deep cast to tie the south end of the NWLSC and the 
beginning of Peggy Ridge areas together. It also provided opportunity to pick up any 
local plumes from PR moving to the north. No plumes were detected. Nine bottles 
were used from 1200-2146m, bottom -20m.  16 13.253’S 177 34.529’W 
 
*** The strong particle plume that was sourced near NHL-28 and NHL-32 in the west 
side of the North Caldera appeared to move north and possibly west, but not east nor 
south. Our CTD coverage showed good plume migration to the north by three casts 
NHL-25, 27, 26. Our casts to the east and south do not reflect much, if any movement 
their way, but we did not have the North Caldera bordered well to the west. Near the 
source the plume centre was about 1950m, and later reached a neutral buoyancy of 
1900m as detected by the northern casts. The plume’s top edge was detected around 
1800-1820m near the source and 1700m for the three northern casts. The magnitude 
as indicated by attenuation of the particles decreased to the east, west and certainly to 
the north with the wider coverage. The plume thickness was at least 330m near the 
source and was still holding at about 300m through all three northern cast locations. 



Hydrocasts - NoLauVE_Leg_1.xls

SS07/2008 NoLauVE 

CTD Water Samples

Date Hydrocast Operation Latitude Longitude Depth (m) Start Time 
(LT) End Time (LT) Bottle # Plume 

Location
Helium 
Sample

CTD 
Pressure Transmission (%) pH

Total 
metal 

sample 
(A)

Dissolved 
metal 

sample (B)

Filter 
sample (C)

Filter 
Number

Filter 
Weight (g) Aim, Plumes, and Sampling

1/05/2008 NLH-01 Dip 21º54.17'S 170º43.19'E 1828 14.09 14.29 - Test cast to 100 m; no bottles fired.
1/05/2008 NLH-02 Dip 21º53.98'S 170º43.38'E 1859 14.39 16.07 1 ü 1899 95.1 7.78 ü

2 ü 1799 95.1 7.76 ü

3 ü 1700 95.1 7.79 ü

4 ü 1601 95.1 7.77 ü

5 ü 1500 95.1 7.77 ü

6 ü 1401 95.1 7.77 ü

7 ü 1299 95.1 7.80 ü

8 ü 1201 95.1 7.79 ü

9 ü 1099 95.1 7.80 ü

10 ü 999 95.1 7.82 ü

11 ü 898 95.1
12 ü 900 95.1
13 ü 700 95.1
14 ü 600 95.1
15 ü 500 95.1

1/05/2008 NLH-03 Dip 21º58.80'S 170º45.04'E 1264 20.24 21.24 1 ü 1242 95.0 7.77 ü

2 ü 1130 95.0
3 ü 1156 95.0
4 ü ü 1074 94.9 7.79 ü

5 ü 999 95.1 7.79 ü

6 ü 950 95.1
7 ü 875 95.1
8 ü 799 95.1

2/05/2008 NLH-04 Dip 22º17.50'S 171º06.93'E 1732 06.50 07.55 1 ü 1684 95.0 7.78 ü

2 ü 1612 95.0 7.78 ü

3 ü 1535 95.0 7.77 ü

2/05/2008 NLH-05 Dip 22º19.21'S 171º22.80'E 819 10.14 11.01 1 ü 812 95.0 7.67 ü

2 ü 605 95.0
3 ü 405 95.1 8.05 ü

4 ü 206 95.0
5 ü 106 94.5
6 ü 66 94.2 8.21 ü

7 ü 36 94.2 8.25 ü

8 ü ü 10 94.1 8.27 ü ü ü Box 7-47 0.01515
3/05/2008 NLH-06 Dip 20°30.50'S 173°20.83'E 2886 10.51 12.41 1 ü 2895 94.9 7.76 ü

2 ü 2848 94.9
3 ü 2797 94.9 7.75 ü

4 ü 2745 94.9
5 ü 2641 94.9
6 ü 2439 94.9
7 ü 2234 95.0 7.75 ü

8 ü 2032 95.0
9 ü 1824 95.0 7.75 ü

10 ü 1727 94.9
11 ü 1625 94.9
12 ü 1319 94.9
13 ü 1016 94.9

4/05/2008 NLH-07 Dip 20º22.68'S 175º12.04'E 3356 10.28 12.33 1 ü 3365 94.8 7.76 ü

2 ü 3250 94.9
3 ü 3098 94.9 7.74
4 ü 2944 94.9 ü

5 ü 2790 94.9
6 ü 2637 94.9
7 ü 2485 94.9
8 ü 2333 94.9
9 ü 2180 94.9 7.76 ü

10 ü 2027 94.9
11 ü 1877 94.9
12 ü 1725 94.9
13 ü 1571 94.9
14 ü 1419 94.9 7.75 ü

15 ü 1217 94.9
16 ü 1015 94.9

5/05/2008 NLH-08 Dip 19º33.07'S 176º55.91'E 3337 10.58 13.14 1 ü 3309 94.8 7.86 ü

2 ü 3098 94.8
3 ü 2951 94.8
4 ü 2801 94.8
5 ü 2651 94.8
6 ü 2490 94.8 7.84 ü

7 ü 2351 94.8
8 ü 2199 94.8
9 ü 2050 94.8
10 ü 1900 94.8

Background water chemistry survey near Eva Seamount. No plume observed. 15 samples 
collected for He-isotope analysis. 10 samples collected for total metals.

To test for any hydrothermal plume(s) associated with the main Eva Seamount edifice. Small 
plume observed at 1050 m. 8 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 3 samples collected for 
total metals.

 Vertical cast along the N-S segment of the North Fiji Basin. No plume observed. 13 samples 
collected for He-isotope analysis. 4 samples collected for total metals.

To test for hydrothermal activity and collect regional samples in the Danyushevsky area of the 
North Fiji Basin. No plume observed. 16 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 4 samples 
collected for total metals.

To test for any hydrothermal plume(s) associated with the La Perouse Seamount. No plume 
observed. 3 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 3 samples collected for total metals.

To test for hydrothermal activity to the NE of discoloured waters around Ilse Matthew. Surface 
plume observed around Matthew Island; cloudy water at surface. 8 samples collected for He-
isotope analysis. 5 samples collected for total metals. 1 sample collected for dissolved 
metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse.

 To test for hydrothermal activity and collect regional samples in the SE part of the North Fiji 
Basin. No plume observed. 15 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 4 samples collected for 
total metals.



Hydrocasts - NoLauVE_Leg_1.xls

SS07/2008 NoLauVE 

CTD Water Samples

Date Hydrocast Operation Latitude Longitude Depth (m) Start Time 
(LT) End Time (LT) Bottle # Plume 

Location
Helium 
Sample

CTD 
Pressure Transmission (%) pH

Total 
metal 

sample 
(A)

Dissolved 
metal 

sample (B)

Filter 
sample (C)

Filter 
Number

Filter 
Weight (g) Aim, Plumes, and Sampling

11 ü 1750 94.8 7.84 ü

12 ü 1599 94.8
13 ü 1448 94.8
14 ü 1250 94.8
15 ü 1002 94.8 7.86 ü

6/05/2008 NLH-09 Dip 17º34.98'S 179º49.99'E 2614 03.04 04.50 1 ü 2605 94.8 7.82 ü

2 ü 2500 94.8
3 ü 2400 94.8 7.82 ü

4 ü 2250 94.8
5 ü 2100 94.8
6 ü 1950 94.8 7.84 ü

7 ü 1800 94.8
8 ü 1700 94.8
9 ü 1600 94.8
10 ü 1450 94.8 7.83 ü

11 ü 1292 94.8
12 ü 1150 94.8
13 ü 1000 94.8

6/05/2008 NLH-10 Dip 16º03.40'S 178º01.85'W 2943 19.25 21.30 1 ü 2944 94.6 7.81 ü

2 ü 2749 94.6
3 ü 2575 94.6
4 ü 2399 94.6 7.80 ü

5 ü 2200 94.7
6 ü 2000 94.7
7 ü 1800 94.7
8 ü 1670 94.7 7.79 ü

9 ü 1600 94.7
10 ü 1500 94.7
11 ü 1400 94.7
12 ü 1301 94.7 7.80 ü

13 ü 1200 94.7
14 ü 1100 94.7
15 ü 999 94.7
16 ü 799 94.7 7.81 ü

17 ü 600 94.7
18 ü 400 94.7

9/05/2008 NLH-11 Dip 14º42.00'S 175º58.49'W 2727 14.34 16.34 1 ü ü 2729 94.5 7.75 ü ü ü Box 7-48 0.01530
2 ü ü 2701 94.5 7.75 ü ü ü Box 7-49 0.01541
3 ü 2674 94.5
4 ü 2599 94.5 7.75 ü

5 ü 2501 94.5
6 ü 2399 94.5
7 ü 2299 94.5
8 ü 2150 94.5
9 ü 2000 94.5 7.76 ü

10 ü 1850 94.5
11 ü 1749 94.5
12 ü 1650 94.5
13 ü 1500 94.6
14 ü 1300 94.5 7.75 ü

15 ü 1100 94.5
16 ü 900 94.5

10/05/2008 NLH-12 Dip 14º39.99'S 175º33.01'W 3696 01.16 03.20 1 ü 3300 94.5
2 ü 3000 94.5
3 ü 2800 94.5 7.78 ü

4 ü 2600 94.5
5 ü 2501 94.5
6 ü 2400 94.5
7 ü 2301 94.5
8 ü ü 2149 94.5 7.79 ü

9 ü ü 2000 94.5
10 ü ü 1850 94.5 7.80 ü

11 ü ü 1750 94.5 7.80 ü ü ü Box 8-1 0.01486
12 ü ü 1650 94.5 7.81 ü

13 ü 1550 93.1 7.82 ü

14 ü 1500 94.5
15 ü 1451 94.5
16 ü 1300 94.5
17 ü 1150 94.5
18 ü 900 94.5

11/05/2008 NLH-13 Dip 14º58.83'S 176º39.23'S 2125 02.30 04.00 1 ü 2114 94.3 7.77 ü

2 ü 2049 94.3
3 ü ü 1950 94.3 7.80 ü

4 ü ü 1895 94.3

To test for hydrothermal activity and collect regional samples in the deep area to the W of Peggy 
Ridge (Point A of survey area). No plume observed. 18 samples collected for He-isotope 
analysis. 5 samples collected for total metals.

To test for hydrothermal activity and collect regional samples in a possible active rift in the North 
Rift Zone 1. Very minor plume detected close to the bottom at 2756m. 16 samples collected for 
He-isotope analysis. 5 samples collected for total metals. 2 samples collected for dissolved 
metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse.

To test for hydrothermal activity and collect regional samples in the deepest portion of the North 
Rift Zone 1. Very minor plume detected betwee 2150 - 1650 m. 18 samples collected for He-
isotope analysis. 6 samples collected for total metals. 1 sample collected for dissolved 
metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse. 

To test for hydrothermal activity and collect regional samples in the area north of Rochambeau 
Bank, W of the North Rift Zone 1. Subtle, broad plume detected 1515 - 2000 m. 5 samples 
collected for total metals. 1 sample collected for dissolved metals/particulates. 4L filtered 
seawater, 2L DI water rinse.

To test for hydrothermal activity and collect regional samples in the Koro Sea. Possible small 
plume in bottom 200 m. 13 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 4 samples collected for 
total metals.



Hydrocasts - NoLauVE_Leg_1.xls

SS07/2008 NoLauVE 

CTD Water Samples

Date Hydrocast Operation Latitude Longitude Depth (m) Start Time 
(LT) End Time (LT) Bottle # Plume 

Location
Helium 
Sample

CTD 
Pressure Transmission (%) pH

Total 
metal 

sample 
(A)

Dissolved 
metal 

sample (B)

Filter 
sample (C)

Filter 
Number

Filter 
Weight (g) Aim, Plumes, and Sampling

5 ü ü 1825 94.3 7.80 ü ü ü Box 8-2 0.01477
6 ü ü 1774 94.3
7 ü ü 1719 94.4
8 ü ü 1719 94.4
9 ü ü 1670 94.4
10 ü ü 1609 94.4 7.80 ü

11 ü ü 1550 94.4
12 ü 1499 94.4 7.82 ü

13 ü 1450 94.4
14 ü 1375 94.4
15 ü 1250 94.4
16 ü 1100 94.4

11/05/2008 NLH-14 Dip 14º50.59'S 175º56.49'W 2352 16.28 18.11 1 ü 2358 94.4 7.80 ü

2 ü 2200 94.4
3 ü 2075 94.4
4 ü 1951 94.4 7.82 ü

5 ü 1901 94.4
6 ü 1850 94.4
7 ü 1799 94.4 7.82 ü

8 ü 1750 94.4
9 ü 1650 94.4
10 ü 1550 94.4 7.81 ü

11 ü 1500 94.4
12 ü 1449 94.4
13 ü 1299 94.4 7.82 ü

14 ü 1150 94.4
15 ü 1001 94.4
16 ü 800 94.4
17 ü 800 94.4

12/05/2008 NLH-15 Dip 14º51.61'S 176º08.29'W 2296 17.58 19.40 1 ü 2329 94.0 7.79 ü

2 ü 2199 94.0
3 ü 2099 94.0
4 ü 1999 94.0 7.79 ü

5 ü 1900 94.0
6 ü 1799 94.0
7 ü 1724 94.0 7.79 ü

8 ü 1649 94.0
9 ü 1600 94.0
10 ü 1550 94.0 7.78 ü

11 ü 1449 94.0
12 ü 1299 94.0
13 ü 1149 94.0 7.78 ü

14 ü 1000 94.0
13/05/2008 NLH-16 Dip 14º59.99'S 176º00.01'W 2099 04.30 07.00 1 ü 2103 94.0 7.79 ü

2 ü 1999 94.0
3 ü 1900 94.0 7.82 ü

4 ü 1801 94.0
5 ü 1699 94.0 7.82 ü

6 ü 1599 94.0
7 ü 1550 94.0 7.82 ü

8 ü 1500 94.0
9 ü 1450 94.0
10 ü 1399 94.0 7.81 ü

11 ü 1300 94.0
12 ü 1149 94.0
13 ü 1000 94.0

15/05/2008 NLH-17 Dip 15º08.17'S 176º09.47'W 2466 08.46 10.20 1 ü 2476 93.8
2 ü 2400 93.8
3 ü 2199 93.8 7.82 ü

4 ü 2000 93.8
5 ü 1800 93.8
6 ü 1700 93.8 7.83 ü

7 ü 1600 93.8
8 ü 1499 93.8 7.84 ü

9 ü 1399 93.8
10 ü 1199 93.8
11 ü 999 93.8

15/05/2008 NLH-18 Dip 15º20.08'S 176º16.40'W 1500 21.17 22.29 1 ü ü 1498 93.7 7.77 ü

2 ü ü 1485 93.6
3 ü ü 1465 93.6
4 ü ü 1450 93.5 7.77 ü

5 ü ü 1435 93.5 7.76 ü ü ü Box 8-3 0.01497
6 ü ü 1442 93.5 7.78 ü ü ü Box 8-4 0.01486
7 ü ü 1415 93.7

To collect samples from local hydrothermal sources around the caldera in the North Rift Zone 3. 
Strong hydrothermal plume detected (0.4%, light transmission anomaly). Plume between 1498 - 
1415 m. Source likely from the large caldera. 11 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 6 
samples collected for total metals. 2 samples collected for dissolved metals/particulates. 4L 
filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse.

To collect samples for regional water column characterisation along the E side of the Northern 
Rift Zone 2. No plume detected. 17 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 5 samples 
collected for total metals.

 To collect samples for regional water column characterisation along the W side of the Northern 
Rift Zone 2. No plume detected. 14 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 5 samples 
collected for total metals.

To collect samples for regional water column characterisation along the E side of Northern Rift 
Zone 2. Trace broad plume detected from 1495 - 2090 m. 13 samples collected for He-isotope 
analysis. 5 samples collected for total metals.

To collect samples for regional water colum characteristics in the North Rift Zone 3. No plume 
observed. 11 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 3 samples collected for total metals.
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CTD Water Samples

Date Hydrocast Operation Latitude Longitude Depth (m) Start Time 
(LT) End Time (LT) Bottle # Plume 

Location
Helium 
Sample

CTD 
Pressure Transmission (%) pH

Total 
metal 

sample 
(A)

Dissolved 
metal 

sample (B)

Filter 
sample (C)

Filter 
Number

Filter 
Weight (g) Aim, Plumes, and Sampling

8 ü 1350 93.7 7.79 ü

9 ü 1276 93.7
10 ü 1175 93.7 7.79 ü

11 ü 1000 93.7
16/05/2008 NLH-19 Dip 15º19.28'S 176º16.71'W 1500 01.13 02.16 1 ü 1504 93.6 7.79 ü

2 ü ü 1479 93.6
3 ü ü 1451 93.6 7.81 ü ü ü Box 8-5 0.01452
4 ü ü 1424 93.5
5 ü ü 1400 93.7 7.82 ü

6 ü ü 1374 93.7
7 ü 1325 93.7 7.84 ü

8 ü 1200 93.7
18/05/2008 NLH-20 Dip 15º04.91'S 173º29.01'W 2548 05.54 07.04 1 ü 2573 93.5

2 ü ü 2476 93.5 7.61 ü

3 ü ü 2374 93.5
4 ü ü 2274 93.5
5 ü ü 2246 93.5
6 ü ü 2230 93.4 7.64 ü

7 ü ü 2189 93.4 7.64 ü ü ü Box 8-6 0.01472
8 ü ü 2144 93.4 7.65 ü

9 ü ü 2099 93.5
10 ü ü 1950 93.5
11 ü 1799 93.5
12 ü 1749 93.5
13 ü 1700 93.6 7.67 ü

14 ü 1550 93.6
15 ü 1351 93.5
16 ü 1201 93.5
17 ü ü 1139 93.5
18 ü 1120 93.5
19 ü 900 93.5
20 ü 750 93.5 7.71 ü

21 ü ü 725 93.5 7.71 ü ü ü Box 8-7 0.01477
22 ü 700 93.5 7.72 ü

23 ü 600 93.5
18/05/2008 NLH-21 Dip 15º09.08'S 173º34.73'W 941 13.15 14.05 1 ü ü 930 93.1 7.68 ü ü ü Box 8-8 0.01484

2 ü ü 916 93.1 7.66 ü ü ü Box 8-9 0.01481
3 ü ü 896 93.2 7.67 ü

4 ü 869 93.3
5 ü 800 93.5
6 ü 710 93.5
7 ü ü 690 93.5
8 ü 649 93.5 7.77 ü

9 ü 599 93.5
10 ü 499 93.5 7.80 ü

11 ü 399 93.5
19/05/2008 NLH-22 Dip 15º27.48'S 175º41.33'W 1168 09.53 10.38 1 ü ü 1160 93.4 7.81 ü

2 ü ü 1171 93.4
3 ü 1145 93.4 7.83 ü

4 ü 1131 93.4
5 ü 1099 93.4
6 ü 1050 93.4 7.83 ü

7 ü 900 93.4
20/05/2008 NLH-23 Dip 15º15.81'S 176º23.55'W 2194 04.16 05.41 1 ü ü 2190 93.3 7.79 ü

2 ü ü 2150 93.3 7.84 ü

3 ü ü 2000 93.4
4 ü ü 1950 93.3 7.84 ü

5 ü ü 1850 93.4
6 ü ü 1750 93.4 7.84 ü

7 ü ü 1600 93.4
8 ü ü 1499 93.4 7.85 ü

9 ü 1400 93.4
10 ü 1300 93.3

20/05/2008 NLH-24 Dip 15º20.43'S 176º25.19'W 2314 08.56 10.24 1 ü 2307 93.3 7.82 ü

2 ü 2260 93.3 7.84 ü

3 ü 2220 93.3
4 ü 2149 93.3 7.85 ü

5 ü 2100 93.3
6 ü 1999 93.3
7 ü 1750 93.3
8 ü 1499 93.4
9 ü 1350 93.4

21/05/2008 NLH-25 Dip 15º43.19'S 177º12.35'W 2119 10.05 11.25 1 ü 2107 93.2
2 ü 2050 93.2 7.72 ü

To collect samples near the caldera floor of the Dugong area, east of the North Rift, Zone 3. 
Very small broad plume anomaly detected (0.1%, 1090 - 1160m). 7 samples collected for He-
isotope analysis. 3 samples collected for total metals. 

To collect samples from the northern end of the main rift zone, North Rift Zone 3. Very minor 
anomaly (0.05% light transmission) between 1450 - 2190. 10 samples collected for He-isotope 
analysis. 5 samples collected for total metals.

To collect samples in the NW part of the Lobser Caldera, North Rift. Hydrothermal plume 
detected between 1479 - 1375 m, not quite as strong as the plume in NLH-18. 8 samples 
collected for He-isotope analysis. 4 samples collected for total metals. 1 sample collected for 
dissolved metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse.

To collect samples at the southern end of the main rift zone, North Rift Zone 3. No plume 
observed. 9 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 3 samples collected for total metals

To collect samples from the NW Lau Spreading Centre. Plume detected between 1761 - 1990 m 
(0.2% light transmission anomaly), appear structured. 12 samples collected for He-isotope 
analysis. 5 samples collected for total metals. 1 sample collected for dissolved 
metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse.

To collect samples NE of Volcano P, Northern Lau Basin. Several hydrothermal plumes detected. 
One small transmission anomaly at ~ 720m, minor anomaly ~1138, and a broad anomaly 
between 1915 - 2500 m. 23 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 8 samples collected for 
total metals. 2 samples collected for dissolved metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI 
water rinse.

To collect samples from the crater in Volcano P. Small anomaly at 690m, larger plume at base of 
crater (0.8% light transmission anomaly). 11 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 5 samples 
collected for total metals. 2 samples collected for dissolved metals/particulates. 4L filtered 
seawater, 2L DI water rinse.
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3 ü ü 1990 93.1 7.73 ü

4 ü ü 1965 93.1
5 ü ü 1930 93.1
6 ü ü 1850 93.0 7.74 ü ü ü Box 8-10 0.01503
7 ü ü 1820 93.1
8 ü ü 1750 93.1 7.74 ü

9 ü 1600 93.2
10 ü 1500 93.2 7.74 ü

11 ü 1400 93.2
12 ü 1200 93.2

21/05/2008 NLH-26 Dip 15º31.00'S 177º04.91'W 2231 18.28 19.55 1 ü 2240 93.2 7.76 ü

2 ü 2150 93.2
3 ü ü 2050 93.2 7.80 ü

4 ü ü 1950 93.1
5 ü ü 1899 93.1 7.80 ü ü ü Box 8-11 0.01487
6 ü ü 1850 93.1 7.79 ü

7 ü ü 1800 93.1
8 ü 1700 93.2 7.79 ü

9 ü 1501 93.2 7.79 ü

10 ü 1299 93.2
22/05/2008 NLH-27 Dip 15º40.29'S 177º09.09'W 2091 01.11 02.34 1 ü 2097 93.1 7.73 ü

2 ü ü 2062 92.9
3 ü ü 1999 93.0 7.74 ü

4 ü ü 1950 92.9
5 ü ü 1889 92.9
6 ü ü 1849 92.9 7.74 ü ü ü Box 8-12 0.01451
7 ü ü 1809 93.0 7.75 ü

8 ü ü 1750 93.1
9 ü 1679 93.2 7.75 ü

10 ü 1601 93.2
11 ü 1499 93.2 7.75 ü

12 ü 1400 93.2
22/05/2008 NLH-28 Dip 15º48.34'S 177º16.56'W 2174 06.00 07.35 1 ü 2186 92.8 7.82 ü

2 ü ü 2150 92.7 7.83 ü

3 ü ü 2100 92.5 7.83 ü

4 ü ü 2050 92.0 7.83 ü

5 ü ü 2000 92.3 7.78 ü

6 ü ü 1980 92.3 7.79 ü

7 ü ü 1960 91.9 7.78 ü ü ü Box 8-13 0.01485
8 ü ü 1940 91.8 7.78 ü ü ü Box 8-14 0.01487
9 ü ü 1914 91.9 7.77 ü

10 ü ü 1865 92.5 7.79 ü

11 ü ü 1815 93.2 7.79 ü

12 ü 1750 93.1 7.79 ü

13 ü 1500 93.2
14 ü 1250 93.2

22/05/2008 NLH-29 Dip 15º48.00'S 177º17.19'W 2058 09.50 11.10 1 ü 2052 93.1 7.76 ü

2 ü ü 2000 93.0
3 ü ü 1975 92.8 7.76 ü

4 ü ü 1939 92.4 7.77 ü

5 ü ü 1920 92.3 7.75 ü ü ü Box 8-16 0.01469
6 ü ü 1885 92.3 7.76 ü

7 ü ü 1855 92.5 7.76 ü

8 ü ü 1825 92.8 7.77 ü

9 ü 1790 93.1 7.75 ü

10 ü 1791 93.1
11 ü 1750 93.1
12 ü 1650 93.2
13 ü 1500 93.2 7.74 ü

14 ü 1300 93.2
23/05/2008 NLH-30 Dip 15º54.26'S 177º24.90'W 2161 11.14 12.20 1 ü 2142 92.9

2 ü ü 2100 92.9
3 ü ü 2055 92.9 7.79 ü

4 ü ü 2045 92.9 7.80 ü ü ü Box 8-17 0.01508
5 ü ü 2035 93.0 7.80 ü

6 ü ü 2020 93.0
7 ü ü 1970 93.0
8 ü ü 1860 93.0
9 ü 1750 93.0 7.80 ü

10 ü 1600 93.0
11 ü 1500 93.0 7.80 ü

12 ü 1200 93.1
23/05/2008 NLH-31 Dip 15º48.38'S 177º15.05'W 2204 18.54 20.24 1 ü ü 2224 92.6 7.77 ü

2 ü ü 2189 92.6

To collect samples from the centre-west wall of the southern caldera, NWLSC. Small, "fuzzy" 
plume detected between 1855 and bottom of cast (2142; max anomaly at 2035 m). 12 samples 
collected for He-isotope analysis. 5 samples collected for total metals. 1 sample collected for 
dissolved metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse.

To collect samples from the NW Lau Spreading Centre. Plume detected between 1761 - 1990 m 
(0.2% light transmission anomaly), appear structured. 12 samples collected for He-isotope 
analysis. 5 samples collected for total metals. 1 sample collected for dissolved 
metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse.

To collect samples from the eastern wall of the northern caldera of west NWLSC. Moderate 
hydrothermal plume identified between 1850 - 2223 m; same as other plumes in the area at ~ 
1900 m depth. 11 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 6 samples collected for total metals. 
1 sample collected for dissolved metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse.

To collect samples from the northern end of the NW Lau Spreading Centre. Broad plume 
detected between 1778 - 2100 m (~0.15% light transmission anomaly). 10 samples collected for 
He-isotope analysis. 6 samples collected for total metals. 1 sample collected for dissolved 
metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse.

To collect samples from east side of the active NW Lau Spreading Centre. Large, structured 
plume detected between 1800 and 2004 m (max 1.4% light transmission anomaly at 1904m). 14 
samples collected for He-isotope analysis.12 samples collected for total metals. 1 sample 
collected for dissolved metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse.

To collect samples from southeast side of large northern caldera on the NW Lau Spreading 
Centre. Large, structured plume detected between 1828 and 2183 m (max ~1.4% light 
transmission anomaly at 1970m). 14 samples collected for He-isotope analysis.12 samples 
collected for total metals. 2 samples collected for dissolved metals/particulates. 4L filtered 
seawater, 2L DI water rinse.

To collect samples from the a basin east of mounds along the central portion of the NW Lau 
Spreading Centre. Broad plume detected between 1680 - 2060 m (0.1% light transmission 
anomaly). 12 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 6 samples collected for total metals. 1 
sample collected for dissolved metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse.
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3 ü ü 2139 92.5
4 ü ü 2100 92.5 7.78 ü

5 ü ü 2030 92.4
6 ü ü 1980 92.3 7.79 ü ü ü Box 8-18 0.01471
7 ü ü 1919 92.4
8 ü ü 1874 92.4 7.80 ü

9 ü 1850 92.7
10 ü 1789 93.0 7.81 ü

11 ü 1600 93.0
23/05/2008 NLH-32 Dip 15º48.47'S 177º16.68'W 2200 22.33 00.03 1 ü ü 2200 92.4 7.77 ü

2 ü ü 2150 92.4
3 ü ü 2086 92.3 7.79 ü

4 ü ü 2026 92.0
5 ü ü 1975 92.1 7.79 ü

6 ü ü 1942 91.8
7 ü ü 1926 91.7
8 ü ü 1911 91.6 7.79 ü ü ü Box 8-19 0.01452
9 ü ü 1901 91.5
10 ü ü 1881 91.6 7.79 ü

11 ü ü 1825 92.6
12 ü 1771 93.0
13 ü 1701 93.0 7.79 ü

24/05/2008 NLH-33 Dip 16º03.36'S 177º34.23'W 2446 09.37 11.02 1 ü 2456 92.9
2 ü 2299 92.9
3 ü 2150 92.9
4 ü 2050 92.9 7.78 ü

5 ü 1950 92.9 7.80 ü

6 ü 1800 92.9 7.81 ü

7 ü 1700 92.9 7.81 ü

8 ü 1600 92.9
9 ü 1500 92.9
10 ü 1350 92.9

25/05/2008 NLH-34 Dip 16º13.26'S 177º34.52'W 2185 03.35 04.55 1 ü 2147 92.8 7.80 ü

2 ü 2000 92.8
3 ü 1900 92.8 7.80 ü

4 ü 1850 92.8
5 ü 1760 92.8 7.81 ü

6 ü 1600 92.8
7 ü 1500 92.9 7.80 ü

8 ü 1350 92.9
9 ü 1200 92.9

29/05/2008 NLH-35 Dip 16º53.54'S 176º54.44'W 2174 05.10 07.02 1 ü 2168 92.4 7.82 ü

2 ü 2000 92.4
3 ü 1900 92.4 7.84 ü

4 ü 1800 92.4
5 ü 1700 92.4 7.83 ü

6 ü 1600 92.4
7 ü 1500 92.4 7.84 ü

8 ü 1349 92.4
9 ü 1200 92.4
10 ü 1000 92.4

29/05/2008 NLH-36 Dip 17º23.79'S 176º24.27'W 2399 16.45 18.18 1 ü 2405 92.5 7.81 ü

2 ü 2300 92.5
3 ü 2200 92.5 7.83 ü

4 ü 2100 92.5
5 ü 2000 92.5 7.84 ü

6 ü 1850 92.5
7 ü 1725 92.5 7.85 ü

8 ü 1600 92.5
9 ü 1450 92.5 7.86 ü

10 ü 1300 92.5

To collect samples from the southeast end of the Lau Extensional Transform Zone. No plume 
observed. 10 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 5 samples collected for total metals.

To collect samples from the Peggy Ridge, Lau Extensional Transform Zone. No plume observed. 
10 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 4 samples collected for total metals.

To collect samples at the junction of Peggy Ridge and the NWLSC. No plume observed; fuzzy 
transmission areas at 1762 m, 1805 m, and 1900 m. 9 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 
4 samples collected for total metals.

To collect samples from the eastern wall of the northern caldera of west NWLSC. Moderate 
hydrothermal plume identified between 1850 - 2223 m; same as other plumes in the area at ~ 
1900 m depth. 11 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 6 samples collected for total metals. 
1 sample collected for dissolved metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse.

To collect samples from the western wall of the northern caldera, NWLSC. Strong hydrothermal 
plume between 1776 - 2200 m (1.5% light transmission anomaly). 13 samples collected for He-
isotope analysis. 6 samples collected for total metals. 1 sample collected for dissolved 
metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse.

To collect samples from deep waters east of the NWLSC. No plume observed. 10 samples 
collected for He-isotope analysis. 4 samples collected for total metals.



SS2008/07   NoLauVE    LEG 2    Helium report 
 
 
Leg 2 presented a great opportunity to explore parts of the Peggy Ridge (PR; a right-
lateral transform fault), the Lau Extensional Transform Zone (LETZ) and the Central 
Lau Spreading Centre (CLSC), and collect helium samples from depths targeting local 
features as well as adding to the regional picture. 
All casts were to within 20m of bottom. 
 

1) Peggy Ridge 
2)   LETZ 
3) CLSC 

 
 Section 1.  Peggy Ridge 
 
NLH-35 Cast 35 was located at the north part of a southern section of the PR near the 
LETZ region. This part of the PR was in the Teck Cominco-Nautilus joint venture 
tenement area, along the west side of the PR Crest. The cast was near a cone with a 
collapsed pit and a dredge was taken. Nothing significant was detected with the 
transmissometer for particulates. Depths were sampled from 1200-2168m.   
16o53.59’S 176o 54.432’W 
 
NLH-36 Cast 36 was in a deep basin about 14 km SE of NLH-35, near the south end 
of the tenement area of PR, to 2404m. No particulate signal was detected with depths 
sampled from 1300-2404m.  17o 23.812’S 176o 24.273’W 
 
NLH-37 Cast 37 was located about midway within this PR tenement area between 
casts 35 and 36. No significant particulate signal was detected with 13 bottles closed 
for depths 1150-2470m. This gives us good coverage of mid- and deep-depths for a 
post-voyage helium check of the area.  17o 9.498’S 176o 42.140’W 
 
NLH-38 Cast 38 was in a deep basin south of NLH-35 to 3247m and checked on the 
possibility that active venting might be occurring below previous cast depths and 
might have accumulated within the contained sill depths of the basin. No plume signal 
was detected by the transmissometer.  17o 01.067’S 176o 50.51’W 
 
NLH-50 Cast 50 was also in the PR section, near the border with the LETZ region. 
No particulate signal was detected and depths were sampled from 1600-2270m 
17o 21.933’S 176 o 38.436’W 
 
NLH-53 Cast 53 was on the east side of the PR Crest with bottles covering depths 
from 1300-2338m. No plume was detected, but the bottom 2100-2350m had a curious 
but very slight hint of particle response.***   17o 12.147’S 176o 23.946’W 
 
***NOTE…..A number of the Leg II casts seemed to detect slight particulate 
responses from varying depths to bottom. In the case of Cast 53 the range was 250m. 
From previous work with a nephelometer backscatter instrument on a number of 
expeditions we would on occasion find a non-volcanic mineral or sediment layer of 



suspended particulate matter hovering above bottom, but as I recall it was usually not 
more than about 50-100m thick. The Leg II casts that showed the subtle bottom 
particles had depth ranges averaging about 275m. In the past we referred to the subtle 
particle response near bottom as a “nepheloid layer”. The false particulate nepheloid 
layer was indistinguishable from legitimate hydrothermal, low level particles and the 
helium sample results would eventually confirm the results one way or the other.  
 
On about 12 casts from Leg 2 this phenomenon occurred, and with the first few casts I 
thought it might be resulting from subtle diffuse venting in the region. But as the areas 
were sampled more thoroughly it became apparent that no local sources were being 
detected by way of an ample sampling grid of coverage and it thus became more 
likely that the bottom hint of particulate matter may not be hydrothermally sourced, 
even with the wide depth range of detection. Water samples collected for helium 
analysis will confirm one way or the other. 
 
NLH-54 Cast 54 was on the east side of the PR Crest and north of NHL-53. No plume 
signal was detected with the transmissometer and again subtle bottom particles were 
noted. Depths were sampled for regional as local coverage from 1000-2660m   16o 
54.76’S 176o 41.138’W 
 
Section 2.  LETZ 
 
NLH-43 Cast 43 was located at the south end of the LETZ region, bordering on the 
north end of the CLSC. The cast was positioned between two relatively small but 
juvenile-appearing forming ridges. The cast had some interesting subtle variations in 
particulate response over the bottom 500m. At the bottom 75m a more typical looking 
nepheloid layer was detected, but the helium samples will need to be run to be sure. 
Fourteen bottle depths were sampled from 1100-2477m. 17o 58.898’S 176 o 23.958’W 
 
NLH-49 Cast 49 was located in the NW corner of the LETZ region mapped. The 
bottom 350m had a pronounced possible particle response of the type mentioned 
above for nepheloid or plume particles. Eight bottles were collected for depths from 
1500-2342m, mainly focusing on the bottom signal. 17o 24.200’S 176o 47.640’W 
 
NLH-51 Cast 51 was SE of Cast 49. No significant particulate signal was detected, 
but slight increase of signal occurred from about 2100m to bottom at 2617m. Ten 
bottle depths were collected from 1500m. 17o 33.911’S 176o 41.755’W 
 
NLH-52 Cast 52 was located on the east side of the LETZ near possible new 
spreading ridges. No plume was detected and this cast also showed subtle particle 
increase from 2050m to the bottom at 2338m. 17o 12.147’S 176 2 o 3.946’W 
 
Section 3.  CLSC 
 
NLH-39 Cast 39 was located near the south boundary of the tenement line which was 
also the south part of the upper half of CLSC. Cast 39 was positioned on the west side 
of the SE ridge. A distinct plume was detected with the transmissometer centred 
around 2210m. The well defined plume was 100m thick, from 2150-2250m and with 
a consistent with a local source. Fifteen bottle depths were sampled from 1200-
2371m. 18o 29.945’S 176o 24.493’W 



 
NLH-40 Cast 40 was on the east side of the SE ridge, about 6km NE of Cast 39. No 
significant particulate plume was detected but slight bottom particles were noted from 
2100m to the bottom of 2339m. It is doubtful that the weak bottom particle response 
found here came from the more shallow plume found with Cast 39. Eleven bottle 
depths were sampled. 18o 28.306’S 176 o 21.678’W 
 
NLH-41 Cast 41 was located north of casts 39 and 40 on the west side of the SE 
Ridge. No particulate response was detected. Ten bottles were closed from 1500-
2339m.  18o 23.423’S 176o 21.179’W 
 
NLH-42 Cast 42 was positioned north of the previous 3 casts, to the east side of the 
lower portion of the NE ridge in the area, in a deep hole. No particulate signal was 
detected and eleven bottle depths were sampled from 1300-2724m. 
18o 14.796’S 176o 21.660’W 
 
NLH-44 Cast 44 was located on the west side of the North Ridge Crest and later a 
dredge was done in the same area. No particulate signal was detected, but the bottom 
250m again had a curious but weak signal. Eleven bottles were collected from 1300-
2287m. 18 5.664’S 176 22.312’W 
 
NLH-45 Cast 45 was also located on the west side, near the south end of the North 
Ridge, south of Cast 44. Nothing worthwhile was detected with the transmissometer. 
Eleven bottle depths were collected from 1500-2510m. 18o 11.554’S 176o 24.750’W 
 
NLH-46 Cast 46was the location of Mick’s high backscatter area, SW of the southern 
end of the North Ridge. No plume was detected with the transmissometer, but the 
bottom 400m did show a subtle response that may or may not be hydrothermal in 
origin. Ten bottle depths were collected from 1600-2487m. 18o 15.758’S 176o 
27.59’W 
 
NLH-47 Cast 47 was located at a mound toward the SW part of this northern half of 
the CLSC. Again, no particle plume was detected and yet the bottom 175m showed a 
subtle increase. Nine bottle depths were sampled from 1500-2279m.  
18o 24.180’S 176o 26.901’W 
 
NLH-48 Cast 48 was located in a crater on the west side of the northern half of CLSC 
at a point of high backscatter. No significant particle plume was detected but again a 
weak bottom plume response was noted from 2175-2523m. Eleven bottles were 
closed at depths from 1600-2523m. A dredge was performed in the same area.  
18o 20.946’S 176o 29.990’W 



Hydrocasts - NoLauVE_Leg_2.xls

SS07/2008 NoLauVE 

CTD Water Samples

Date Hydrocast Operation Latitude Longitude Depth (m) Start Time 
(LT) End Time (LT) Bottle # Plume 

Location
Helium 
Sample

CTD 
Pressure Transmission (%) pH

Total 
metal 

sample 
(A)

Dissolved 
metal 

sample (B)

Filter 
sample (C)

Filter 
Number

Filter 
Weight (g) Aim, Plumes, and Sampling

29/05/2008 NLH-35 Dip 16º53.54'S 176º54.44'W 2174 05.10 07.02 1 ü 2168 92.4 7.82 ü

2 ü 2000 92.4
3 ü 1900 92.4 7.84 ü

4 ü 1800 92.4
5 ü 1700 92.4 7.83 ü

6 ü 1600 92.4
7 ü 1500 92.4 7.84 ü

8 ü 1349 92.4
9 ü 1200 92.4
10 ü 1000 92.4

29/05/2008 NLH-36 Dip 17º23.79'S 176º24.27'W 2399 16.45 18.18 1 ü 2405 92.5 7.81 ü

2 ü 2300 92.5
3 ü 2200 92.5 7.83 ü

4 ü 2100 92.5
5 ü 2000 92.5 7.84 ü

6 ü 1850 92.5
7 ü 1725 92.5 7.85 ü

8 ü 1600 92.5
9 ü 1450 92.5 7.86 ü

10 ü 1300 92.5
30/05/2008 NLH-37 Dip 17º09.490'S 176º42.162'W 2470 08.25 10.12 1 ü 2480 92.4 7.84 ü

2 ü 2375 92.4
3 ü 2250 92.4 7.84 ü

4 ü 2151 92.4
5 ü 2050 92.4 7.85 ü

6 ü 1951 92.4
7 ü 1850 92.5 7.86 ü

8 ü 1752 92.5
9 ü 1650 92.5 7.86 ü

10 ü 1550 92.5
11 ü 1450 92.5 7.87 ü

12 ü 1300 92.5
13 ü 1150 92.5

30/05/2008 NLH-38 Dip 17º01.056'S 176º50.514'W 3231 18.59 21.09 1 ü 3247 92.4 7.88 ü

2 ü 3100 92.4
3 ü 2900 92.4 7.87 ü

4 ü 2700 92.4
5 ü 2500 92.4 7.88 ü

6 ü 2300 92.4
7 ü 2100 92.4 7.88 ü

8 ü 1900 92.4
9 ü 1700 92.4 7.87 ü

10 ü 1500 92.4
11 ü 1300 92.4 7.87 ü

12 ü 1100 92.4
13 5.1 91.8 8.38 *

1/06/2008 NLH-39 Dip 18º29.942'S 176º24.507'W 2359 03.13 05.01 1 ü 2370 92.4 7.82 ü

2 ü 2310 92.4
3 ü 2256 92.4 7.81 ü

4 ü ü 2231 92.2
5 ü ü 2224 92.1 7.82 ü ü ü Box 8-22 0.01491
6 ü ü 2210 92.3
7 ü ü 2181 92.3 7.81 ü

8 ü ü 2146 92.4
9 ü 2100 92.4 7.84 ü

10 ü 1950 92.4
11 ü 1800 92.4 7.84 ü

12 ü 1701 92.4
13 ü 1550 92.4 7.84 ü

14 ü 1400 92.4
15 ü 1199 92.4 7.84 ü

16 6.6 91.5 8.34 *
1/06/2008 NLH-40 Dip 18º28.306'S 176º21.626'W 2328 08.13 09.26 1 ü 2340 92.3 7.84 ü

2 ü 2310 92.4
3 ü 2271 92.3 7.84 ü

4 ü 2240 92.3
5 ü 2199 92.4 7.83 ü

6 ü 2100 92.4
7 ü 2000 92.4 7.84 ü

8 ü 1800 92.4
9 ü 1700 92.4 7.84 ü

10 ü 1499 92.4
11 ü 1301 92.4
12 6 92.4 8.33 *

To collect samples from the southeast end of the Lau Extensional Transform Zone (LETZ). No 
plume observed. 10 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 5 samples collected for total 
metals.

To collect samples from the Peggy Ridge, Lau Extensional Transform Zone (LETZ). No plume 
observed. 10 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 4 samples collected for total metals.

To collect samples from the deep basin on the south side of Peggy Ridge, at the junction of the 
Lau Extensional Transform Zone (LETZ). No plume observed. 12 samples collected for He-
isotope analysis. 6 samples collected for total metals. * 1 sample collected for alkalinity.

To collect samples from the southwest side of Peggy Ridge, joining the north end of the Lau 
Extensional Transform Zone (LETZ). No plume observed. 13 samples collected for He-isotope 
analysis. 6 samples collected for total metals.

To collect samples from the east side of the southern portion of the Central Lau Spreading 
Centre (CLSC). No plume observed. Some transmission data scatter between 2220 - 2340 m. 12 
samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 5 samples collected for total metals. * 1 sample 
collected for alkalinity. 

To collect samples from the west side of the northern portion of the Central Lau Spreading 
Centre (CLSC). Small, structured plume observed between 2150 - 2230 m. 15 samples collected 
for He-isotope analysis. 7 samples collected for total metals. 1 sample collected for dissolved 
metals/particulates. 4L filtered seawater, 2L DI water rinse. * 1 sample collected for alkalinity.



Hydrocasts - NoLauVE_Leg_2.xls

Date Hydrocast Operation Latitude Longitude Depth (m) Start Time 
(LT) End Time (LT) Bottle # Plume 

Location
Helium 
Sample

CTD 
Pressure Transmission (%) pH

Total 
metal 

sample 
(A)

Dissolved 
metal 

sample (B)

Filter 
sample (C)

Filter 
Number

Filter 
Weight (g) Aim, Plumes, and Sampling

To collect samples from the Peggy Ridge, Lau Extensional Transform Zone (LETZ). No plume 
observed. 10 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 4 samples collected for total metals.

1/06/2008 NLH-41 Dip 18º23.453'S 176º21.186'W 2327 10.29 12.00 1 ü 2341 92.3 7.95 ü

2 ü 2310 92.3
3 ü 2275 92.3 7.91 ü

4 ü 2225 92.3
5 ü 2270 92.3 7.82 ü

6 ü 2050 92.4
7 ü 1950 92.4 7.84 ü

8 ü 1800 92.4
9 ü 1649 92.4 7.81 ü

10 ü 1501 92.4
11 4.9 91.4 8.33 *

1/06/2008 NLH-42 Dip 18º14.778'S 176º21.658'W 2696 19.24 21.32 1 ü 2722 92.3 7.87 ü

2 ü 2551 92.3
3 ü 2400 92.3 7.87 ü

4 ü 2250 92.3
5 ü 2101 92.4 7.87 ü

6 ü 1950 92.4
7 ü 1851 92.4 7.88 ü

8 ü 1752 92.4
9 ü 1600 92.4 7.88 ü

10 ü 1450 92.4
11 ü 1300 92.4
12 * 3.9 91.0 8.36 *

2/06/2008 NLH-43 Dip 17º58.856'S 176º23.992'W 2471 15.27 16.59 1 ü 2477 92.3 7.82 ü

2 ü 2459 92.3
3 ü 2441 92.3 7.85 ü

4 ü 2410 92.3
5 ü 2350 92.3 7.84 ü

6 ü 2281 92.3
7 ü 2281 92.3 8.05 ü

8 ü 2200 92.3 7.84 ü

9 ü 2151 92.3
10 ü 1900 92.3 7.82 ü

11 ü 1700 92.3
12 ü 1500 92.3 7.81 ü

13 ü 1302 92.3
14 ü 1100 92.3 7.90 ü

15 * 3.9 91.2 *
2/06/2008 NLH-44 Dip 18º05.664'S 176º22.312'W 2283 19.03 20.42 1 ü 2288 92.3 7.86 ü

2 ü 2255 92.3 7.86 ü

3 ü 2220 92.3
4 ü 2181 92.3 7.86 ü

5 ü 2125 92.3
6 ü 2075 92.3 7.86 ü

7 ü 2000 92.3
8 ü 1851 92.3 7.86 ü

9 ü 1700 92.3
10 ü 1549 92.3 7.87 ü

11 ü 1301 92.3
12 * 7.4 91.3 8.30 *

2/06/2008 NLH-45 Dip 18º11.544'S 176º24.740'W 2499 21.32 23.18 1 ü 2510 92.3 7.86 ü

2 ü 2450 92.3
3 ü 2399 92.3 7.86 ü

4 ü 2299 92.3
5 ü 2201 92.3 7.86 ü

6 ü 2100 92.3
7 ü 1999 92.3 7.85 ü

8 ü 1899 92.3
9 ü 1802 92.3 7.86 ü

10 ü 1701 92.3
11 ü 1500 92.3 7.86 ü

12 * 8.0 91.3 8.28 *
2/06/2008 NLH-46 Dip 18º15.758'S 176º27.561'W 2470 23.56 01.40 1 ü 2486 92.3 7.80 ü

2 ü 2451 92.3
3 ü 2400 92.3 7.81 ü

4 ü 2351 92.3 7.82 ü

5 ü 2302 92.3
6 ü 2202 92.3 7.83 ü

7 ü 2053 92.3
8 ü 1899 92.3 7.82 ü

9 ü 1750 92.3
10 ü 1601 92.3 7.82 ü

11 * 8.0 91.2 8.32 *
3/06/2008 NLH-47 Dip 18º24.179'S 176º26.927'W 2277 03.02 04.39 1 ü 2276 92.3 7.79 ü

2 ü 2240 92.3
3 ü 2201 92.3 7.81 ü

4 ü 2160 92.3
5 ü 2119 92.3 7.81 ü

To collect samples from a large high west of the south ridge portion of the Central Lau Spreading 
Centre. No plume detected. Some fuzzy areas between 2100 - 2276 m.  9 samples collected for 
He-isotope analysis. 4 samples collected for total metals. * 1 sample collected for alkalinity.

To collect samples from the west side of the southern portion of the Central Lau Spreading 
Centre (CLSC). No plume observed. Some transmission data scatter between 2110 - 2341 m. 10 
samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 5 samples collected for total metals. * 1 sample 
collected for alkalinity. pH results were sporatic for samples 1 and 2 (samples retested). It was 
determined that samples 1 and 2 are unique in pH.

To collect samples in the deep on th east side of the northern segment of the Central Lau 
Spreading Centre (CLSC). No plume observed. 11 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 5 
samples collected for total metals. * 1 sample collected for alkalinity.

To collect samples on the western side of the southern portion of the northern ridge of the 
Central Lau Spreading Centre. No plume detected. Some fuzzy scatter observed between 2300 - 
2486 m.  10 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 6 samples collected for total metals. * 1 
sample collected for alkalinity.

To collect samples on the western side of the southern portion of the northern section of the 
Central Lau Spreading Centre. No plume detected. 11 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 
6 samples collected for total metals. * 1 sample collected for alkalinity.

To collect samples on the northern portion of the northern section of the Central Lau Spreading 
Centre. No plume detected. 11 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 6 samples collected for 
total metals. * 1 sample collected for alkalinity.

To collect samples on the west side of the northern portion of the northern segment of the 
Central Lau Spreading Centre. No plume detected. Some fuzzy anomalies at ~ 1300 m and ~ 
2400 m. 14 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 8 samples collected for total metals. * 1 
sample collected for alkalinity.



Hydrocasts - NoLauVE_Leg_2.xls

Date Hydrocast Operation Latitude Longitude Depth (m) Start Time 
(LT) End Time (LT) Bottle # Plume 

Location
Helium 
Sample

CTD 
Pressure Transmission (%) pH

Total 
metal 

sample 
(A)

Dissolved 
metal 

sample (B)

Filter 
sample (C)

Filter 
Number

Filter 
Weight (g) Aim, Plumes, and Sampling

To collect samples from the Peggy Ridge, Lau Extensional Transform Zone (LETZ). No plume 
observed. 10 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 4 samples collected for total metals.

6 ü 2049 92.3
7 ü 1901 92.3 7.82 ü

8 ü 1702 92.3
9 ü 1500 92.3
10 9.0 91.3 8.27 *

3/06/2008 NLH-48 Dip 18º20.925'S 176º29.99'W 2523 05.32 07.17 1 ü 2525 92.2 7.80 ü

2 ü 2501 92.2
3 ü 2450 92.2 7.82 ü

4 ü 2376 92.3
5 ü 2277 92.3 7.82 ü

6 ü 2179 92.3
7 ü 2099 92.3 7.80 ü

8 ü 2002 92.3
9 ü 1851 92.3 7.81 ü

10 ü 1701 92.3
11 ü 1600 92.3 7.75 ü

12 5.1 91.4 8.28 *
4/06/2008 NLH-49 Dip 17º24.203'S 176º47.658'W 2352 06.45 08.18 1 ü 2342 92.3 7.82 ü

2 ü 2300 92.3
3 ü 2200 92.3 7.84 ü

4 ü 2099 92.3
5 ü 2000 92.3 7.87 ü

6 ü 1849 92.3
7 ü 1701 92.3 7.86 ü

8 ü 1500 92.3
4/06/2008 NLH-50 Dip 17º21.934'S 176º38.435'W 2253 11.22 12.59 1 ü 2269 92.3 7.78 ü

2 ü 2219 92.3
3 ü 2150 92.3 7.81 ü

4 ü 2100 92.3
5 ü 2000 92.3 7.80 ü

6 ü 1900 92.3
7 ü 1751 92.3 7.81 ü

8 ü 1600 92.3
4/06/2008 NLH-51 Dip 17º33.910'S 176º41.760'W 2602 16.55 18.44 1 ü 2617 92.2 7.82 ü

2 ü 2551 92.2
3 ü 2475 92.2 7.84 ü

4 ü 2400 92.2
5 ü 2300 92.2 7.84 ü

6 ü 2245 92.2
7 ü 2100 92.2 7.84 ü

8 ü 1949 92.2
9 ü 1702 92.3 7.84 ü

10 ü 1499 92.3
11 5.2 91.1 8.34 *

4/06/2008 NLH-52 Dip 17º42.029'S 176º31.133'W 2471 21.07 22.45 1 ü 2474 92.2 7.83 ü

2 ü 2376 92.2
3 ü 2299 92.2 7.84 ü

4 ü 2266 92.2 7.84 ü

5 ü 2215 92.2 7.85 ü

6 ü 2101 92.2
7 ü 2000 92.2 7.84 ü

8 3.6 91.2 8.34 *
5/06/2008 NLH-53 Dip 17º12.135'S 176º23.939'W 2328 13.38 15.19 1 ü 2338 92.1 7.83 ü

2 ü 2275 92.2
3 ü 2200 92.1 7.84 ü

4 ü 2150 92.1
5 ü 2050 92.1
6 ü 1950 92.1 7.83 ü

7 ü 1850 92.2
8 ü 1750 92.2 7.82 ü

9 ü 1625 92.2
10 ü 1500 92.2 7.83 ü

11 ü 1300 92.2
12 8.4 91.5 8.33 *

5/06/2008 NLH-54 Dip 16º54.760'S 176º41.138'W 2654 18.58 20.51 1 ü 2662 92.0 7.83 ü

2 ü 2532 92.0
3 ü 2500 92.0 7.86 ü

4 ü 2350 92.0
5 ü 2200 92.1 7.86 ü

6 ü 2051 92.1
7 ü 1901 92.1 7.87 ü

8 ü 1800 92.1
9 ü 1700 92.1 7.86 ü

10 ü 1599 92.1
11 ü 1500 92.1 7.87 ü

12 ü 1250 92.1
13 ü 1001 92.1 7.87 ü

14 4.6 91.4 8.36 *

To collect samples from the north side of the Peggy Ridge. No plume detected. 11 samples 
collected for He-isotope analysis. 5 samples collected for total metals. * 1 sample collected for 
alkalinity.

To collect samples from the north side of the Peggy Ridge, northeast of the ridge crest. No 
plume detected. 13 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 7 samples collected for total 
metals. * 1 sample collected for alkalinity.

To collect samples from near a ridge in the northwest part of the LETZ. No plume detected. 8 
samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 4 samples collected for total metals.

To collect samples from a ridge in the northwest part of the LETZ. No plume detected. 8 samples 
collected for He-isotope analysis. 4 samples collected for total metals.

To collect samples from a basin south of a ridge in the northwest part of the LETZ. No plume 
detected. 10 samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 5 samples collected for total metals. * 1 
sample collected for alkalinity.

To collect samples from a basin south of the ridge in the northwest part of the Central Lau 
Spreading Centre. No plume detected. Some transmission scatter detected around 2265 m. 7 
samples collected for He-isotope analysis. 5 samples collected for total metals. * 1 sample 
collected for alkalinity.

To collect samples from a crater west of the ridges of the Central Lau Spreading Centre. No 
plume detected. Some fuzzy areas between 2200 - 2525 m. 11 samples collected for He-isotope 
analysis. 6 samples collected for total metals. * 1 sample collected for alkalinity.



Appendix 6 
MAGNETIC OPERATIONS 

 
By Michael Chandler 

 
Magnetic total field intensity data were collected using a SeaSPY Overhauser type proton 
precession magnetometer. The instrument was towed 250 meters behind the vessel to 
avoid interference, except for a brief period (6 May 2008 1930-2015) when instrument 
layback was reduced to 175 meters. Raw data were logged to a PC laptop using SeaLINK 
software. Instability in the SeaLINK program introduced date and position errors which 
were corrected for in processing by merging magnetic measurements with accurate ship 
navigation. 
 
Preliminary anomalies were computed by subtracting regional field values derived from 
NOAA's Geomag6.0 IGRF calculator. Anomalies were then merged with center-beam 
depths extracted from EM300 bathymetry to form a preliminary mgd77 file which was 
then integrated with magnetic data from prior cruises using Generic Mapping Tool's 
mgd77 supplemental package. All anomalies, including those from this and prior cruises, 
were recomputed using the latest magnetic reference fields. 
 
Data were gridded using nearneighbor interpolation for display. Data from this cruise 
compare well to pre-existing data visually although more rigorous methods, such as 
crossover analysis (to remove static DC shifts between data sets) along with crustal 
magnetization modelling, will be undertaken on land. 
 
Five maps are presented: 
 
a) Locator map, showing the cruise track and locations of magnetic anomaly maps 
b) Magnetic anomaly map #1, in the vicinity of North Fiji basin (wiggles positive up) 
c) Magnetic anomaly map #2, in the vicinity of Rochambeau Rifts (wiggles positive up) 
d) Magnetic anomaly map #3, in the vicinity of Peggy Ridge (wiggles positive to the NE) 
e) Magnetic anomaly map #4, in the vicinity of CLSC (wiggles positive to the right) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 



 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 



Appendix 7 
VIDEO-TOW OPERATIONS 

 
Joanna Parr and Shannon Johns 

 
The CSIRO video camera system was used for two operations during the NoLauVE 
voyage (NLV-01, NLV-02).  
 
NLV-01 Video tow operation: 
 
During NLV-01, the timer did not trigger the camera system and no video footage was 
taken, due to an electrical malfunction. However, the onboard CTD operated and the 
data from that was used as part of the hydrocast survey. Although the video recording 
failed, the deployment and operation itself was successful. The CSIRO camera system 
comprises 

• A digital video camera and timer in high pressure housing  
• 24V Seabattery – marine battery 
• 12kHz pinger 
• Sealite – marine light  
• CTD and transmissometer  

 
The components are located on the camera cage which is towed from the coring 
winch. The battery life is approximately 1 hour. 
 
Four waypoints, 250m apart were used to guide the tow. The camera cage was 
lowered at WP1 and using the pinger, lowered to ~3-5m above the seafloor. The ship 
then moved to WP2 at 1 knot where it waited for the camera to catch up. Using the 
echosounder/pinger trace and communicating with the winch driver the camera 
system was “flown” along at 3-5m above the seafloor. The process was repeated 
between WPs 2, 3 and 4 form where the camera was hauled back to surface. 
 
NLV-02 Video tow operation: 
 
NLV-02 was a success and obtained over 1.5 hours of video footage. However, during 
the initial drop of the camera system, the winch failed and started spooling 
uncontrollably at 100 m/min. This caused the camera system to fall uncontrollably to 
the seafloor from 60 m above it.  The camera tow proceeded despite ongoing winch 
problems.  The camera tow operation was cut short by 30 minutes due to uncertainties 
regarding the winch’s ability to haul the system back to surface.  When the camera 
system was brought on-board, the sea-light was still on, indicating battery power 
lasted for at least 3 hours.  
 
Three waypoints, 500 m apart, were used to guide the tow. The camera cage was 
lowered at the first waypoint. Following the crash and regaining control of the winch, 
the camera was flown at 3 - 5 m above the seafloor using the echosounder. The ship 
was moved to the second waypoint at 1 knot where it waited for the camera to catch 
up. The process was repeated between the second and third waypoints. However, 
halfway to the third waypoint, the ship’s engineer indicated that it was not safe to 
continue the operation given undiagnosed winch problems, whereafter the camera was 
hauled back to surface. 



 
The camera tow target area included a “pancake-shaped” volcanic mound. The first 
waypoint was at the base of the mound. The second waypoint was at the top of the 
mound. And the third waypoint was at the base on the other side of the mound.  
 
The video footage indicated that the base of the pancake is dominated by Fe-oxide 
altered pillowed flow rubble, which is breaking off and weathering from the flows 
along the mound. As the camera moved up the slope and a series of cliffs, pillowed 
flows became more dominant. At the top of the mound, pillowed flows were 
intertwined with randomly oriented lobate flows. Towards the center of the mound, a 
fresh sheet flow was identified, indicating a younging direction from bottom to top for 
the mound.  This suggests that the “pancake-shaped” mounds form as a series of 
radial sheet flows with lobate and pillowed margins. These flows are successively 
emplaced from a central vent source, which causes the mound to slowly build up 
vertically from the base.  
 
 
 
 



NLV-02
Video Log - NoLauVE 2008 (SS072008)

* Time correction 18:00:00 (video time) = 04:00:00 (real time)

Time Observations

18:48:00 Start of video tow operation. Camera turned on successfully. Black view screen with bubbles and organic material floating by.
18:49:26 Crash with bottom. Brown muddy turbid water.
18:49:38 Close-up of volcanic glassy rock. Old volcanics with minor sediment covering the rocks. Some residual glass present.
18:53:14 Camera cage starts moving.
18:53:54 Pillowed flow fragments, pahoehoe texture, with some muddy sediment.
18:54:26 Crash with bottom.
18:54:35 Pillowed rubbly flow fragments.
18:55:05 Dark (camera too high).
18:58:01 Rubbly flows (camera too high).
18:59:06 Rubbly flows.
18:59:38 Pillowed flow lobes, covered in a light coating of brown muddy sediment.
19:00:40 Fractured rubbly pillowed flow fragments.
19:01:18 Dark (camera too high).
19:02:04 Pillow lobes.
19:02:26 Dark (camera too high).
19:05:58 Rubbly flows (camera too high).
19:06:24 Dark (camera too high).
19:07:55 Pillowed flow lobes.
19:08:20 Flow margin; pillowed flow edge.
19:09:45 Dark (camera too high).
19:10:45 Bottom visible but faint.
19:10:55 Dark (camera too high).
19:11:10 Rubbly pillow buds with minor sediment cover. Pillowed flows with loose rock rubble.
19:13:15 Bottom visible but faint.
19:13:50 Dark (camera too high).
19:14:06 Rubbly pillowed flows.
19:14:25 Rubbly surface, pillowed flow fragments, Fe-oxide staining on pillow margins.
19:15:00 Pillowed flow fragments, Fe-oxide rims, old glassy margins present.
19:15:57 Crashes with bottom.
19:16:30 Glass sponge or nematode worm?
19:16:45 Crash with bottom. Brown muddy turbid water.
19:17:13 Crash with bottom.
19:17:28 Pillowed flows forming cliff face. Some pahoehoe texture on flow surfaces.
19:18:00 Crash with bottom. Brown muddy turbid water.
19:18:10 Pillowed flows along a hill/cliff.
19:18:38 Dark (camera too high).
19:18:42 Rubbly flow fragments.
19:19:03 Cliff with glassy sediments/shards (hyaloclastite?)
19:19:23 Pillowed flows with excellent surface texture (no rubble visible).
19:19:49 Glassy flow tops, younger looking pillows that at base of mound. Minor rubble (smaller fragments, more glass present).
19:20:20 Crash with bottom.
19:20:37 Cliff with pillowed flow tubes.
19:20:56 Crash with bottom. Brown muddy turbid water.
19:21:18 Crash with bottom.
19:21:25 Pillowed flows with preserved wrinkled surfaces.
19:21:48 Pillowed flow buds with preserved wrinked surfaces and break-out fractures.
19:22:03 Bottom visible but faint.
19:23:26 Pillowed flows and rubble.
19:24:14 Fresh pillows with preserved wrinkled surfaces.
19:24:30 Pillow buds and short lava tubes. Smoother flow surfaces. Younger flows.
19:25:00 Pillowed flow tops.
19:25:19 Brittle star (echinoderm).
19:26:02 Pillowed flows and pillow buds with pahoehoe texture and preserved wrinkled surfaces. 
19:26:33 2 Brittle stars (echinoderms).
19:26:57 Dark (camera too high).
19:27:27 Large pillows.
19:27:51 Dark (camera too high).
19:28:14 Pillowed flow tops and minor lava tubes. Increasing abundence of stretched pillows and lava tubes.
19:29:30 Dark (camera too high).
19:30:34 Pillowed flow tops and lava tubes. Flatter surface features. Indicating top surface of pancake structure.
19:31:10 Lava tubes and pillow buds with no preferred flow direction.
19:32:33 Dark (camera too high).
19:34:33 Lava tubes and pillow buds with no preferred flow direction.
19:36:52 Jelly fish? Floating piece of organic material.
19:37:22 Pillowed flows and lava tubes with no preferred orientation.
19:39:04 Dark (camera too high).
19:41:06 Black fresh lava surface/ flow crust-sheet. Flow edge. Youngest flow on top of pancake structure.
19:41:12 Dark. End of camera tow. Hauling in.
20:21:36 Lighter blue, approaching surface.
20:23:46 Just below surface.
20:36:00 On deck.
20:39:06 Video system switched off.



SS07/2008 NoLauVE 

Fauna Collected

Date Sample # Operation Location Fauna Description

2/05/2008 NLD-04 Dredge Alis cone 1. corals (soft & flexible, red coloured, 6-15 cm length, 8 pieces, found attached to rocks)
plastic sample bag single large bucket # A

2. organism (soft bodied, white with spines, 7mm, 1 piece, found attached to rock)
small vial single large bucket # A

14/05/2008 NLD-23 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 1. coral (soft branch, gold colured, 17 cm, 1 piece, found unattached to rocks)
medium vial single large bucket # A

2. coral (hard, black colured, 20cm, 1 piece, found unattached to rocks)
plastic sample bag single large bucket # A

3. coral (hard, white, 13cm, 1 piece, found unattached to rocks)
plastic sample bag single large bucket # A

4. coral (fragments, black/grey/white coloured, 9 pieces, some encrusted, found unattached to rocks)
plastic sample bag single large bucket # A

5. coral (hard coral fragments, white coloured, 16 pieces, 1-5cm lengths, found unattached to rocks)
plastic sample bag single large bucket # A

6. barnacle (white, 8mm, found attached to rock)
small vial single large bucket # A

7. organism (soft-bodied, 9mm, found attached to rock)
small vial single large bucket # A

15/05/2008 NLD-31 Dredge North Rift, Zone 3 1. sponge spicules? (clear, approx 16 cm lengths, approx 30 pieces, found unattached to any material)
medium vial single large bucket # A

2. coral (hard spines, cream white coloured, approx 9cm lengths, found unattached to any material)
plastic sample bag single large bucket # A

18-05-2008 NLG-02 Grab Volcano P, Tonga Arc 1. bivalve (mantels, 8 pieces, found attached to rocks)
small vial single large bucket # A

24/05/08 NLD-52 Dredge NWLSC
1.  sponge spicules? (clear, approx 8 cm max length, approx 6 pieces, found in mud

small vial single large bucket # A

Storage



SS07/2008 NoLauVE 
Fauna Collected Second Leg

Date Sample #Operation Location Fauna Description

4/06/2008 NLD-67 Dredge North LETZ

1. Coral (white, black,fragments, 14, found in mud)

plastic sample bag single large bucket # A

2. Coral (hard, black, white, 3 pieces 3-5cm length, 1cm diam, found loose n 
mud)

plastic sample bag single large bucket # A

3. Coral (black, white, grey, 3 small braches, found in mud)

plastic sample bag single large bucket # A

4. Bivalve (black , shell, found loose in mud)

plastic sample bag single large bucket # A

5. Organism (grey/ black, sponge? 3cm, found in mud)

plastic sample bag single large bucket # A

6. Sponge spicule (silver grey, 8mm, loose in mud)

plastic sample bag single large bucket # A

4/06/2008 NLD-68 Dredge West central LETZ

1. Bivalve (black, shell, claw shaped, loose in mud)

plastic sample bag single large bucket # A
2. Coral (white, black , hard, 2 fragments) plastic sample bag single large bucket # A

Storage




